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_ _'-- 1.0 INTRODUCTION '
t 1.1 General
This document is the final report on TDRSS Telecommunications ,_:
• ; System PN Code Analysis, performed by Robert Gold Associates for
¢
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center under Contract NAS 5-22546, and
: represents the work accomplished during *,he reporting period October
' 1975 through July 1976. -"
$ The purpose of this study was to perform parametric analysis of
the pseudo noise (PN) codes required to support the TDRSS telecommuni-
cations services and to assess the impact of alternate coding techniques
on the user transponder equipment, the TDRSS equipment, and all factors
t¢
that contribute to the acquisition and performance of these telecommuni-
cation services. Specifically, possible alternatives to the currently pro-
posed hybrid FH/direct sequence acquisition procedures have been con-
sidered and compared relative to acquisition time, implementation com-
plexity, operational reliability, and cost. The hybrid FH/direct sequence
technio.ue was analyzed in detail and rejected in favor of the approach
described in this report. The recommended approach minimizes acquisi-
tion time and user transponder complexity while maximizing probability
i of acquisition and overall link reliability.
1.1.1 Contents of Report
.$
The remaining sections of this introduction provide a brief over-
all description of the TDHSS and a communication link analysis upon
$ which the overall study conclusions were based. In Section 2, the
recommenaed signal structure and associated codes are given. Code
characteristics and taps selected to provide the desired characteristics
are given. A description of the user transponder subsystem and speci-iS
_- • fications for system parameters are provided. Both the forward and
i
2"
. , i ¢ ,. I, | ',
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_ r_ return link signals and their operation are described in this section. The
i I emphasis of Section 2 is to provide an overview of the system, itscharac-
I
terist cs,and operational capab litiesas they are laid out in the selected
design.
w
Subsystem desigllis described in Section 3. User transponder and
$ ground receiver designs are described, and block diagrams a._doperational
descriptions of these subsystems are given. U _r transponder design in
postulated on the NASA Standard Transponder as a baseline. This permits ,,.
a familiar transponder configuration to be considered for ready extension
of expected complexity.
Phase-shift-keyed signals are employed throughout the system,
in allmodes, and in forward and return links. The signal format chosen
has been based on system performance in acquisition, data ira nission,
and ranging operations, and has also been oriented to minimizing overall
system complexity--especially in the user transponder subsystem. Signal
design and employment of dual PSK signal structures are discussed in
detailin Appendix A. 2.
The recommended synchronization techniques of the user tran-
sponder for the forward link and the ground receiver of the re urn link
p.rediscussed and analyzed in Section 4. Emphasis is placed on the
multiple access links which, for both the forward and return channels,
have +he iowest threshold. The code search algorithm requires the
;. largest amount of the overall synchronization time. Hence, littleempha-
sis was placed upon the code loops and carrier loops which are activated
" upon acquisition. It is estimated that the pull-in, settlir, and tracking
times associated with these loops are less than 1 second and hence are
almost insignificant contributors to the overall synchronization time.
Section 4 begins with an outline of candidate acquisition techniques.
A summary table is given of the candidate t,_chnique_ which ]s the result
! :. of a first-levelanalysis documented in the Interim Report. '_ As a :_.sult
Interim Report n TDRSS Telecommunications System PN Code
i Analysis: Robert Gold Associates" (under Contract NAS 5-22546),April 30, 1976.
l
It l I f "" '
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: of this preliminary study, two techniques were selected for more detailed '_
t analysis. In Section 4.3, the basic theory and associated analysis of the _:
fixed length and sequential detection tests is presented. The functional _
4
_ models of the detectors, as well as the derivations of the mean acquisition _ '_"
times, is given. The results are extended to includ r, a dual state detection •
!
, _; algorithm. Several supplementary analyses are also given. These include
: i a code doppler analysis, interfering signal analysis, and bandlimiting _ ''
analysis. The subsection concludes with a discussion of multiple filter i '
acquisition techniques for doppler resolution, i
The application of the developed theory to the user transponder is _
given in Section 4.4 and to the ground receiver in Section 4.5. In each
case, the discussion begins with a distribution of error and minimum
threshold summary. Desired performance requirements are summarized
and these parameters are used as inputs and applied to the theoretical
development ot Section 4.3. The overall performance is then summarized 9
in tables and graphs.
The impact of multipath upon the synchronization parameters is
summarized in Section 4.6. The basic multipath characteristics were
established in a special study performed by the Boeing Company. A short
-- summary of this study is presented herein with further details given in the
Interim Report. The impact of these various parameters is discussed
_ •
_. relative to the acquisition of the 3 Mcps PN signal on the forward link to
the user receiver. The section concludes with the discussion of an algo-
rithm developed to preclude false lock to a multipath signal.
Code generation techniques and recommended code libraries for
the recommended TDRSS signal designs are presented in Section 5. Sec-
$ tions 5.1 through 5.4 discuss the general principles and techniques for the
i selection of the bandspread codes for TDRSS and Section 5.5 contains an
analysis of the effect of clock error on acquisition. Specific code libraries
_ for TDRSS are developed in Section 5.6. The Forward Link Multiple Access
_ _ Library consists of 100 long codes of period 218-1. These may be selected
,. """G ,.., i, I t l-'.' ,,
1977022406-014
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_- ,+- from the family of Gold codes of the period which are generated as described
• _ in Section 5.6.1.1, or from the library of maximal PN codes of this period
++ 8
_ listed in Appendix G. 5. The technique for the generation of the code
library for the Mode 2 return link is described in Section 5.6.2 and the
correlation properties of this family are analyzed and documented in ,,
i£ Appendix A. 5. The code library for the dedicated Mode 1 return link con-
sists of maximal PN codes of period 218-1. The codes selected are those
such that phase-shifted versions in excess of 20,000 chips may be generated _
_+ by addinp,the output of two stages cf the 18-stage code generated. This
C
code library, together with the taps which must be added and the resultant
phase shift,are contained in Appendix C. 5.
, +
+if +
?
I
' ,..+_++,+.++.,,,=--+,L_,.+.....+,+-............._'_,+,t, ++ -+,_+..++-
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1.2 System Desi/_n Considerations
| TDRSS is a satellitecommunication signal relay system intended : '
to provide almost complete earth coverage to users wishing to transmit
or receive messages to and from earth stationslocated within the United
States. The system is illustratedin figure I.2-I.
g "The Tracking and Data Relay SatelliteSystem (TDRSS) will consist ,
of two geosynchronous relay satellites, 130 degrees apart in longitude,
; and a ground terminal located in the continentalUnited States. Addition-
_ ,_'_ ally,the system will include two spare satellites;one in orbit, and one in
configuration for a rapid replacement launch. The purpose of the TDRSS
is to provide telecommunications services which will relay communications
! signals between low earth-orbiting user spacecraft and the user control
and/or data processing facilities. A real-time, bent-pipe concept is util-
ized in the operation of the TDRSS telecommunications services. The
system willbe capable of transmitting data to, receiving data from, or ::._
.," tracking user spacecraft over at least 85 percent of the user orbit."*
Services provided by TDRSS are:
: Multiple Access - "The multiple access (MA) communicr_ion
service system is designed to provide simultaneous real-time an, dedi-
_" cated return link service to low earth-orbiting user spacecraft with real-
time data rates to __ bps. Forward and return link service willbe pro-
! vided to all system users."*
_: Single Access - "The single access (SA) communication service
•_ system is designed to provide a high data rate return link to users withi
! real-time, playback, or science data requirements. The system willbe
utilizedon a priority scheduled basis, and will not normally be used for
dedicated support to any mission (with the exception of Space Shuttle)."* •
Cross-support - "Any mission which is compatible with the MA
system can receive forward or return link support from either the MA i
$ or SSA systems."*
TDRSS User's Guide, May 1975.
' i
I
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! { ,! Tracking - All service systems can provide range rate tracking
._ data for the users supported. Tracking accuracy will be comparable toit, :_
i thatcurrentlyavailablefrom theground-based STDN (SpacecraftTrack- i:!
ing _'_dData Network).
i
_ Ot.__,elating Frequencies
_ i C TDRStoUser L
SMA 2106.4 MHz
SSA 2.2 to 2.3 GHz
,. KSA 15. 0086 GHz
User to TDRS
SMA 2287.5 MHz
SSA 2025 to 2120 Mftz
KSA 13. 775 GHz
The varioussubsystems and theirrequirements are describedin "_
the sections of this report that follow. Each sub._ystem is considered,
to_ether with its signals, and its functions in handling and/or generating _
tho_e signals.
i- ?
t _}
p
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1.3 LinkA.alysis !$ 1.3.1 Introduction
2
One of the objectives of this investigation as to determine, based
!
on the link an, lyses, the minirr um received signal level by the user
receiver for each of the TDRSS forward links and, similarly, for the _
ground receiver for each of the return links. One of the primary assump- _
tions was the user antenna gain. Values assumed are those given in the _,,
performance specification for the simulation service.* For both the MA _
and SSA service, an antenna gain of -9 dB was used. For the KSA service,
+17 dB gain was assumed.
,, 1.3.2 Discussion of Results
Forward Links. A summary of the forward link analyses is given
in tables 1.3-1 through 1.3-3. Considering first the MA forward link, we
: find the minimum received signal level is approximately -137 dBm. This
(, is the required receiver sensitivity. Continuing on through the link analysis
of table 1.3-1, we find that with no design margin the link is just on the
edge of being able to support a data rate of 100 bps, the desired objective -_--
for the minimum data rate. By increasing the receiver antenna gain, the
link is capable of supporting a higher data rate.
The SSA forward link does not require the receiver sensitivity of
the MA forward link. It has a minimum received signal level as shown in
i; table I. 3-2 of -127.8 dBm. This link is capable of supporting a data rate
i in excess of 400 bps with a 3 dB design margin. Compared with the multipleaccess system, the S-band single access system is characterized by higher !
S/N 0 values due to the gain of a dish antenrJa on the TDRS. Thus, synchro-
nization acquisition on the forward link is less of a problem than with the i
multiple access system.
Performance Specification for Telecommunications Service Via
_ the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System, Goddard Space Flight Center,
S-805-1, June 1975, p. 25.
e
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Tab]e I.3-I. Link Analysis for MA Forward Link, S-Band
c j
f = 2106.4 MHz !
C
TDRS Antenna Gain (dB) 23.0
I TDRS Transmit Power (dBw) 13.0 _
}
RF Transmit Loss (dB) -1.0
Transmitted EIRP (dBw) 35.0 _
TDRS Transponder Loss (dB) -1.0 ;
n,=
_ Antenna Pointing Loss (dB) 0
,gignalEIRP (dBw) 34.0
C Space Loss (dB) -191.6
User Antenna Gain (dB) -9.0
Polarization Loss (dB) -0.5
P - Signal Power Out of User Antenna (dBw) -167.1S
{ _ P - Signal Power Out of User Antenna (dBm) -137.1
s
T (Antenna Output) (824°K) (dB) 29.2
s
_: KT (dBw/Hz) -199,4 '
, Ps/KTs (dB-Hz) 32.3
Required Eb/N 0 = 9.9 dB @ 10 -5 BI_,R -9, 9
i Demodulation Loss (dB) -1 5
_
I PN Loss (dB) -l. 0
Achievable Data Rate (dB), No Margin 19.9 implies 98 bps
Achievable Data Rate (dB), 3 dB Margin 16.9 implies 49 bps
S
8
i :!
,_
" , I ,J i i t
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Table 1.3-2. Link Analysis for SSA Forward Link, S-Band
illo: f = 2106.4 Mllz
?
TDRS Antenna Gain (dB) 35.4
i TDRS Transmit Power (dBw) II. 6 _
RF Transmit Loss (dB) -2.0 ;
,_ Transmitted EIRP (dBw) 45.0 _
I TDRS Transponder Loss (dB) -I. 0
Antenna Pointing Loss (dB) -0.5
Signal EIRP (dBw) 43.5
t_ Space Loss (dB) -191.6
User Antenna Gain (dB) -9.0
Polarization Loss (dB) -0.5
P - Signal Power Out of User Antenna (dBw) -157.8S
I _ _ P - Signal Power Out of User Antenna (dBm) -127.8
S
T (Antenna Output) (824°K) (dB) 29.2
S
: KT (dBw/Hz) -199.4
Z S
i. Ps/KTs (dB-Hz) 41.8
l Required Eb/N 0 = 9.9 dB @ 10 -5 BER -9.9
_ Demodulation Loss (dB) -1.5
_} PN Loss (dB) -1.0
!i_ System Margin (dB) -3.0
_' Achievable Data Rate (dB) 26.4 implies 436 bps
_t
] 977022406-02 ]
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Table 1.3-3. Link Analysis for K_. Forward Link
f = 13. 775 GHz
c
TDRS Antenna Gain (dB) 52.0 ,
,_: TDRS Transmit Power (dBw) -3.0 _:
RF Transmit Loss (dB) -2.0
Transmitted EIRP (dBw) 47.0 _'
TDRS Transponder Loss (dB) -1.0
"" Antenna Pointing Loss (dB) -0.5
Signal EIRP (dBw) 45.5
Space Loss (dB) -208.6
User Antenna Gain (dB) 17.0
Polarization Loss (dB) -0.5
P - Signal Power Out of User Antenna (dBw) -146.6
s
P - Signal Power Out of User Antenna (dBm) -116.6
s
: T (Antenna Output) (893°K) (dB) 29.5s
KT (dBw/Hz) -199.1
s
" Ps/KTs (dB-Hz) 52.5
Required Eb/N 0 -- 9.9 dB @ 10 -5 BER -9.9
, C Demodulation Loss (dB) -1.5
; PN Loss (dB) -I.0
.,. System ]Margin (dB) -3.0
_. Achievable Data Rate (dB) 3'/. 1 implies 5128 bps
t
* !i
i i t ¢ .. I i
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The linkanalysis for the KSA forward link is given in table 1.3-3.
: " " The received signal power is the greatest of the three links,-116.6 dBm.
g
With a 3 dB design margin, the link is capable of sustaining a data rate in •
excess of 5 kbps.
One area of investigationwhich was not considered in the link
{ L analyses given in the above reports is that of ionospheric scintillation.
t
Recent investigations have found that it does have an effect on the signal
in the 2-4 GHz region. This effect occurs only if the signal penetrates ;
the ionosphere. If the signal does penetrate the ionosphere, peak-to-peak
amplitude fluctuations of 2 to 5 dB, as well as phase perturbations, can
occur at certain times during a 24-hour time period. The fluctuations
will be the greatest if the propagated signal comes within the influence of
• the earth's magnetic equator or the aurora zones. The intensity of the
scintillation effects is also correlated with the sunspot activity. To obtain
a point of reference, an analysis was made to determine the range from
the TDRS satellite to a user in a 2000 km orbit at which the signal would
penetrate the edge of the ionosphere. Referring to Figure C-7 on page
_ C-16 of the User's Guide,* we see the geometry depicting the range
selected for the link calculations. At this range, the closest distance to
: :: the earth's surface is 1829 kin. For the satellite to be within 500 km of
the earth's surface, which would be the outer edge of the ionosphere, the
range to the user satellite is 46,550 kin. It is at this range and beyond for
the spatial relationships given in Figure C-7 that the scintillation effects
can be observed.
Return Links. A summary of the multiple access, single access
and Ku-band single access return link analyses is given in table 1.3-4.
These results are taken from the User's Guide and are included here for
completeness.
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) User's Guide,
Goddard Space Flight Center, STDN No. 101.2, Rev. 2, May 1975, pp.
C5-.C16.
?
i ,_ _ t ¢ -- i :
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Table I.3-4. Return Link Analysis
, ,_ S-Band: fc = 2287.5 MHz
i Ku-Band: f = 15 GHz
C
: S-Band Ku- Band
_ Multiple
{i $ Link Parameters Access Single Access Single Access
_! BER I0"5 I0"5 I0-5
i User EIRP (dBw) EIRP EIRP EIRP
_; Space Loss (dB) -192.2 -192.2 -209.2
Polarization Loss (dB) -1.0 -0, 5 -0.5
Pointing Loss (dB) .... 0.5 -0.5
TDRS Antenna Gain 28.0 36.0 52.6
(dB)
P at Output of Antenna -165.2 + EIRP -157.2 + EIRP -157.6 + EIRP
s (dBw)
T s (Antenna Output 824 586 893
t Terminals) (OK)
• T i (Due to Other User 255 ......
: _ Interference)(°K)
K (Ts + T i) (dBw/Hz) -198.3 -200.9 -199.1
": Ps/K(Ts +T')I(dB-Hz) 33. 1 + EIRP 43.7 + EIRP 41.5 + EIRP
Transponder Loss (dB) -2.0 -2.0 -2.0
Demodulation Loss (dB) -1 5 -1 5 -1 5
PN Loss (dB) -1.0 ......
: Antenna Beam Forming -0.5 ......
Loss (dB)
System Margin (dB) -3.0 -3.0 -3.0
$. Required Eb/N 0 (dB) -9.9 -9.9 -9.9
• PSK
_ Achievable Data Rate 15.2 + EIRP 27.3 + EIRP 25.1 + EIRP
_: (dB)
$_ FEC Gain (dB) 5.2 5.2 5.2
R: 1/2,K--7
Achievable Data Rate 20.4 + EIRP 32.5 + EIRP 30.3 + EIRP
: _ (dB)
$
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!.1. Data rates on the return link multiple access spread spectrum
I signal from a user can range up to 50 kbps and rate 1/2 error correction
establishes ,*he maximum symbol rate at I00 kbps. Return link perform-
ance for a given multiple access user is affected by interference from
other users within the receive beam. An analysis of this degradation is4
,O given in Section 4.3.5.
$ The S-band single access return link may have telemetry data rates
in the range from 100 bps up to 6_ 3 Mbps. As with the multiple access
return link, the rates are a function of the operational mo_c, the EIRI-',
whether the data is biphase formatted or convolutionally coded, and
whether spectrum spreading is utilized.
The Ku-band single access return link is intended to handle tele-
_r
4,
metry data rates from 1 kbps to 300 Mbps. The data rates are functions
of the same factors as given above for the single access return lin_,
$
S
$
• $
L'
I
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.,. 2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
This report section describes the results of studies carried out
by Robert Gold Associates. Signal design descriptions are given for both
_- forward and return links, together with recommended system and sub-
B system parameters.
2.1 Forward Lii_k Multiple Access
: 2.1.1 Becommendcd Parameters
S_nal Design
The recommended signal design is a dual format, wherein a pair
of PSK (phase-shift-keyed) signals are sent on quadrature-related versions
of the same carrier r.ignal. This is illustrated by the modulator of Figure
2. ',-' (It is noted thet the modulator shown is different from a standard
quadriphase PSK modulator only in that one of the two biphase PSK signals
'n
generated internally to the modulator is held to a level 10 dB below tb_
other. ) rhe signal employed can be considerea to be a composite of two
signals, one of which has 10 dB less power than the other, whose carriers
happen to be at the same frequency and whose carrier phases are in quad-
rature. The quadrature phase relationship is assured by actually employing
only one carrier signal so,_rce and routing properly phase-shifted versions
; of this carrier to the right place. Frequency coherence is assured by this
_: employment of phase-'__eparated versions of the same carrier reference
for the two signals,
The forward link multiple a2cess signal is an unbalanced quadri-
phase pair of signals, as shown in Figure 2.1-2. This signal is made up
of a pair of bi-phase signals related in such a _ay that their combined
:_ structure has a constant envelope. That is, in the steady state, the signal
. always takes one of the four phases as shown in Figure 2.1-2, a,,d +he
k
$ radius vector has the same value in all four phases as long as the two
_{ b'-phase signals are maintained in phase quadrature. Constant envelope
'i
-i
': D
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Carrier , _ BPSK I
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2:
___ BPSK 2
-I0 dB
.. 218 Code I
Figure 2.I-I. Composite SignalModulator
o _.- t
BPSK Signal I BPSK Signal 2
(A sin ct-+909) (1-_c°s ct-+90 ° )
t
Composite ofSignals1 and 2
t
Figure 2.1-2. Composite Signal Structure
!L"
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!i 4- power is important in systems employing either traveling wave tube or _.
: ,i solid-statepower amplifiers, as these exhibitAM-to-PM conversion in
_ *,herange of 6 to 10 degrees for each I dB signal amplitude change.
Thus, incidentalphase modulation may be caused by unintended ampli- :!
! tude modulation, and this phase modulation can approach the level of the
i $ desired signal, causing serious loss or degradation of the intended signal, i
A dual bi-phase signal format has been chosen in preference to _
"_ dual quadriphase because of the relativesimplicity of the bi-phase struc- --
J
ture from the hardware point of view. In addition, itis necessary to limiti
: the allowable p ,ase states assumed by the smaller signal in a dual-QPSK
modulator, to avoid incidentalAM modulation.
DL-ect sequence spread spectrum modulation is employed in the
• l_- forward link for several reasons:
1. The spread spectrum modulated signal has relatively low
power density, which is necessary to meet system requirements for signal
flux density at the earth's surface* due to TDRSS transmissions,
2. The coded modulation provides for code division multiple
access operation.
3. The system has reduced sensitivity to interference, as
_: well as furnishing low interference to other link users.
4. Good range resolution is facilitatedby the coded modulation.
:: Demodulation of the dual signals must be accomplished by synchron-
r, izing the receiver to both transmitted code sequences. For all p_-actical
S-band
" _ -154 dBw/m 2 in 4 kHz f_r 0° to 5 ° arrival angle.
-154 + {0-5)/2 dBBW/m 2 in 4 kHz for 5° to 25 ° :
-144 dBw/m 2 in 4 kHz for 25 ° to 90 ° i
•
< Ku-band _
-152 dBw/m 2 in 4 kHz, 0° to 5° _.
_ _ -152 + (0-5)/2 dBw/m 2 in4 kHz, 5° to 25 °
_ {_ -142 dBw/m 2 in4 kHz, 25 ° to 90 ° . it •
!, !
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* !o ._ purposes, the signal received is treated as if it were two unrelated signals. _
I_ _"_ Therefore, the optimum receiver is actually a pair of bi-phase PSI{ _
receivers rather than a single quadriphase receiver for two unequal
signals; even though the two signals are in phase quadrature just as are ;
other quadriphase PSI{ signals.
* $ As the coded modulation is a key to rang e resolution, multiple
access, interference rejection, and low spectrum density, the codes
• _ employed must be plentiful, readily generated, and have good correlation
properties. The larger of the dual signal pair is modulated by a
3.077799 Mbps, 1023-bit code sequence of the "Gold" type. This signal i
is employed for initial acquisition and for data transmission. The second,
smaller signal is modulated by a longer code (218-25r bits)at the same ,_
_ bitrate, and is employed for range measurement.
The code sequences employed in the forward link (Codes 1 and 2
of figure 2.1-I) are of lengths 1023 bits and (1023 •256) bits, at a bit rate
of 3. 077799 Mbps. Gold sequences will be employed for the 1023obit codes
I
to insure that a large family of usable codes is available. The long code
,: is _pecifically chosen to have a length which is an integral multiple of the }
shorter code length, which aids in the long code synchronization process.
$ In the return link, the fl signal used as a reference for carrier • .
_ frequency generation may be coherent or noncoherent with the fl signal ,
_ used in the forward link. This depends on the mode in which the system
_; is operating (see table 2.1-1). In all cases, code rates are related to i_
carrier frequency in the following ratios:
: } Operation Ratio Bit Rate
_ 31 fc (fwd)
_ _ SMA, SSA 221x96 3. 077799479 _Mbps
31 fc (fwd) !_
_ KSA 1469x96 3. 02803069
Mbps
C The section that follows lists the specific codes that have been
selected for use in this program. _
V
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; Table 2.1-1. PN Code Lengths
i _ .
" i _' fl/f2 "_Mode Q Channel Code I Channel Code
1 1023 blts (1023 •256) bits Coherent _ ._
2 2047 bits 2047 bits Noncoherent _
3 None (1023 •256) bits Coherent
Codes recommended are listedin the folluwi.:gparagraph.
_ 2.I.2 User Transponder Description
This section describes _ user transponder design used to implement
tradeoffs in signal structure and s_gnal selection. Further information and
, details may be found in Robert Gold Associates Interim Report for Contract _
NAS 5-22546, TDRSS PN Code Analysis• April 30, 1976.
2.1.2.1 Figure 2.1.3 shows the simplified block diagram of a transponder
design based on the NASA Standard Transponder configuration. The neces-
sary spread spectrum blocks have been added to the standard transponder
to provide the desired signal characteristics (i.e. wideband, low-power-• !
density signals in the modulated signal band).
A signal at 2106. 40625 MHz (221 fl ) is received and mixed with a
local oscillator at 1982.5 MHz (208 fl ) to produce a 193.90625 MHz IF
signal. At this IF frequency• the signal is split and applied to two second _
l ( mixers along with two local code-modulated reference signals. One of
210_1 '_these local reference codes (No. 1) is the bit synchronization and
data sequence• and the other (No. 2) is the 218-256 bit ranging sequence.
: i Both local reference signals are centered at 136. 15625 MHz, so that when
local codes are synchronous with either received signal, the corresponding
IF2 output signal is 12.25 MHz, 9utput to either IF2A or IF2B depending
on which code is synchronous (either one or both may be synchronized at
• _o_" any given time).
1977022406-030
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_ A synchronized signal output in IF2 B is from the 1023 bit code
_ channel, which includes forward link data in its modulation. The syn°
• _
chronized signal output then is a carrier (at 12.25 MHz) that is PSK
modulated by the desired data. This signal is then demudulated and the
Jdata employed as required.
i The IF2 A signal is an unmodulated carrier employed in ranging. _i
Since this signal is unmodulated, the design of Demod A is greatly simpli-
fied by a carrier de, rotor. Further, si,m o the IF2 B signal will be acquired ! o
• prior to the IF2 A signal, coherent carrier detection is facilitated, as a
_ carrier reference is available from Demod B. If desired, ]_'_, rate data
such as commands might be sent as baseband modulation on the signal in
•_ IF2A. Of course, this would impact the demodulator design since itwould
• _ a then be required to accept data, and this would in turn bring about the need
• _ for a somewhat wider bandwidth (at least as great as the data rate).
_:_ Either coherent or noncoherent signaltransmission at 240 fl isfacil-
_ _ itated to allow for turnaround ranging or any other operation that might :
require a return link signal that is coherent with the forward link signal.
i Two separate oscillators are provided as 2 fl sources. One, a :
VCO, is phase locked to the forward link signal, which provides a coherent
• _ a 2 fl source for generating (after multiplication by 120) the return link car-
rier. In the noncoherent mode, a separate 2 fl oscillator is used to gener-
ate the return link carrier. In some instances, the noncoherent mode is
necessary to prevent retransmission of a return link signal that is per-l
turbed by forward link carrier phase noise.
Code clock is also derived by operation on the 2 fl VCO or 2 fl
oscillator. Again, the decision as to which is used depends on whether
• coherent or noncoherent turnaround must be employed. The clock rate •
is 31/96 fl' or 3. 077799479 Mbps when the return link carrier frequency .i
is 2287.5 MHz. Code rate does vary as carrier frequency is changed, i
' i_l[ but within the range of carrier frequencies expected, the code rate will
_ _ be close to 3.0 Mbps. _:
.i
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_ Basic code generator design is illustratedin figure 2. I-4. A
t ; number of codes must be generated simultaneously for fullforward andg .
return link operational capability. The use of a number of codes and _.
availability of a large library of well-defined and carefully selected codes ;}
is a feature of the system design and a specific goal of this study program, i_
$ The most prominent features of the user transponder design
selected are given in table 2.1-2.
2.1.2.2 Estimates of the number of components required to implement o_
g the portions of the user transponder that are beyond the subsystem included
i in present standard transponder design (i.e., code generators, code rood- i
i ulators, and other circuitry associated specificallywith spread spectrum
' modulation and demodulation) are given in _able 2.1-3. Also included
in this table is an estimate of the additionalpower required to operate
these additionalcomponents. Overall power estimated for a transponder
is given in tables 2.1-4 and 2.1-5.
_' Table 2.1-6 shows overall weight estimated for a spread spectrum
user transponder.
_ It is apparent from considerations of available alternatives that
the selected direct sequence approach meets TDRSS requirements and is
11;
the best available method for doing so.
" i Further descriptions of the user transponder and the signal struc-
_ ture employed in TDRSS may be found in section 3.1 of this report.
il t Table 2.1-7 lists the overall characteristics of the recommended
_ subsystem.
2.1.3 System Performance }
: il g The results obtained for the S-band multiple access and single _
_i access forward link synchronization study are summarized below. We i
• _ begin by summarizing the performance objectives and the ystem
¢
@ constraints. ,
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Table 2.1-2. User Transponder Design
' !"Synchronization Technique 1-23 bit sequence
Sequential acquisition with doppler ._
resolution filters !
Data Transmission By sequence inversion modulation J_
of the 1023 bit sequence
Ranging Code 218-256 bit sequence ranging code i
acquisitionby derivation from short _ _
code timing. Used for ranging only !r
"i
Signal Format Unbalanced QPSK, synchronization/
data transmission code on (90,270)
degree carrier, range co e on
(0,180) degree carrier. Range4m carrier I0 dB below data carrier
i Code Rate 3.07799 Mbps
4
Average Synchronization Time Sequential Search _
_ Short code 14.2 seconds
" * Long code 1.5 seconds
User can synchronize any time,
no specificsynchronization mode
8
Additional Hardware Required 75 components
(transponder)
Power Estimated (transponder) 7.4 watts MIC constuction
(notincluding P. A. )
• 12.0 watts Hybrid construction
(not including P. A. )
f* Development Risks No new transponder circuitry needed. _
Code generators, frequency synthe- i
' II sizers, modulators, and demodu- ._
_ lators use proven circu._tsand
techniques ii
C .i
• t)
:-: - L \. ......_. " , l" _j ,t .. i - . **I" I "_
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Table 2.1-3. Component Estimate
8 Circuits Power _Transmitter
Coders 8 33 f-f 0.33 w
2 8 rood 2 0.08
8 3 3 nor 0.03
Modulator 12 2 B.M. 0
1 1 90 ° hybrid 0
1 1E 0
1 1 10-dB atten. 0
28 components 0.44 w
Receiver
36 6 B.M. 0
2 2_; 0 _
6 6 IF I.C. 0.6 w
30 30 resistors 0
25 25 capacitors 0
2 2 BPF 0 !
12 45 f-f 0.45g
i 1 1 comparator 0.1
_ 1 1 diff. amp. 0.1
1 1 4 Qmult. 0.1
t 2 7 gates 0.07 :;
• 2 8 rood 2 0.08 _:
2 2VCO I.C. 0. I
., _ • 122 components 1.6 w _:_
Assumes: I0 mwldigital I.C.; I00 mwlanalog I.C.
28 + 122 = !50 total parts
O 0.44 + 1.6 = 2.04 w total _.
t.?
J
-%
Z
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Table 2.1-4. Total Power Estimate
8 SS 2.04 w "_
t
_ Hybrid IF/RF I0.0 w
_- MIC IF/RF 5.5 w
i 'g Hybrid 12.04 w totalMIC 7.54 w total
i (No PA)
: Table 2.1-5. Power Amplifier Estimate
_, Power Amplifier (20 watts)
i TWT 6,5 Ib 80-133 w prime power
Trapatt <4 Ib 50-80 w prime power
_- Transistor <4 Ib 50-67 w prime power
_t Table 2.1-6. Total Weight
!
SS I. 6 Ib
1 Hybrid IF/RF 2.25 lb
MIC IF/RF 1.6 lb
Hybrid 3.85 lb total
MIC 3.2 lb total
D
' !
"l
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_. Table 2.1-7. Transponder Specifications
_7
il
RECEIVER CHANNEL
Center Frequency 2106. 40625 MHz
Noise Figure 2.5 dB max
Bandwidth (3 dB) 5 MHz rain (at 2nd IF)
VSWR 1.1:1 to +_ 2.25 MHz
Phase Response Linear to within + 5 ° + 1.50 MHz
i I Amplitude Response Flat to within 1/2 dB _+ 1.50 MHz
Dynamic Signal Range 40 dB
Maximum Signal and Noise -130 dBW
_ Minimum Signal -180 dBW
SYNCHRONIZATION PREAMBLE
: Code:
Type Pseudorandom, Gold-type
Code Generation Linear
" Code Length 1023 bits
," Code Loop:
Dither vd = 0.5 chip (if v dither used),
I delay lock preferred
Order Ist
_" (BLBandwidth ) 0.1 Hz
Dynamics Aiding From carrier loop
_. Acquisition:
_ Search Steps 1/2 chip
!* Average Search Rate 75 chips/second
: _- • Signal Detector Sequential detector
,_ Detector Bandwidth + 3 kHz
_ Frequency Uncertainty 700 Hz nominal, 3000 Hz maximum
Time Uncertainty 1023 PN chips maximum
! •
t
L '
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iTable 2 1-7. (continued)
PN Losses:
Bandwidth Negligible "_
Channel Distortion 0.5 dB 4
Imperfect Tracking 0.3 dB i _i$
CARRIER ACQUISITION AND TRACKING _
i Type of Loop Costas/PLL or Squaring _
i 4_ Loop Orde" 2nd i
Loop Bandwidth (B L) 32 Hz
i Dampirg Factor 700. 7
Frequency Offset (Max)
! _: Acquisition + 3 kHz
Tracking + 60 kHz
IncidentalFM 6° RMS in I0 Hz with good S/N,
m axim um
Carrier Tracking Losses:
! IncidentalFM 0.2 dB
Nonlinearities 0.5 dB at threshold
AGC Noise 0.3 dB at threshold
COMMAND DATA DEMODULATION
Demodulator Costas Loop
Fixed Data Rate 1Z5, 1000 bps
8
Data Processing Integrate and dump
Telemetry Data:
Rate I kbs - 50 kbs !
$ Clock Asynchronous, user supplied ._
External Interface TTL compatible
EDAC Encoding !
Type C onvolutional
Constraint Length 7
8 Ra*.c 1/2
:' 0
_ Transmission Encoding
Type Differential
,|.
,. . , l ,. ,.. in ,,
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_ Table 2. I-7. (continued) /
t
_I User Oscillator Phase Noise < 3° RMS; BW - 6 Hz - I00 kHz _,
_ Modulator/Demodulator Phase -<4°
Imbalance
$ Modulator/Demodulator Amplitude _-0.5 dB _ _
• Imbalance
Data Asymmetry -<1 percent , _
Data Skew < 0. I bit time _
8 Data Decoding Differential "
Data Clock Lerived from PN code
Data Interface TTL
Implementation Losses:
Carrier Reference at 1 dB at Iv0 bps
Threshold
Nonlinearity 0.3 dB
Bandlimiting 0.2 dB
TRANSMIT CHANNE L
Transmitter:
Type Solid State or TWT
i Center Frequency 2287.5 MHz
Bandwidth (3 dB) 6 MHz minimum
Amplitude Response Flat to within 1/2 dB bandwidth
_ Phase Response Linear to within + 5°
_ e
_ Modulator:
i_ Modulation Unbalanced QPSK
Code Families Gold code pairs
D PN Chip Rate 3.077799 MHz
_ Code Lengths
.18
- _- Forward Link Zl8- 258, 1023
Return Link 2 - 256, 1023 _
$ Bandwidth 3 MHz
_ Filter Type Butterworth, 4-pole -
P
"I977022406-040
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Table 2.1-7. (continued) /
4
1
Carrier Suppression 30 dB or greater
, Spuriou_ Responses 20 dB down outside of _, 3 MHz
AM/PM Conversion < 10°/dB
8 Cross-Modulation _ I0 dB below signal
: Code Epoch 82 msec, 322 tLsec
Local Reference:
; Bandwidth (3 dB) 3 MHz
i 8 Phase Response Linear to within + 5 ° over + 1.5 MHz ""
m
Amplitude Response Fiat to within 1/2 dB over + 1.5 lVlHz
Spurious Responses 20 dB down outside + 3 MHz
Acquisition:
Signal Bandwidth 3. 077 MHz x 2 (nuh-null)
Sigual Detector Sequential detector
Detection Bandwidth + 1500 Hz
:c A,,erage Search Rate 136 chips/second
Frequency Uncertainty 700 Hz no:ninal. 3000 Hz maximum
PN DEMODULATION
PN Code:
Type SQPN (Staggered Quadriphase Pseudonoise)
= Code Family Maximal code pairs truncated by
$ 255 bits
Code Period 218- 256, 1023
PN Chip Rate 3. 077 MHz
$ Repetition Interval 82. 432 ms, 322 _tsec
Local Reference:
Bandwidth (3 dB) 3 MHz
5 °Phase Response Linear to within + over + 1.5 MHz
$ Amplitude Response Flat to within 1/2 dB over + I. 5 MHz
- :i
r. Carrier Suppression 45 dB or greater "._
! "
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Performance Obiectives /i
D Short Code - 1023 chips
Mean Acquisition Time 20 seconds (includinglong code)
Probability of Detection 0.9
| Probability of False Alarm I0"6
Lon_ Code - 218-256 chips
Mean Acquisition Time Included in 20 seconds
D Probability of Detection 0.9
Probability of False Alarm 10 -6 !
Multipath rej_,tion algorithm required
"*I System Constraints
Multiple Access Mode; C/N 0 = 32.3 dB-Hz
Data Rate = 125 bps
| ,.,- Single Access Mode: C/N 0 = 41.8 dB-Hz _# , _b
Data Rate = 125 bps
Total Doppler and
Frequency Uncertainty: 3000 Hz
I The recommended synchronization approach for the short code is
to use a noncoherent sequential search strategy. The theory and func-
tionaldescription of this search strategy Js given in section 4.3.2. The 'i
analysis of the technique as applied to the forward link is given in section _
4.4.
Both the noncoherent fixed length strategies and sequential test -_
strategies were considered in the study. In order to meet the perform-
I ance objectives, multiple IF contiguous doppler resolving filtersare
_ required. The technique analyzed was a completely parallel processing _'*
approach. Techniques for simplifying the hardware, such as the imple-
mentation of a maximum detector, are possible. However, with the use
D_._ sequential strategy, only doppler are required.
of the search two cells
The same performance could be obtained by using two despreaders with
D
-7 , 1 i:
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_ each local reference stepping through a different set of cells simultaneously.
I _" ;_ In this case, only one IF filter covering the total uncertainty band would
' be associated with each despreader.
_: The performance of the S-band multiple access and single access
forward links is summarized in tables 2.I-8 and 2.I-9, respectively. The i_'
" _ fixed length test analysis was not performed for the single access link. _
r However, rough estimates indicatethat the average acquisitiontime :
: _. exceeds the sequential test acquisitiontime by an order of magnitude. _'
Either the coherent or noncoherent sequential test strategy can be
used for the long code acquisition of the multiple access forward link. !
Code tracking and carrier lock are obtained at the conclusion of the short _"
code acquisition. Therefore, two possibilitiesexist. The firstis that
• _ the long code can be coherently _cquired. The second is that the local _
reference can be doppler corrected permitting the use of a narrowband
' IF filter which precedes a noncoherent detector. Clearly, the perform-
ance is a function of how narrow an IF filter can be utilized. The average
• acquisition times for a range of IF bandwidth filter cases for the two
_ approaches suggested above are summarized in Table 2. I-I0.
The third aspect of the performance analysis was to assess the
nature of the multipath between a low orbiting user satelliteand the syn-
! chronous TDRS satellite(cf.Section 4.6.7). The primary problem is
{
_ one of false locking to a multipath component. The differential doppler
i is small enough that most of the multipath energy will fall within thei_g receiver bandwidth. The basic nature of the multipath signal is diffuse
_, rather than specular. The multipath energy tends to be smeared over
several tap positions The degree of smearing is a functionof the eleva-
_ S tion angle and the antenna polarizationsrelative to the multipath signal.
Several techniques for avoiding false lock to a multipath signal are
_ suggested. These techniques take advantage of the basic properties of the
i multipath signal at the output of the despreader. The one approach takes
#_ advantage of the diffuse nature of the multipath energy in frequency, thus
making it very difficult to falsely code lock and carrier lock to the multipath
@
I ] I, .......' ......-
........ t # ,_ ' ',_ _ - i "--°'_
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"-, signal. The other approach makes use of the time spread of the multipath _
signal. The energy is almost flat across several adjacent time cells. _ .
This is in contrast to the direct signal whose cross-correlation function
peaks at its in-phase pc_ition, and is almost negligible at adjacent cell i '
positions. The sequence of steps in the acquisition process for both the
short and long codes is given below: ._
Step 1 Short Code Acquisition _ '
2 Short Code Verification _Step
Step 3 PN Code Tracking with Multiple Test
Step 4 Carrier Lock Search with Coherent Amplitude _'
Detection Multipath Test
Step 5 Long Code Acquisition
$ Step 6 Long Code Verification
Step 7 Direct Signal Verification
I
4
I
<%
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- 2.2 Return Link /
I
& The return link consists of a path from the user transponder,
through TDRS as a re_ay, and to the ground receiver. Signals employed 4
in the return link are similar to those employed in the forward link, but _
"_'_ thesedifferdifferences.S°mewhatin their particulars. The paragraphs that follow deline;,te __!
Figure 2,2-1 shows both forward and return links and the frequencies _i
employed in those links. (Figure 2.2-1 is from TDRSS User's Guide, ,_
L_ dated May 1975. )
2.2.1 System Parameters
_ The user transponder portion of the return link consists of the 2 fl
source, multipliers to develop the 2287.5 MHz trnnsmitted signal center
: frequency, and a modulator for impressing the data transmitted on the
signal carrier. It is of some interest to note that the PSK modulation
_ ) employed in TDRSS cannot be followed by multiplication as in the NASA
i Standard Transponder, since multiplication of such PSK signals removes
: "" the modulation and produces an unmodulated carrier signal at the desired
: _ output frequency. For this reason, the return link blocks shown in figure :
_ 2.1-3 are reversed in order from those usually seen in the Standard
Transponder. i
Three signalling modes are provided in the return link. Mode 1,
$ which employs coherent turn-around of the forward link carrier signal,
uses a 1023 bit synchronization and data transmission coded signal,
together with a reduced-power 218-256 bit range code modulated signal
(actually the turn-around ranging signal). This signal is, of course,
identical to the structure of the forward link signal, with the exception
of the use of different code sequences where required for multiple access
operations.
D
D
" ,' i, t II :,
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_" (_! Noncoherem turnaround is employed in Mode 2. That is, the indo-
} pendent 2 fl oscillatorshown in figure 2 1-3 is used to generate the carrier "
signal. Also in Mode 2, the code length employed is 211-1 (2047 bits).
Mode 3 employs a coherent carrier, with a 218-256 bitcoded
ranging signal being present, but the primary signal (transmitted instead ,
$ of the Mode 1, 1023 bit data and synchronization code) is a clear PSK data :'
signal transmitted at data rates higher than those that could be supported
by the Mode 1 PN signal transmissio::. Itis expected that such data will
be at rates sufficientto reduce signal power density below criticallevels
with respect to meeting flux density criteria.
, The various signal structures corresponding to Modes I, 2, and 3
z
i are shown in figure 2.2-2.
2.2.2 Ground Receiver
_ The TDRS ground receiver system performs three basic receiving
_ • functions:
; I. Receives multiple access and single access sent to the TDRS
" relay satellite on both S-band and K-band, at K-band (i. e., both are trans-
lated to K-band).
Z 2. Receive s test signals returned from the TDRS satellite,when
the system is in the test mode.
3. Receives TTNC signals when they are being sent during launch
8 operations.
Figure 2.2-3 illustratesthe frequencies used by the TDRS system
in links to and from the ground to the satellite,and to and from the TDRS
relay satelliteto the user satellite(or other user, such as Space Shuttle).
$ TDRS-to-ground signals are:
t_ 13. 937 GHz K°band signal access. 225 MHz band-
width provided. May be splitintotwo
i 88 MHz-BW channels.
i°
t_,_ 13.7 to 13. 725 GHz S-band single access signals. Two 10 MHzbands provid d, with 5 MHz guard band
t (25 MHz total)
.... I' :1 [' ..................-* J ! , ,. " , m i
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i: _ ' " 1023-bit-coded synchron-
i D izationand data signal
_" -'_ = -- (218-256)-bit-coded coherent
ranging signal (I0 dB down)
S
a. Mode 1 Signal Structure (Coherent Turnaround)
I"
2047-bit-coded data signal
" b. Mode 2 Signal Structure (Noncoherent Turnaround)
• _ -" .... BPSK data signal
_. 21i ( 8_256)_bit_coded coherent
_- "_ : ranging signal (10 dB down)
c. Mode 3 Signal Structure (Coherent Turnaround)
Figure 2.2-2. Signal Structure
i:
i'
_ / 'ri_r , .._. . II i
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_1 13.4 to 13.65 GHz S-band multiple access users. 42 channels
_: _ provided. 41 at 6 MHz spacing and one at
I_' I 4 MHz spacing. 40 slots with 4.5 MHz BW
i for downlink user signals. 2 slots for turn-
around ranging.
i 2106.4 MHz Test receive frequency for TDRS satellite
transmitter (same frequency as TDRS-to-
i_ user)
{_i 2287.5 MHz Receive frequency for TT&C signals used• during satellite launch period. Same fre-
quency as user-to-TDRS.
Figure 2.2-4 ill',_strates a recei-'er design that could serve to meet
the requirements of the TDRS-to-ground link. It provides for both K-band
and S-band reception of signals, using as much common circuitry and
l_ subsystems as possible. A more detailed version of this receiver is
described in section 3.2 of this report. _.
2.2.3 System Performance 1
I I
: The results obtained for the S-band multiple access return link !
Mode 2 synchronization analysis are summarized below. One of the objec- !
- _ tives in the study was to establish the required lenFth of the PN code _'i
¢ sequence. A code length of 2047 chips was recommended. The perform-
ance objectives are: i
Mean Acquisition Time 15 seconds
_" Probability of Detection 0.9
Probability of False Alarm 10 -6t
i Probability of Detecting -2
_" InterferingSignal I0
_" | The results are obtained for the case where the signal is uncoded '
; and for the case where a half-rate c,_nvolutional code with a Yiterbi decod-
ing algorithm is employed. One of file major steps in the analysis was the
_ interfering signal analysis and the likelihood of false locking to an interfer-
i C } ing signal.
P
i il' ' '
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" i _} The system constraints are:
{::/NO (withoutcoding) 39.9 dB-Hz|
i. C/N 0 (with coding) 34.9 dB-Hz
Total doppler and frequency
unc,.,rtainty + 2.5 kHz
il
, A fixed length test strategy was employed for the ground receiver
,_ synchronization analysis. The detection performance analysis results
i{ for both the ¢Jesiredand interferingsignals is summarized in table 2.2-I.
$ Although through the verificationstate, neither the detection probability
objective of 0.9 nor the false alarm probabilityobjective of 10.6 is satis- I
fied, the code tracking and carrier lock thresholds can be set to achieve
the above requirements. The average acquisitiontime analysis at threshold !
:_ is summ_.rized in table 2.2-2 for th_ dual mode fixed length test strategy. |
A single 5 kHz IF bandpass filtercovering the totaldoppler and frequency i
offsetuncertainty is assumed. Clearly, the acquisitiontimes can be
_ [ reduced considerably by multiple doppler resolution filtersas recom- !
mended for the user transponder. For a code length of 2047 chips, both _,
with and without coding, the average acquisitiontime objectives of 15 sec !
.
are achieved. I
t
,|
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Table 2.2-1. Detection Performance of Desired and Interfering Signals
Code Length N -- 211-1
ill
$ \Performance Desired Signal Undesired Signal
Acquisition Verification Acquisition Verification
Link _ ......
Condition _ PFA PD PFA PD PFA PD PFA PD _"
i ,, ''
Without Coding 10 -2 0.58 10"4 0.95 10"2 1.0* 10 .4 2 x 10 -4
'_ With Coding 10 "1 O. 47 10 .2 0.74 10"1 i. 0 10 .2 7 xl0 "2
...... i
This assumes one searches through all possible cell positiens.
J
Table 2.2-2. Average Acquisition Time vs. Code Length
_Code Length N Average Acquisition T,me, ..TAcQ (sec)
Link'__._ 211 213 215
Condition _ - 1 - 1 - 1
&
• Without Coding 3.9 15.4 61.5
With Coding 1 4. 7 58.6 234.5
$
$
( }
e
i"
...... q,.
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APPENDIX A. 2
t-j-_ GENERAL COMPARISON OF BIPHASE AND QUADRIPHASE
• (DOUBLE-BINARY) MODULATION
A. 2.1 Modulation /_
: _ Biphase modulation isreadilyaccomplished through use of a simple i'_
: t diode-balancedmixer. These are availablefrom a number ofmanufacturers _
' ! (Relcom, H-P, Mini-CircuitsLab, gari-L, and others). Their equivalent 4
: _ ci,'cuit is shown in figure A. 2..1. i 'i "
Input c _ Signal Output .!
I AB cos(to-to It AB cos(to+to )t2 c m 2 ' c m
4t
t " - Modulation -:
:_ (B costu )
: m
$ Figure A.2.,1.Biphase Modulator
Operation is such thatthemodulation inputcauses eitherdI and d3tE
._ _L or d 2 and d 4 to conduct at any given time, with the other diode pair cut off.
" _ Thus, eitherone phase ofthe inputcarrieror the oppositephase (0° or
180°)iscoupledto the output. IfB cos to t isa code sequence, thena ._L m
i _ carrier,biphasemodulated withthe code, is theoutputsignal. :_
! _ The output signal has a power spectrum which has an envelope having i_
x/x) 2 (Rc_ a (sin shape, where the main lobeis 2R wide isthe code sequence
* ! D clock rate)and the sidelobesare Rc wide. The firstsidelobes are 13 dB
C_ down, and the envelope falls off at a 6 dB per octave rate thereafter.
] 977022406-056
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,_ ,.._ Approximately I0 percent of the energy falls outside the main lobe.
_e
-4 L ,.. -t " i'--).s_ Rc C c c
_ Quadriphase modulators are approximatelythree tofourtimes as
! _ complex, on the basis of components required,as biphasemodulators.
_ (This istrue whether themodulator is simple quadriphaseor some form
of offset quadriphase.) A quadriphasemodulator commonly isconstructed _
as in the following diagram (figure A. 2-2}.
AB
I _ 0° _ --_cos(% +Wrn)t=+_a
4
Carrier_ o_ Bc°s'_mlt ___ AB$ A cos Wc_ _ cos (aJc + _m )tAB
+ _ sin (wc + Wm)t
90°
i -| AB
ii -_- sin (aJc + _rn)t = +_
_* Resultant Output
B cos win2t -a +_8 a+B
_t
• Note that each BPSK rood is the
t
same as the previouslydescribed
_: biphasemodulator.
!,
! C_ Figure A. 2-2. QPSK Modulator
_ R.C. Dixon, Spread Spectrum Systems, John Wiley & Sons,
i D 1978, p. 21, 234.
...... F...............tf ---"
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_ _ ,_ The power spectrafor both simple quadriphase and double-binary /
! _ are the same as for biphase (when allmodulating signalsare atequal rates). :
Two advantages existfor the quadriphase signals,however. _ •4 "
i I. They can toleratepassage through a limitersimultaneouslywith i
a narrowband coherent carrier, which a BPSK signal cannot do.
_ 2. They can be filteredand subsequentlylimited,withoutappreciable
I reconstitutionofthe undesiredsidebands, which isnot trueof BPSK signals.(In fact, this is true only of the double-binary or offset QPSK signal format. )
, The offset quadriphase signal can be filtered to a desired BW and
: then passed through a saturated power amplifier. This is not practical for
BPSK or simple QPSK signals,however. Therefore, ina spacecraftthat
employs a saturatingTWT power amplifier,one must pay the hardware
_" penaltyfor implementing QPSK modulation and demodulation,but the trans-
• mitted signalismore efficient,due toallofthe relevantenergy being packed
intoa _+R c bandwidth around the carrier. Where 10 percentofthe BPSK
signalgoes intosidelobeenergy, only5 percentorless goes intosidelobe)
: (
\ energy in the offset QPSK format. Therefore, the savings in signal power
can be translated into a direct signal improvement for offset QPSK signals.
,. A. 2.2 Demodulation
Demodulators for BPSK and QPSK signalsare similar. Where data
i is sentphase-shift-keyed,a Costas demodulator or squaringdemodulator
• ! is normally employed, and there is little difference* in them, whether they!t
are for BPSK or QPSK signals.
i The amount ofhardware needed is similar,so no furtherreceiver :
i demodulator comparison will be made. !
| The received signalbandpass filtershouldbe considered inthe lightoz sending either QPSK or BPSK signals. That is, if the power amplifier i
i transmits a BPSK signal,itwillhave a (sinx/x)2 distributionwhether }
itfiltersbefore amplificationor not. For the offsetQPSK signal,how- ;
(_; ever, only the main lobe of the signal may be transmitted. If the _
- i}
*Costas and squaring demodulators are different, but there is little
difference in a Costas demod for BPSK or one for QPSK. Squaring demods
) are in a similarvein. _
• i .......I......-- '°....
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__ receiver bandwidth is just wide enough to accept the main lobe, then it
" " throws away the BPSK sidel3be energy. An increase in bandwidth to ,_,
include the firsttwo sidelobes causes a net signal loss, since the increase _ ,
T
in receiver noise is greater than the increase in received signal. There-
b
I fore, it is seen that the BPSK signal format is advantageous from the '_'
• _) standpoint of transmitter simplicity, but it loses in the area of effective
! transmitter power. This is illustratedin the patterns of figure A. 2-3, one i
of which is the spectrum of a BPSK signal after limiting, whether filtered •
or not, and the other shows an offsetor staggered QPSK signal spectrum
after filteringand limiting. This comparison is at the heart of the tradeoff
between BPSK and QPSK, with the possible improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio being a maximum of 0.9 dB for SQPN over simple biphase signal
transmission.
!(: Jim "'
[?!',"! !._:.!__,1t i I. I.::1:t1 "-"'_=__,'_ __'.....f
I__,.;.::.,._..,._....,._:,, :,.:.:, __ . -..? ] I
_', :,,.,,,_,.,.'-_. ......._,_.,,_-_.,_ .'
a. Filtered and limited QPSK signal, Note that the . .
} notoc_=_d.(_ _a_t_on_s_z_calorboth c7 ..... ...
;? b:i.pha,seand quadr'iphase direct sequence signals.) / :_'_:_G' I'_';:'"'" ".... ; ' --_';:i!--'!"-!-_ !
._.i_ _ Filter bandwidth = 2 Rclock. .;
i '
_. Identical filtering and limiting cf a double-
bi_mry or staggered quadriphaso signal. Firs _
_'_ s_.delobe lew_l is now down 25 dB, or 12 dB b i"Figure A.2-3. Comparison of Normal l_m th leve of the signal in (a) above.
and Offset QPSK Signal Spectra
_"... ...I, X ., *...,..i_ • -.............,, I,'--'-----[\=..__iii-.i- .." :_----:_i
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_ We have not considered filtering after the power amplifier, as this _,
• does nothing to preserve signal power in any case. .}
i
It 1
r !$
|
t
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A. 2.3 PSK Modulation Considerations for Simultaneo__us TDRS_S Si_Lnals, J w=,
£ _ and implementation advantages in communication systems when compared
- to other forms of modulation. Phase shiftkeying provides the lowest '_
threshold performance available. In addition, thismodulation form is }'_
8 • directly applicable in the spread spectrum and high data rate areas '_
4
required in TDRSS.
Two forms of PSK are of primary interest for use in TDRSS : _
biphase and quadriphase modulation, wherein the information is conveyed
I; as either one of two or one of four phases for each information symbol.
These are of interest not only because of their spread spectrum and/or
high data rate compatibility but because they lend themselves to trans-
£ mission of multiple signals with minimal mutual interference between
those being sent.
In the following paragraphs, we will examine various combinations
of biphase and quadriphase signals to determine the effects of operating
: - with them simultaneously in linear and saturating channels.
I Modulation Possibilities
:
_ Signal I Signal 2
_ QPSK QPSK
QPSK BPSK
BPSK QPSK
BPSK BPSK ._
Let us first consider that one signal (2) is always I0 dB smaller .}
than the other signal (I). (See figures A. 2-4 through A. 2-7. )
| Signal 1 Signal 2 Signal 1 + Signal 2
Figure A. 2-4. Case 1 - Linear Summation, Two QPSK Signals "!it
1977022406-061
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_, Note that amplitude modulation occurs for some phase states of signal 2.
• That is, signal 2 may add or subtract from signal 1.
Figure A. 2..5. Case 2 - One QPSK and One BPSK (10 dB Smaller) Signal
a b c d
_0 _
O,i Signal 1 Signal 2 (Alternate)
l+a l+b
_,_;
: i _ l+C l+d
t
_ _. $ Figure A. 2-6. Case 3 - BPSK Signal with Smaller QPSK Signal
Signal 1 Signal 2
' Signal 1 + Signal 2
N$
: O Amplitude modulation occurs for all phase states of case 2.
"1977022406-062
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_ _ Figure A. 2-7. Case 4 - Two BPSK Signals, Different Amplitudes /_
il a b i
: Signal 1 Signal 2 !:
:i " l+a l+b ";ili
;; Note that no amplitude modulation* is produced by combining the
orthogonal signal pair t90, 270l and tO, lSO}.
How, then, can a signal be modified to produce a constant-amplitude*
_- signal (steady state)when the desire is to transmit two QPSK signals?
The following signal combination would be satisfactory(figureA. 2-8):
Figure A. 2-8. QPSK Combined with Selected-Phase QPSK
" (Combined Signal) <
These signals are constant-amplitude only in their steady-state
• condition• Incidentalamplitude modulation does occur in the transition
from one phase state to another. Where a phase shiftis _ degrees, the _r
' incidentalamplitude modulation that can be expected is
•_ %AM = (I - cos ¢/2) x I00.
_{ That is, the carrier signal can be expected to drop to an amplitude equal to '
I | cos qb/2times its steady state value during a phase transition. Thus, it is _
£ easy to see the advantage of SQPN modulation (90° phase shifts)over stan-
i dard QPSK modulation (90° and 180° phase shifts)since the incidental AM
produced is 30% rather than 100%.
1977022406-063
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_ This signalcan be generatedfrom a pair ofQPSK signals,but the signals
must be properlymanaged. .
i • Incidentally,itdoes notmatte: whether the signalsinquestionare _,
QPSK or SQPSK. The same considerationshold--sinceSQPSK differs
i from QPSK onlyin thatthe order of phase shiftsischanged by modifying _ '
8 the data (or code)fed to the phase modulators used. _
A furthermodificationto the code used by the smaller signal(signal2)
can produce the desiredorthogonalpairofQPSK signals.
_ If the phase mapping for signal 1 is:/j
Data
0 0 45 °
1 0 135 °
1 1 225 °
0 1 315°
letthe phase mapping for signal2 be the same.
To produce the desiredcombined signal,the overallphase mappings
allowableare:
+
Signal1 Signal2
:_ 45 ° 135Oor 315°
135o 45Oor 225 ° _
225 ° 135Oor 315 °
IS 315 ° 45Oor 225 °
This means thatonly certaincode statesmay be permittedfor code pair 2,
based on the state of code pair 1. These are:
_r Code pair 1 Code pair 2
_ 00 I0 or 01
10 00 or 11
• II I0 or 01
f_ 01 00 IIor
1977022406-064
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This can be accomplished by modifyingone code inone of the code
_ _-" pairs used in a double-quadriphasesignalset(twoquadriphase signals)
_ on the basis of.theother code pair. Such a techniqueisillustratedinthe
_. example thatfollows.
Code pair 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 ...
0 1 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 I I 0 1 ...
Code pair 2 I 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 ...
_: (unmodified)
_ i 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 ...
AA AAA A AA
_ (A signifiesnot-
allowed state)
Code pair2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 ...
! (modified)$ 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 ...
The onlyquestionis - what happens tothe correlationproperties
of thelong code. An alternatecoding rulewould be to repeatthe last
-_ I"x allowedstatewhen a not-allowedstateisnext. This would change the
code also, but would be a more cornplexrule.
To summarize, where two unequallevelsignalsare to be trans-
,.
mitted simultaneously,then itisrecommended thatbothbe eitherbiphase
! or quadriphase. Combinations ofbiphase and quadriphase signalsdo not
readilyadaptto constant-amplitudesignalling.Where saturatingamplifiers
i are employed, both constant-amplitudesignalsand minimum incidental
$ AM are desirable. For those cases where a combinationoftwo signals
produces AM, thatAM would be lostintransmissionthrougha sat_rat._ng
amplifier. The case for minimum inc,.'dentalAM ismade because bandpass
filteringahead ofthe saturatingamplifiercan suppress small amplitude
i modulation to an extentthatitisnot restoredto any significantdegree in
the nonlinearamplificationprocess. This inturn reduces transmitter
sidelobeenergy and improves signallingefficiency.
0 The signalsthatresultfrom combining eithertwo BPSK or two QPSK
il signalsare shown in figureA. 2-9. (One of thetwo in each case is I0 dB
i smaller than the others. )
i'
-r'--w---:---Z----rqw I, .; i a
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! 1.4 11.4 °
_k n"
.i
11.4 ° ;
_ g
Combined BPSK Combined QPSK
i_ signals signals
Figure A. 2-9. Comparison of Combined BPSK and QPSK Phase Diagrams
In both cases, incidentalAM due to the combining of signals is
only 0.49%. Incidental AM for the individual signals is the same, how-
ever, as ifthe other signal were not there (i.e., 100% for the biphase
signals and 30% for staggered quadriphase signals).
IL Consider now the case of equal amplitude carriers, but those having
$ arbitrary phase and/or frequency relationships. (Itis considered that the
phase and/or frequency of carriers used is known and controlled, but our
i interest here is in the effectof the relationships between the pair of postu-
f
t lated carriers. )
We will consider that this is the case for transmission of data
group 1 and data group 2 signals. Data group 1 and 2 signal character-
istics are summarized as follows:
D
_ Data Group1
PN modulated (SQPN)
;. 6 Mbps code, 219 long
D Data rate: 1-300 kb/sec
same on I and Q
_ data embedded in 6 Mbps code
P
-T-r.................V i,..........
i
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=_ _ Data Grou p 2
• _ 0 No PN modulation
_, Data QPSK
Data rate: I kb - 300 Mbps total
h 1 kb - 150 Mbps
$ Q: I kb - 150 Mbps
I and Q rates independentand eithersynchronous or i'
asynchronous _.
The Data Group 2 carrier may be asynchronous with the Data Group 1
carrier.
Assume the two followingQPSK signals(figuresA.2-10 and A.2-11):
• DGI SQPN 6 Mbps
DG2 QPSK 1-300 Mbps (2@ R/2)$
or R = R1 + R2
i (R1+R 2 _<300 Mbps)
S Figure A. 2-10. DG1 and DG2 Signals
i Data rate has little effect to determine the rate ofexcept phase
. _ shifts.QPSK/SQPN alsohas little bearing excepttoaetermin_ rate of
I phase shifts and phase difference from shift to shift, allows(SQPN only
90 ° shifts. QPSK can shift 180 ° or 90 °. )_z
_ d'_ Carrier amplitude, frequency, and relative phase have much more
_-_ effect.
i j ,. • . .
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,. _ Let DGI power = DG2 power
_B
! DG.1 carrier i DG2 carrier
S 2 1 2 I
r 3 4 3 r "4
Linear channel:
D
Z Loci of possible phase
positions for two equal-
value 4-phase signals,
H linearly added. (Note
ambiguity. )
b
C _r "if "_I
F
Figure A. 2-11. Combination of Two Equal QPSK Signals$
The same combined phase mapping results ifthe two carriers are
i_ offset in phase, except that the combined phase map is itselfrotated,
4 2$ There are = 16 possible combinations of two four-phase signals.
The combined, lin_.arly-addedsignals have only 9:
11+21 : G G - 2P
"_$ 11 +2 2 = D D = ,J2"P___?
. II '-23 = E E "-"0 __.0_
;, 11+2 4 = H H = 'v_'//0
12+21 = D
i 12+2 -A A. 2P %
12+2 3 = B B = "4_P_
I 12+2 4 = E
m
It, 1 '
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13+21 = E /
13+22 " B
1_'" 1:3+23 I C C = 2Ph25
13+,4 - F F- ,,_"/27o
14 + 21 = H
14+22 = E8
14+23 = F
14+2 4 = I I -- 2P _3!5
Occurrences: A = I, B : 2, C : I, D ,-,2, E : 4, F: 2, G - I,
H= 2. I= 1
This is not the case in tilesaturating or limiting channel (figuresA. 2-12
and A. 2-13):
' \
G
1:
_ L L _
i
Figure A. 2-12. Combined QPSK Signals in a Limiting Chanr, i
It This phase table is the same as for the linear channel, bnt the amplituAe
table is different:
' D = P/90 C _ P /22.__5.5
z.o/o z - P2L_z_
H- P /0 I = P /315
II A = P/135
: (letters correspond to linear channel phase diagram)
Occurrences. Same as linear channel if amplitudes of DG1 and
:. _ carrier_ are precisely equal.
i i l ........j ...... _..... / ....... ,
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I D /
! 1/9o /45 ',_ 8 1.41
[
_Z
: lh8o = 1/0 ,,,
}
,5
N
:i
• 5
g
i.
- *, Figure A. 2-13. Eight-phase Phase/Amplitude Resultant of Summed
_ Equal-Amplitude QPSK Signals (Carriers Coherent)
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_ H carriers are not equal in amplitude (and they seldom would be),
! _-j then whichever is larger will dominate in positions A, C, G. and I, as in
" I the following phase tables.
_. (Remember that the saturating amplifier we are discussing tends
to drive any signal above a value a to the point of amplitude limiting. In
' i I such a case, iftwo carriers are not exactly equal, and their difference is>_a, then the larger signal will d minate and suppress the small signal.)
Assume PDG1 > PDG2:
4,_$ 11+21 = P 4__5._
11+22 = P/_0
11+23 = P 4__.5._
11+24 = P____
12+21 = Pz_0
12+22 = P_35
12+2 3 - P_80i ("
" 12+24 - P _35
13+21 = P_25
" 13+2 2 = P_..80
8 13+23 = P/_25
13+24 = P 2_.0
;. 14+2 = P
_ 14+2 2 = P/_
t_ 14 + 2 3 = P
' _ 14 + 24 = P _15
Occurrences: 0 = 2, 45 = 2, 90 = 2, 135 = 2, 180 = 2, 225 = 2,
i_ 270 = 2, 315 = 2
I'
i'
.......... "................T.........
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" i Assume PDG2 > PDGI: PDG2 - PDGI _> a: aK __. P
I 11+21- P __A
11+2 4 = P___$ 2 1 p 9__.0-
,_ 12+2 4 P/_
13 + 21 P /_
13+2 2 : P____.80
13+23 = P/_
_ 13+2 4 = P
. : 14+21 = P 0______
14+22 = P_35
: I. _ 14+23 = P 2__0_
: 14+2 4 = P 3_.5
4
• Occurrences: 0 = 2, 45 = 2, 90 = 2, 135 = 2, 180 = 2, 225 = 2,
! $ 270 = 2, 315 = 2
_ Itis most notable that, for a pair of quadripha_e signals of equal
v •
_i amplitude, passing through either linear or limiting channels, the com-
_:__ 8 bined phase mappings result in ambiguities that cause loss of information.
That is, where two quadriphase signals separately represent 16 possible
_ symbol-pairs (and thereby four bits of information), only eight phases -_
_ I) result from their combination, with the same phase resulting from more
r
_. than one signal pairing.
The examples shown consider that the two signals of interest main-
. tain a constant phase relationship. What if the two carriers are not at the
_ same frequency? Where this is true, then the same two QPSK phase dia-
grams hold, but one of the two may be considered to rotate with respect _r
1977022406-072
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_ f_ to the other. This then effectively causes the signal that is rotating to add
a continuous phase shift component, with rotation at the difference frequencyI
• between the two carrier signals. The combined phase diagram for two
QPSK signals with different carrier frequencies would be (figure A. 2..14):
/" _'%
_ / ':'!
; i f
Figure A. 2-14. Rotating Phase Combination of Two Equal Value
t But Frequency Offset QPSK Signals
and 100 percent amplitude modulation would result, as well as phase rotation
of 360 ° at the difference frequency rate. This would occur -.ddition to
.
• independent discrete phase modulation by the two data signals
Such a signal would be difficult to handle in the linear channel and
could degrade in the saturating channel to the point of being unusable, i
0
' i
.......i .....
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-_- Extending Case 1 (the pairing of a QPSK signal with a second QPSK
_'_ which is smaller by I0 dB and whose carrier is at 90 degrees), Case la,D
which follows, considers the same QPSK carriers but shiftsthe smaller !i
signal so that itis at a 45° angle with respect to the larger signal. _
The resulting composite signal is an amplitude- and phase-modulated _'_
I resultantthat has very small phase shifts,together with amplitude modu- _ '
lation of approximately 9 percent. Such signals are not useful ip. a system
employing saturated traveling wave tubes (or even solid state RF power
amplifiers) that exhibit AM/PM conversion on the order of 4 to 12 degrees
per dB of amplitude shift, since the phase modulation produced by the
!. incidental AM is larger than that produced by the intended phase modulation.
,{ Case la (see figure A. 2-15) illustratesthe problem faced with any :
i 8 form of modulation in TDRS that produces incidentalamplitude shiftsdue
to additionof two or more signals, where the composite signal is to be
processed in a power amplifier. This especially applies to the two-signal
, or simultaneous signal approach to TDRS user synchronization and data
transmission, whether the signals being sent are direct sequence signals
:,' (data group I) or high speed data signals (datagroup 2).
_ Typical AM/PM conversion in a saturated TWT PA is as much
r
• _ D as 6 to 8 degrees per dB. For this modulation, amplitude difference is
1.48 - 1.35 = 0.12 or 0.13/1.48 x 100 = 8.78 percent. This would be a
i 0. 399 dB difference, for a 2.4 ° phase shift. Thus, a phase shift produced_*D by an amplitude change would be greater than that produced by modulation
i,, of the phase by the data being sent.
D !
4
__:
D :i
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Signal 1 Signal 2
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Phase mapping, would be:
. 1.3s
_ 1.48_0.i |_
1.35 _ _
Compare thisphase mapping with the firstsignalset:
1.35 4_
1.48 L/42.38
1.48 //47.7
1.35 L/4_8_8 _
Inthisquadrant,the unintendedphase modulation due to AM/PM conversion
$ would be 2.4° greater than the intendedmodulation, for the conservative
estimateof 6 degrees per dB of amplitud_shift.
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3.0 SUBSYSTEM DESIGN
_" This report section describes user transponder and ground receiver i
i subsystem designs that are postulated for TDRSS use. These subsystem _.
designs do not represent either finalrecommendations or optimal designs,
_ but are presented as practical configurations thatmay, in turn, be used _ ._,
$ as bases for comparison and for system configuration, t
3.1 User Transpcnder
This section presents a transponder design which reflects possible
implementation with contemporarily available components; that is, none
of the subsystems presented depends on development of new or higher
_ performance components than those presently available.
C The selected approach for TDRS signal structure "j the use of a
direct sequence waveform for acquisition, as well as data transmission.
A pair of direct sequence modulated signals will be transmitted simultane-
ously. One signal is BPSK modulated with a 1023 bit code sequence that
" is, in turn, sequence-inversion-modulated with data. The second signal
is BPSK modulated with a 218-256 bit code sequence, and has no data mod-
ulation. The second signal is transmitted at a level 10 dB below the first,
and on a carrier signal phase-shifted by 90 degrees from it.
: Both the 1023 bit (short) and 218-256 bit (long) codes will use the
same 31f 1/96 = 3.077799 Mbps clock, and the all-ones _ectors in both the
_ generators will b_ set to coincide at a given point in rLme. Thus, the long
"_$ code will repeat in exactly 256 repetitions of the short code all-ones vector.
i The receiver will then have to search a maximum of 1023 bitL to
acquire short code synchronization; once short code synchronization is
1 achieved, the long code ambiguity is reduced to 1/256. This is true because
a receiver synchronized to the short code knows when the long code all-ones
vector will occur, except that it occurs only once every 256 short code all- ,
ones occurrences. If the receiver then resets its long code at each short _!
$ code all-ones vector, and monitors its correlator for synchronization until _
I j the next one, then all it needs to do is decide if it is synchronized. If so, _,
• y
......... i-7, j , .... I J. i i
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._. then it does not reset; but if not, then it resets and tries again during the /
i _" next interval.
I
• Actually, the long code monitoring or integration period is not just
one but may be many periods of the short code. This is done to make up
•_ for the reduced (-I0 dB) power in the long code modulated signal. If,for
z_ • example, the integrationperiod is an average of I0 short code periods, then
! long code acquisitiontime is 256x10x322 _sec = 824 msec (Actual long
_ •
code acquisitiontime is expected to be <2 seconds.) This time is in addi-
tion to short code acquisitiontime, since the short code must be acquired
first.
The short code modulated acquisition signal employed will be the
data transmission signal,and willbe transmitted continuously. Therefore,
$ a user may acquire the signal at any titrewithout a need for any special
transmission or procedure. The long code modulated signal will be used
only to resolve range and multipath ambiguities.
Figure 3.1-1 is a simplified block diagram showing the modulator
" • and demodulator configuration for the selected TDRSS signal acquisition
approach.
3.1.1 Overall Design
$
Figure 3.1-2 illustratesa transponder configuration using a 221/240
frequency turn-around ratio. The configuration shown departs from the
Standard Transponder design, in that the second IF is a function of the fl
• reference oscillatorfrequency rather than an auxiliary f2 oscillator. This
_ configuration has the advantage that itdoes not employ an f2 oscillator
(about 12.25 MHz for a standard transponder) but itdoes have a second IF
! • frequency that changes if the operating frequency is changed. For TDRS,
with 221 fl at 2106.40_25 MHz, fl and the second IF would be 9.53125 MHz.
_ A demodulator is part of this configuration. When relaying data,
_: that data would preferably be demodulated to baseband and used to remodu-
!:' I_ late the relayed signal. This remodulation would be accomplished by[.
' modulo-2 addition with the transmit code. The alternative is to preserve
"[.
q977022406-078
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C,
_- _ the data as carrier PSK, translate this signal to 240 ft' and overlay it
_ , with code modulation, iIn practice, the data would not go directly from the demodulator 'o
.
_ to be used as a signal for the modulator, but would be processed as
required within the spacecraft.
i "D Figure 3.1-3 shows a more detailedblock diagram of the data :_
demodulation channel. A 221 fl received signal would be converted to _
13 fl' where itwould be power-divided (by 4). One signal would be multi- J
• plied with a local reference (BPSK modulated with the 1023 bit code) which
$r; would, when synchronized, produce a signal PSK modulated with data at
the IF2 frequency. This would then be demodulated by a squaring loop,
and the data signaloutput for processing. A squaring-loop demodulator
' • is shown because itis somewhat simpler than a Costas demodulator,
although a Costas loop could readily be substitutedfor it. Performance
of Costas and squ_ring loop demodulators has been shown to be th_ same.*
_ The squaring loop VCO would be multiplied to produce the 240 fl frequency.
One"of the signals fron_ the IF1 power divider would be applied to
a balanced mixer along with the range code (218-128 bits). When the range
code signal is synchronized, a CW output signal appears at the mixer output,
O
passes through a bandpass filter,is amplified and envelope detected, inte-
grated and applied to a threshold detector. When a signal is detected, the
range code generator is allowed to continue without reset, and is traced
b_ the data code loop. This range channel subsystem is illustratedine
_. Figure 3.1-4.
The other two signals from the IFI power divider are fed to _ pair
_ of balanced mixers (see Figure 3.1-5) whose reference inputs are a pairof
| time-offset codes. Thcse produce a diff_rentialin correlation output signals
;_ when filtered and detected, which are differentially amplified, filtered,
and used to control the code clock frequency. Thus, the receiver code ;_
-d
i , , R.L. Didday and W. C. Lindsey, "Subcarrier Tracking Methods _
Communication System Design," JPL Report 32-1317, August 1968.
i i . Tit J , ..'I- i. I '
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rate is tracked with the incoming signal's code rate. (This subsystem is
_= _* a conventional delay-lock loop. ) An alternate technique would be to employ •
an incremental phase modulator instead of the VCO. This incremental
phase modulator would modify the phase of a 31 fl/96 signal derived from
: the demodulator's f2 VCO. ._
' t An accurate clock source is vital to any spread spectrum system,
since code drift can drastically affect synchronization time. The quartz
', crystal oscillators appear to have the edge for on-board spacecraft use,
because of their size, weight, power, and reliability. (It is interesting to
note that a hydrogen maser has been flown as a frequency source. ) One of
the atomic standards (cesium or rubidium} would be good for ground use.
3, 1.2 Electrical Specifications for User Transponders
A number of electrical specifications for user transponders may
directly affect the performance of the TDRSS with respect to achievable
data rate(s). Some of these are examined in the following pages, with their
effects, in order to arrive at minimal specifications without causing the
implementation task to be too difficult.
In addition to analysis oriented to determining the effect_ of the
parameters of interest, prospective transponder designers have also been
contacted for comments with respect to their estimates of difficulty of
implementation. These comments have also been considered in determin-
ing specifications.
_" The _pecification_ of specific interest, with suggested specifica-
tion limit;s, ,, e given in table 2.1-7. Considerations in determining
these specifications are described in the following pages.
$
User Oscillator Phase Noise
It is desirable to hold user oscillator phase noise to as low a value
as is practical for a voltage controlled oscillator. The noise produced by
the oscillator is multiplied, and appears at both receive local oscillator
• " frequencies and transmit frequencies as a much larger amount of random
phase noise. Im,estigationof the capabilityto hold phase noise down shows
D
1977022406-085
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, that present systems are capable of <15 ° phase noise, at S-band, where
:| • the measurement is made with integration over a 6 Hz to 2.5 MHz bandwidth.
°
Modulator/Demodulator Phase Imbalance
ml i,, i
i
Phase imbalance is especially important to a quadriphase modulator.$
_ (It is equally important to a biphase modulator, but phase between halves
• ! of a transformer winding i.¢ difficult to maintain at anything other than 180 °, '
°
which is that desired for BPSK. ) Quadriphase modulation, on the other
hand, can easily exhibit phase imbalance--usually occasioned by an offset
in the carrier phase input to the two biphase modulators included in a QPSK
modulator.
::_ Phase offset in a QPSK modulator would be exhibited by producing
signals similar to those seen in figure 3.1-6.
Signal 2 Signal 1
Signal 1 Signal 2
Correctly phased Incorrectly phased
QPSK signals QPSK signals
: Resultant from Resultant from
correctly phased incorrectly phased
QPSK signals QPSK signals
:" Figure 3.1-6. Signals Due to Phase Of:set
$
Thi3 phase imbalance would produce an amplitude imbalance that could,
in turn, cause large incidental phase shifts in the signal at the power
amplifier output (see page 3-13).
II It is suggeste'i that amplitude imbalance be held to a maximum of
• . 1 dB total, for both direct amplitude shifts and for incidental AM caused
by paired-signal phase shifts. If 0.5 dB is allocated to each cause, then
".,, i i ,. .° • '.
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_lb t
signal amplitude would vary from 1 (normalized) to 0.891. Therefore, the
_Jp ,
| maximum phase shift allowable would be _pproximately 6.5 degrees.|
Modulator / Demodulator Amplitude Imbalanc e .:
t
Where a pair _f signals are unbalanced in amplitude, the signal
I
resulting from 'their being combined is affected in both amplitude and phase
,- angle. In a previous section of this memorandum, it was considered that
amplitude balance could be held to within 0.5 dB. In that same section,
t it was shown that a 0.5 dB amplitude shift corresponds to a 6.5 degree
phase shift.
Data Asyznmetry
In a biphase or quadriphase modulator, the effect of data asymmetry
is to cause a DC bias in the output, which in turn causes unbalance at the
second harmonic of the data. (For code-driven modulators, the code is
unbalanced. ) This then produces a strong carrier component at the code
sequence bit rate, which appears as a signal at the nulls of the Gutput signal
spectrum. _See figure 3.1-7. )
Signals produced by
data/code asymmetry
7; \
Figure 3.1-7. Direct Sequence Signal with Data/Code Symmetry
From the formulae derived on page 3-13:
• (sin 6.5 + 1) + j cos 6.5 = 1.492 Z_1.75
" (sin 6.5 - 1)+ jcos 6.5 = 1.331 Z_31.75 ,
1.331
- 0.892.
1. 492
I
[ I w .........T
"'_ _ i ¢ , I I, ii ],
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If data signals are held to symmetry within lU/o, then the signals seen at "_/
spectrum nulls should be _.elO log 100 -- 20 dB below the unsuppressed "
It carrier signal.
i.
Data Skew
¢
Data skew primarily affects the signal shaping, since the effect of
such skew is one of causing signal transitions to occur at times other than
those for which the system is designed. As long as data transitions are not
skewed to the point that both data transitions in a QPSK modulator occur :_
7_ simultaneously, there is no effect. (We restrict this argument, however,
to one in which the receiver may separately track the two data streams.
Where only one of the two signals is tracked, data skew should be avoided
to as great a degree as practical. )
AM-to- PM Conversion
AM/PM conversion and distortion experienced by an amplitude mod-
ulated signal in being processed by a TWT power amplifier is discussed on
page 3-16. For some of the signals proposed, this AM/PM conversion can
produce phase shifting signals that are larger that those that convey the
desired information. Therefore, the aim in choosing modulation formats
:; has been to choose a format that has minimum steady-state amplitude shifts.
(We note that some amplitude shifting is inevitable during phase transitions,
but that proper signal selection can provide minimum amplitude shift after
setting to a new phase. )
Phase Characteristics
Both sinusoidal and quadratic phase characteristics and their effect
on PSK signals have been well defined by Jones.* The curves given by Jones$
may be employed to specify the allowable signal distortion, given a maxi-
mum allowable signal degradation or loss in performance.
0 ,
_- J.J. Jones, "Filter Distortion and Intersymbol Interference Effects
,- on QPSK," Proc. Hawaii Conf. Syst. Sci., January 1970.
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_ Effect of Phase Shift Between Or thogonal Signal Pairs /
A balanced biphase modulator's output (in the modulated signal
" band of interest} may be written as (see figure 3.1-8):
J
" A* cos w t + w t
_' C -- m
i
t and the modulating signal for thei 8 where the input carrier is B cos _c
case of interest here is C cos aJ t.
The modulating signal is qb(t), where + 90 degrees is the only
; _ Ib
accepted modulation, and the period of the modulating signal _o is that$ m
of either a coded signal or data modulation. That is, a +1 is represented
byAcos Wct+ 90 ° , anda-1 is represented byA cos w t- 90 ° .c
This signal format may be extended to quadriphase (QPSK) modulation
;: by realizing that the QPSK modu]ator is a pair of biphase modulators (figure/-%
: 3.1-9) whose outputs are summed. The QPSK signal may be expressed as
A cos aJ t + 90 ° + D sin aJ t + 90 °
C -- C
which results in four possible output signals
b
: " A cosw t + 90 ° + D sin aJ t + 90 °
C C
A cos w t+ 90 ° + D sin w t- 90 °
C C
A cos w t- 90 ° + D sinaj t+ 90 °
C C
S A cos w t- 90 ° + D sin w t- 90 °
C C
• #F
which correspond to signals \ ,
\ /
\ /
_A 2 D 2$ + _"_5 ° \ // \/
_ input / \/ \A2 + D2 /2250 --- - output / ,,
O
d
aJct C cos Wmt : (BC)I2 cos Wct -+ ¢"mt : A cos Wct _+ ¢.m t.B COS
0
.... 't..................% ',.... T- --- "rT- [ " 5 [ '- ;W'--L'I....... I| '
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Carrier. _ _ Mod,_lated outputB cos Wct A cos Wct + _,m t
= Acos_o t + 90 °Code sequence c --
{ ! or data
'i C cosWrnt
,g
Figure 3.1-8. Biphase PSK Modulator
_T
_ _ Carriert__O_°]_c Code1... __ _Modulatedoutputwct + 90 °B cos C c s _i t A cos m
_ +D sinaJt + 90°
Code 2
E cos _Om2t
$
Figure 3.1-9. Quadriphase PSK Modulator
J
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I _A 2 + D2 _o. :...,..
respectively.
w4
_ Now if there is a phase shift (other than 90 degrees) between the
}_$ carriers applied to the two _phase modulators contained in the QPSK
i modulation, then there is no longer a phase and/or amplitude balance in
the output signal. Instead, the input and output signals will be
(sin qb-l)+ j cos
I jcos
--a I (-sin qb-l)
_.. -jcos_" jcos
4 Input signal Resultant output
If, for example, we choose qb as 45 degrees, then the output signal
resulting from a pair of equal amplitude input signals is
4,
(sin 45 + 1)+ j cos 45 = I. 847 //22.5
(sin45 - I) + j cos 45 = 0.765 7112.5
_ _ (sin 45 - I) - j cos 45 -- 1.847 /_02.5
: (sin 45 + I) - j cos 45 = 0.765 _292.5
For this kind of signal, there is a large amplitude shift between output
$
positions, which is highly undesirable because of the difficulty which
could be engendered due to AlVl/PM conversion.
Here, for convenience, we have analyzed biphase and quadriphase r_
O modulators. We hasten to point out, however, that the signals existing
,
. in a quadriphase modulator are identical to those that exist in a linear
channel wherein two biphase signals are processed.
' I' I. I
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i B AM-to-PM Conversion and Intermodulation Distortion in Spacecraft-
" Type Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers
,_ Itis of interest in satellitesystems, where traveling wave tube
! (TWT) amplifiers are employed, to be able to define the incidentalphase$
modulation, and the intermodulation products resulting from processing
one or more signals in a communication channel. This is especially true
with respect to incidentalphase modulation when the signals being processed
_ T contain low-dev_ation FM or PM signals.
Traveling wave tubes exhibit phase modulation as a function of their
input signal level. This phase modulation is a result of a change in beam
velocity in the TWT as input signal changes.
The signals of most interes_ in TDRS "_rephase-modulated, and
therefore, ifthey are selected properly should be constant-envelope
signals. This is true, hewever, only in the steady-state case, and ampli-
_ tude modulation does exist during the transitions from one state to another.
Some signal alternativesdo exhibitboth steady-state amplitude and phase
shiftand these must be carefully considered before use, since itis pos-
siblethat the phase modulation introduced by amplitude changes in the
signal may be grater than the desired phase modulation.
In addition to characterization of AM/PM conversion, itis also of
interest to know the degree of cross-modulation thatmay be expected when
two signa]s are to be passed threugh a single TWT amplifier. This param-
eter is a measure of the _elf-generated noise that may be expected under
the two-signal condition.
Table 3. 1-1 shows typical AM/PM convel_sion measurer_ents for
TWT amplifiers for various frequencies and power levels. It is apparent
that, depending on the tube type and its operation, AM/PM conversion may
vary widely. For data consi'Jered, values cevered a range from 1.5°/dB
• to 8.4°/dB, with a tendency for low power tubes to exhibit higher AM/PM
D
_ [ ....."_ i ...."r- ..... -'_T- ... ,.,t
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: /
_,_. conversion.*
Cross-modulstion in the saturated mode appears to _.::oduce third-
@
order products that are approximately 8 to 12 dB below the desired signals
- in the two-signal case.
!!*
$
@ *It is of some interest to note that a preliminary check with JPL -
,: _. _ brought a quotation of 12°/dB for the tube type employed on the typical
spacecraft transponder. This agrees with Hughes data.
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: C- 3.2 Ground Receiver
I The TDRSS receiver serves the function of receiving and demodu-
lating all of the information sent down from the various user transponders I '
on the return links. These signals are listed in section 2.2.2 of this
I report. The receiver description given here is for the purpose of clarify- i '!_'#
ing the design, and does not represent a specified receiver, nor does it ,
represent an "optimum" design. Figure 3.2-1 illustrates a possible
receiver for the multiple signals expected, and the remainder of this _ .-
@ section describes the operation of this receiver. Block diagrams arv
given to illustrate possible implementations of the subsystems of this
,_ receiver.
The receiver block diagram shown is for reception of signals in
,;8
either (or both) K-band and S-band, since TDRSS is capable of and is
expected to operate in both bands.
K-band signals would be amplified, split into two components,
one of which would be taken for other K-band users. The second signal
would be mixed with an 11.2375 GHz signal, producing a 2287.5 MHz inter-
mediate frequency which is passed through a bandpass filter of 250 MHz
BW (to pass the 225 MHz KSA signal). The signal is then an'_plified,
mixed with a 1.975 GHz local oscillator, and output as a signal centered
: _ at 312.5 MHz. (The signal consists of a number of SMA signal q separated
_. at 6 MHz intervals. ) After amplification again, the signal i :-_ by 22
r
!_ $ and applied to 22 separate demodulations, each of which is c .: ' . of
demoaulating one downlink signal. These demodulators are nc_ d,.a,_"
for demodulation of all signals encou, tered, however. Instead, ',
' demodulation bandwidths are distributed as follows:
l
Demodulator Demodulator Data Rate
: 1 through 8 100 bps to 10 kbps
9 through 12 10 kbps to 25 kbps
_ @ 12 through 20 25 kbps to 40 kbps !C
i 21 and 22 40 kbps to 50 kbps
t :
--.---__:. -- ' ±: " /v-= ' v
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Each selector at the output from the "22 power divider would have
channel selection capabilitywhich would be contr llablefrom the TDRS _
"e
co._#le m the ground station. A demodulator matrix would steer the
signal outputs from the selectors to the right signal demodulator and
then to the correct user output.
B The second signal path in figure 3.2-I is for S-band signals.
Signals arriving _t the S-band prearnp would be amplified, splitand routed . •
#
to both the firstIF in the receiver and to a second path that eventually _.
reaches the -22 power divider. These alternate paths provide for use
D
of the same subsystems for _eu.vdulationand signal s_dtching0 thus mini-
mizing Ule ground receivp- complexity. Signals at 2287.5 MHz would be
routed to the second mixer a_d 312 MHz IF, while those at 21u3.4 MHz
S would be routed to a mixing process which converts them to 318.4 MHz.
Thus, ifdesired, these signals can be received simultaneously.
i !
After power divisior,,allinput signals a:e applied to a set of
_ .- tunable selectors (labeled FE1 through FE22) which are modified UHF
"" communications receiver front ends. (The modificatio:._entailbroaden-
ing theirfrequency synthesizers by approximately 20%. ) Each would be ;
individuallycontrollableto receive at any of the possible 42 MA and/or ,
$ turn-around ranging channels. After signal selection, the sig::als wou)d
be routed to _ demodulator and output data matri×, which allows the
proper demodulator to be connected to any incoming signal frequency
and the re_ulting data to t,e routed to the proper output.
$ Figure 3.2-2 show_ the method for providing downlink frequency
selection and demodulation of the single access signals, as a simplified
_ block diagram. Figure 3.2- 3 _L a block diagram showing the modified
_ _. $ UHF receiver front end and spread spectrum code correlator. Spread
:
- spectrum rece'_vers at UHF (225 to 400 Mt,'z) presently exist _.,perform
this exact function. Therefore, it is suggested that a modified version
of one of the existingreceiver subsystems be investigated.
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The demodulator matrix isshown inblock diagram form infigure
3.2-4. This matrix would route incoming signals, after frequency selec-D
tion,tothe proper demodulator. Twenty-two demodulators are shown,
withvaryingdataratecapabilities.This number could readilybe modi- :_
fled or the type of demodulator could be changed to accommodate r ifferent
ix
• requirements. :!
• ,_
i
?
• _
_,
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{[£ 4.0 SYNCHRONIZATION TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS
O
4.1 introduction
One of the purposes of this investigation was to establish basic
system parameters and signal design tecl-niques for both the S-band
8
f_rward link and the return links, with particular emphasis on the
multiple access [nodes. Clearly, the synchronization requirements
play a pivotal role in establishing the signal design parameters. Among _m,!
Y
the goals established at the beginning of this investigation were the desire _ :
• l to eliminate the requirements for a synchronization preamble, to limit
_ the average synchronization time of the multiple access forward link to
20 seconds and on the return link to 15 seconds, and to limit the design
to technologies for which there are space-qualified components. An
: additional consideration was the minimization of hardware complexity,
! in particular, in the user transponder.
In the first step to achieve the above objectives, a set of candidate
techniques was selected for which a first-level analysis was performed.
: This analysis focused on the multiple access forward link to the user, as
this is the link with the lowest threshold of performance. The acquisition
techniques can be divided into two classes. The first class is termed
component (composite) code acquisition. The second class is direct
sequence code acquisition. Within each of these classifications, several
B approaches were analyzed. These include techniques such as serial search
with fixed length tests and sequential tests, parallel search, and both digital
and analog matched filtering techniques. From the preliminary assessment,
_ a more detailed study was made of the techniques with the greatest likeli- _i
hood of achieving the desired acquisition time performance goals and those
which could be implemented with relatively low risk technology. The
analysis and [radeoffs associated with the candidate techniques are detailed
• in the Interim Report. (1)
E
_rD
l _
h 4k _
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t,) From these various candidate approaches, the fixed length and
sequential test strategies of the direct sequence codes were selected for 1
more detailed investigation. The details include a multiple mode acquisi-
tion strategy, doppler resolution, and the consideration of bandlimiting
losses, subcharmel power losses, and multiple access interference. Most _C of the details of this second-level analysis are given below.
_ The study concludes with an analysis of the impact of multipath i '
on the recommended acquisition approach. Several ideas are presented _--}
: _. for mitigating the effects of multipath. The actual mutlipath parameters 3
were obtained from the Boeing Company under a subcontract to Robert
Gold Associates. These multipath parameters were obtained through I
a simulation program with the specific TDRSS parameters as input data. i
The simulation model was verified by Boeing through extensive experi-
mental testing for a satellite-to-aircraft link.
Even the more detailed analysis discussed in this section of the
report is not optimized. With the use of a computer simulation, a "fine
: tuning" of the analysis could be performed to further reduce the mean .
acquisition times.
Both the delay lock chip tracking loop and carrier lock loops have
lock times which contribute to the overall acquisition time. It is estimated
I that the code tracking and carrier pull-in and settling times are less than,
i 1 second and hence are largely insignificant contributors the overall ?
I synchronization time It is for this reason that the major emphasis in
_: i this study is directed toward the code acquisition analysis.
• • _
:
0
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") 4.2 Synchronization of Receive System
• 4.2.1 Statement of the Problem
To demodulate the transmitted wideband noiselike signal, the
i
receiver must have knowledge of the pseudorandom code employed during
@ modulation. The receiver not only needs to know which particular code _
was used by the transmitter, but also the exact code epoch or phase.
i _ This is the synchropization problem of the receiver.
= _:_ A model of the synchronization circuitry is given in Figure 4.2-1. !
i
The receiver removes the pseudorandom code from the received
signal by cross-correlating the received signal plus noise with a refer- }
ence signal. This involves first multiplying the signal plus noise with :
_ a reference signal generated by a local PN code generator. The locally i
generated replica is cross-correlated with the received signal plus noise
;_ and integrated in different relative phase positions until the correlation :
=- value indicates the two sequences are in phase. The number of correla- :
: ! tions which must be performed depend upon the initial phase uncertainty ;
i _ of the received sequence, the length of the sequence before it repeats,
the frequency offset between the local reference and the incoming signal,
' S and the specified acquisition probabilities (i. e., probability of detection
and false alarm). The acquisition time is a function of the number of
correlations required.
Once the acquisition of the received signal is obtained, the codes
8
are close enough in phase to enable the delay lock loop to begin tracking. }
During this time, the carrier recovery circuit or phase lock loop also
begins operating and the data demodulation process can begin.
4.2.2 Outline of Candidate Acquisition Techniques
} ';,
The basic direct sequence acqui_,itionte,-hniquesconsidered as ,o
candidates for the TDRS receivers are summarized in Table 4.2-I.
_ i H, " _ I
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Table 4.2-1. Candidate Acquisition Techniques
D
Serial Search Techniques
Component codes '
- Direct sequence- PN code I :"
Parallel Search Techniques .
- Component codes
- Direct sequence-PN code
• i
Matched Filter Techniques
- Analog
- Digital
S
A simplified model for each of these techniques is given in Figure
3
4.2-2. In each of t_'ese techniques, some form of post-detection integra- b
_ , tion was employed. During the course of the study, each of the above
techniques was analyzed and compared. A first-level summary of this
comparison is given in Table 4.2-2. As a consequence of this analysis,
the component code techniques were rejected because of their inherent
$
complexity. The matched filter techniques were rejected because of their
development risk. Hence, the direct sequence serial search techniques
were analyzed in greater depth. The basic concepts and analyses of the
$ techniques which were rejected for further consideration are documented
in the Interim Report (1) and several of the monthly reports.
4.2.3 Basic Steps in the Acquisition Procedure
As noted above, the receiver must perform a search in time to
find the correct code epoch to demodulate the transmitted signal.
" There are a couple of basic assumptions for the synchronization ._
• model. One assumption is that the apriori distribution of the true code
O position is uniform over-the entire PN code period. Another assumption
= i
made for the first-level analysis of the candidate techniques is that only
' i
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r _ one code chip or time cell is the true synchronization position. This
: B particular code potation is the signal chip, and all other cnde positions
¢:
are the noise positions. This assumption is removed in the second-level
analysis of the recommended synchronization technique.¢
_: The most important parameter of the synchronization process for
$ the present study is the average synchro',zation time, • , which is
_ acq
obviously to be minimized. A complete statistical description of the syn-
! chronization time would entailthe calculation higher order statistics
r
which would alJow confidence limits to be defined for the synchronization
time. This is an area of future work which can come directly from the
synchronization model developed below. The optimization or mlnimization
of T wa_ not performed.
acq
The overall synchronization process can be broken down intoa
sequence of steps, as illustratedin Figure 4.2-3. The syncnr_,izer
dwells m a particular cell position for a fixed duration of time: T, or
a variable length of time, t, in the case of the sequential test. In the
fixed length test, a cell is rejected ifno threshold crossing occurs after
' integrating for T seconds. In the sequential test, a cell is rejected if a
lower threshold is crossed.
g When cell rejection occurs, the synchronizer advance-., to the next
time cell and repeats the above process. If there is a threshold crossing
in the fixed length test and an upper threshold crossing in the sequential
_ test, the synchronizer enters the verification mode in which it tries to
! arrive at a temporary ,_ecisionas to whether the t_me cell under examlna-
tion is indeed the true synchronization position. If it decides there was
no signal, it resumes the search in the Pext time cell. If it decides there
0
was a signal, it enters the tracking or den, odulation mode with the possi-
bility of having made a false lock in a no-signal cell. If a false lock is
recognized in the tracking mode, the loops are unlocked and the synchro-
[ t nizer again resumes the search.
i i t '
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In the initial acquisition process, there is no a priori knowledge
O limiting the number of cells which may contain the signal. However, _
during reacquisition, a different strategy should be implemented. The _
reacquisition search should begin from the cell position where synchro-
nization was last detected and proceed tc search from that point to its
0
nearest neighbors and continue searching cells radiating out from that
position. This technique of insuring that the cells are searched in order
of their likelihood of containing the signal yields the optimum performance.
$
"! !
!.
! !I ? "
g _
$
t
D
i' i
[ : ' l _- |
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4.3 Analysis of Acquisition Techniques
P 4.3.1 Fixed Length Test
A block diagram of a noncoherent acquisitiondetector using an
i envelope detector and an adaptive threshold is shown in Figure 4.3-1.
•i The search procedure of the fixed length test is relativelystraightforward. ]
The local code is correlated with the received signal for a period of time,
T, after which the output is compared with a threshold and a decision is
made. {The test is of fixed length because the integration period T is a&
constant. ) If the output of the int_,grator falls below the threshold, the
_ code phase is advanced (or retarded) by 1/2 chip time and another test is
_. made. If the output at the sample time is above the threshold, additional :_
S tests are made according to the verification mode algorithm. A step size j
_ of 1/2 chip time is selected so that, for at least one step in the search "
_ _ sequence, the two codes will be within 1/4 chip of correct synchronization.
- Since the chip cross-correlation function is a triangular waveform, the
basic effect of the synchronization error is to reduce the power spectral
;. density of the despread signal. One can show that the power spectral
I/Wc)2 'density is reduced by a factor of (1 - i_ where I¢1 _<A. Hence,
$ for a maximum phase error of 1/4 crnp, the degradation is (0. "5) 2 or
-2.5 dB. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio during acquisition is 1educed
by2.5 dB.
The bandpass filter following the despreader is designed to maxi-S
mize the predetection signal-to-noise ratio. It must be wide enough to
accommodate the data modulation bandwidth and both the doppler and
frequency uncertainty offsets.
t When the local code is in synchronism with the incoming code,
the output is a CW waveform which is envelope detected. If the codes
are out of phase by more than one chip period, the signal-to-noise ratio
is greatly reduced because the signal bandwidth will be spread at the filtert
C_ input. The extent to which this occurs is investigated in Section 4.3.5.
D
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_ 4.3. i. 1 Theoretical Analysis
t For the fixed length test, the time required to search a given code
phase is the integration time, T. Its value is determined by the require-
men" 3 for the detection probability, PD' and the false alarm probability, i '
II Pi'.!" The probability density of the noise and signal plus noise required
to ,.alculate these probabilities depends upon the BT product. For BT= 1,
- i.e., no post-detection filtering, the probability density functions (PDF) .=
are Rayleigh and Rician. For BT-" 10, the PDFs can be approximated _.
$ ver: accurately by Gaussian densities for both noise only and signal plus
_ not,-_. We now evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio required to provide a
given PD and PFA as a function of BT.
!_; Consider first the case for BT = 1, or no post-detection filtering.
i If the detector is assumed to be a perfect envelope detector, the PDF of
" the output noise in the absence of a signal {e. g. when the receiver is out
; f)f synchronization) is Rayleigh. Therefore, the probability of false alarm
_Th _ (72
_ / 2
' PFA = e (4.3-I)
: _ where T.h = threshold voltage
:".0 2
(_ = NoB = input noise power.
The PDF of the detector output when synchronization is obtained
is Rician and the probability of detection is given by
_ _ V V2+2S
D -- fWh exp .-22 I0 dV. ¢4.3-21
This iv the Marcum Q function,
PD = Q , . (4.3-3)
For the ra:,ge of PD oi interest, an asymptotic expansion of the Q functionyJ(_ld .I
@
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J PD _ 1 - _ erfc (4.3-4)
"
where
2 0fx _t 2 ;_ii erfc (x) = 1 e dt . (4.3-5) "47
For large BT products, we may use the Central Limit Theorem _
to approximate the output PDF as Oaussian for both the in-synchronization !
41; and out-of-synchronization cases. Consider first the out-of-synchronization 1case, and assume that the detector is a square-law device. One can show
that the mean value of the detector output signal is given by i'
Mn = 2 BTN 0 (4.3-6)
and the variance is given by
i
i BTNo )2 !
t " a2 (2' = = 4 BTN . (4.3-7) t
-= n BT )
!
The false alarm probability is therefore
IS 1 1 - erf Mn . 14.3-8)
PEA = 2 _- _rn
When the local reference is in synchronism with the received _
t toSignal'bethen the mean and variance of the detector output can be shown i
M = 2 BTN 1 + (4.3-9)
li s 0 '
2 BTN: + .
_s = 4 _1 (4.3-I0)
It 0 Thus, the probability of detection is given by
i
'i
L......1' i
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_:_•_ PD ... 12 1 - erf . (4.3-111
t
If we equate the thresholds, Th0 in (4.3-8) and (4.3-11), we can
plot the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the detector, S0/NoB = SNRin, i
as a function of BT. This relationship is plotted in Figure 4.3-2 for a ! J
PFA = 10-2 and two values for PD' 0.9 and 0.7.
4.3.2 Sequential Detection Test
Introduction
Since it is important in the multiple access forward link to speed
up the detection proces,, consideration was given tc the sequential t:.sts
('_,)
because of their optimum nature. For such tests, the procedure is
simply to introduce two thresholds at the detector output such that the
signal in a particular cell position is declared present if one threshold f_
_ .. is exceeded and declared absent if the other is exceeded. The length of
i the detection process or integration time is not fixed in advance, but is
i a random variable which depends upon the progress of the test. The major
feature of this technique, which is referred to as sequential detection, is
_ that it minimizes the average detection time.
The sequential detecti_procedure is illustrated functionally in
Figure 4.3-3.
_.: Basic Theory
Th_s acquisition technique is constructed to decide between two 1
alternative hypotheses, these hypotheses being the absence or presence
i: of a signal. However, the amplitude of the signal is usually not known !
a priori, so that the "signal present" hypothesis does not correspond to !
a unique statistical distribution of the received data. This is usually cir- i
cumvented by choosing a "design" signal amplitude on the basis of which
8 the seouential test is constructed. The probabilities of false alarm a,_d
detection are pre-chosen for this design signal amplitude.
i
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(_ The basic element within the signal processor is a sequentiali e detection algorithm as developed by Wald. (3)
A sequential probability ratio test can be descmbed as follows.
Let P (rla) denote the conditional probability density function of the m 1 '_
data samples r 1, r 2, ..., r m given the signal parameters a 1, a 2, ..., a.,j i
• and let P (riO) denote the probability density function of the m observed
m
samples given thatsignal is absent. Then, ""
i P (rla)
! Pm(r]0 ) (4.3-12)_,, m
defines a conditional probability ratio or likelihood ratio for testing the !
null hypothesis H 0 against hypothesis H 1 that signal plus noise is present.
:I ( Next, two positive constants A and B {B <A) are selected such that, ateach stage of the test, if
i B < _ (r]a) < A, (4.3-13) bm
'I the test is continued with an additionalobservation; if
-i,  m(rla): B,
- _- the test terminates with the acceptance of hypothesis H 0 indicating a noise
only condition. Similarly, if i
tm(rla) Z A,
(:
the test terminates with the acceptance of hypothesis H 1 . The sequential "
probability ratio test can be summarized as follows:
C If B < tm(rla) < A, continuet_st. "i
If BP (r]0) __.Pm(r]a), accept H0. (4.3-14)
If Pm(rla) z APm(rl0) , accept H I .
The thresholds A and B can be related to the false alarm probability
and the probability of detection 1-#3 ['y the following relationships:
e
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1 - _ '_A = _ (4.3-t5)
. I} and i
B = _ (4, 3-16) *_I -_
If we assume that the in-phase and quadrature components of the _,
I} noise are each white Gaussian random processes oi ,_ero mean and w_ri- i
2
ance • , then the received signal plus noise can be represented by -_O
y(t) = Ad.(t) cos w t + N It) cos w t - N It) sinw It, (4.3-_7} _-1 c c c S c ?)
where A is the received signal amplitude and d.tR) is the ith data bit
_ and can be either _1.
Under in-synchronization conditions, the output of the envelope
8 detector is given by
[A di(t) Nc(t) ] 2(t)r.(t) = / + 2 + N (4.3-18)
" and, for out-of-synchronization conditions, it is given by
r(t) = /N2(t)+N2(t) (4.3-1g)
_J C S
$
Therefore, when the signal is present, the normalized signal plus noise
i envelope, r., is governed by the Rician density function:
_ 2
ii, ( yi +a2)2;_ P(rila) = ri exp - I0(ar i), ri > 0 , (4.3-20)
4
(
where a is the peak signal-to-noise ratio and is assumed to be the same
_F
" ! 0 for each sample value.
_ When the signal is absent, the normalized probability density of
'_ the envelope is given by the Rayleigh density function: !
i
_.S'¢_" P(rilO)l = r. exp - , r. > O. (4.3-21)1 1
. i
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i p A sirmpler technique than computing the likelihood ratio is the ,_
L
O computation of t_e log likelihood ratio. If we let the logarithm of the
likelihood ra_io defined in equation (4.3-12) be denoted by z , then ',
m
" for a = a d , _'
[p'ri %'11_$ z = In (4.3-22)
! m Le(rilo)J _ i '¢',r
Z = g In _I " (4.3-23)i _ '_ i--1 LP(o) j
i
The test procedure in terms of z is: (a) continue taking _arn_les _i
m
when lnB<z • lnA; [b) accept H 0 when z __In B; and (c) accepl im m
Ht when z _ In A. Substituting (4.3.20) and (4.3-21) into (4.3-2_,"' m
we arrive at the sequen_al test variate z. which is given by
1
2
a d :
z - + la Io(a dr i) _I, 3-2M
i
: or !mbstfl_t_rlg m (4.3-23), we get i
2
_,i _.n a d tn
= - - + _ In I0(adt" i} , 14.$-J5)
m 2 i=l
where a d is t_ae design signal-to-noise ratio and is given by
"" 2 A 2
ad = N'--O (4. 3-26) :
¢
_: where N{) is the noise spectral density, iiThe te_ procedure may be limplified by addin_ the bias t_m .-
- {Tnad2)12 to both sides of.the test procedure in.qualities,which ca_ i
then be written as
(
(
j
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:_ .{ ,, m ad m m a d .
_ I In B+ ------ < _ In I0(a dr i) < lnA + _ , continue test2 i= 1 2 '_
: m I0(ad m a d H0 "_!i|_ _ In r.) -< In B+ _ , accept (4.3-27)
I L i=l ] 2
2 "i"
m m a d :
_._ In 10(a dI'.) z In A+ _ , accept H Ii:I z 2
_,here_A and B are given by equations (4.3-15) arbd(4.3-16).
The sequential test concept i_ illustratedin Figure 4.3-4.
There ar<_two thresholds as shown above, each increasing linearly
will_the nuL_ber of samples m. The detector outputs are also accumu-
tat,d, When the accumulated sum exceeds the upper threshold, syn-
chronization is indicated. When the accumulated sum fallsbelow the
lower threshold, itis assumed that no signal ir present in that cell
position. Itis conceivable thatthe accumulat_,d sum could driftbetween
: _he two thresholds for a large amount of _ime; however, Wald has shown
that the test is of finite duration. To avoid an excessive drift situation,
it is recommended that, at some point, the test be terminated and an
in- synchroniza¢:on condition recognized.
The functional operation of the sequential detector is illustrated
in Figure 4.3-5. In this configuraticn, the output of the envelope detector
i
is integrated for time T, At the end of_he integration interval, the
output is sampled and quantized with an A/D converter. The quantized
10(a d *)" output is transformed bv the process In r. and the variate z.._ " 1 1
i {: computed. This computation can be made with the use of a iROM lookup :
fable. For a time-bandwidth product of ! i.e BT= I the integrationi $ * '
L Interval is the inverse of the IF bandwidth. _t each sample time, _he ,_i
t quantized variate z.* is added to the previous sum and compared with
_II I :-
: -,_'_' two thresholds Thl(m) and Th2(m). If the accumulated sum falls below
Th2(m), the signal is not assumed to be present in that cell position and :
......... - , l .. I "_'-'w'7"_ - -- ] -" " i I ¢
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4_ the search control moves the local PN cede one half chip time. If the
accumulated value exceeds Thl(m), signal presence is assumed and isD Q
then verified. At this point, the accumulator is reset to _ero and the
thresholds are reset to their initial conditions. Once signal presence
is established, the system falls into a tracking mode, at which time, the
D delay lock and carrier tracking loops are operating.
Operating Characteristic Function (OCF)
One of the relationships of interest in the sequential search test
I
is the so-called operating characteristic function {OCF), which gives the
detection probabilities for signals having amplitudes differing from the
design amplitude. The OCF denoted by L(a) is re.luiref' for the evalu-
_ atien of the average sample number (ASN). L(a) is the conditional proba-
bility of accepting hypothesis H 0 at the end of the test or the probability
of a miss. From the definition
-.' L(O) = 1 - (_
• " (4.3-28)
L(a) = fl(a)
and
$ L(a) = A[1- - 2(a/ad)2]- - 1 (4.3-29)
All - 2(a/ad )2] _ B [1 - 2(a/ad )2j
where A - 1-/3 and D = /3 , and _ is the probability of false alarm,
$ _ l-oe 2
B is the probability of a missed signal, a is the actual received sigpal-
2 .
to-noise ratio, and a d is lhe design signal-to-noise ratio.
The OCF can be plotted as is shown in Figure 4.3-6.
t; Average Sample Number (ASN)
We now let m denote the number of obser_,ations or samples
2
required by the test and let E (m) be the expected value of m when aa
• is the true value of the signal-to-noise ratio. If we let q = E (m) denotea
_'--, the average number of observations (ASN) required to terminate the test,
t,,
%
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7
then for independent observations, the average sample number (ASN) t_
_p is given by
) ] -
11 = L(a) In B + [I - L(a) In A _"
" E(z[a) (4.3-30)
where j .-._"
• 4 2 2 >
_ I ad a ad ,_
E(zla ) = - -- + -- . (4.3-31) : *
8 4 .
.tdb,m
Substituting (4.3-31) into (4.3=30), we get
g
•i : L(a)In R + [1 - L(a)JInA (4.3=32)
' ad a 2
4
Hence, the ASN is inversely proportional to the square of the design
(peak) signal-to=noise ratio.
)
. Average rime to Threshold
At threshold, the peak signal-to=noise ratio is given by
2 2C' >
ad = (4.3-33) ,,
N O B w
- _ where 2C'/NoB w is the peak effective design signal-to-noise ratio in
.. _. the IF filter of bandwidth B w.
_ $ If the output of the envelope detector is sampled at a rate 1/T,
• _ then the mean time _o decision can be written a._
Td = tiT
i I - U(a)] In a
i _ T L(a) In B + [1 , (4.3-34)/ c, ]kN--_wld - k2 1
_ where k= a/a d.
_O
I)
• o - ° ....
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; Tb,j The mean time to cell dismissal, is the case where a---0
in equation (4.3-34). For this case, L++0) = 1 - _, and (4.3-34) reduces
to
2T [(I -c+) In B + + In A] (4.3-35)
Tb
...... /. c_,A2 "
-
kNoBw/d +
+
+ The relationship Tb/T versus C'/NoB;t, is plotted in Figure 4.3-"/ for i
0 several values of the detection probability, PD = 1 -_,. The curves are
almost insensitive to the false alarm probability.
For the low false alarm probabilities which are of interest in the
"++
TDRSS application, the greatest reduction in expected dwell time over$
the fixed length test occurs when noise alone is present or one is in an
out-of-synchronization condition. The expected dwell or integration
time is only slightly less than that of the fixed length test in rite in-
, + synchronization position. Therefore, the benefits of using the sequential
detection scheme are greatest when a time uncertainty exists over a
+
:+ large number of chip positions.
4.3, 3 Direct Sequence Acquisition Using Dual Mode Detection
Introduction
The purpose of this section is to examine more completely the
: _ I acquisition technique discussed in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. A more
+.
!+
sophisticated model of the acquisition technique will be considered.
The model as illustrated in Figure 4.2-3 has both acquisition and veri-
fication tests prior to entering the tracking mode. The basic strategy$
to be employed is to lower the thresholds during acquisition, which thereby
+ increases the miss and false alarm probabilities. When a signal is indi-
+ cated, the verification mode is entered and a more careful examination +
_ @ of the cell is made (i. e., increased post-detection integration time cor- _,
+ responding to an increase in the threshold levels). The ePfect is that the '
J
-,. ,-r-=. .... .....
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• _ local reference may very likely cycle through the uncertainty region, ,_
P which for initial acquisition is all the cells in the PN sequence, several i "
times before locking onto the desired signal. Once the verification state
is entered, the delay lock loop begins operating. Failure to confirm the
D signal presence during verification causes the code search to continue and
the delay lock loop is reset. However, once synchronization is confirmed, "i
the Costas loop sweep begins and the tracking mode is entered. .:
In the tracking mode, a third set of threshold values are estab-
i | lished to insure a very low false alarm rate and miss probability. The
_. delay lock loop bandwidth is gradually narrowed. The thresholds are
also set so that it is more difficult to drop out of the tracking mode _han
either of the other modes. This is to insure that rapid signal fades will
not cause the receiver to drop out of lock.
The dual mode synchronizer has greater flexibility than the single
mode technique. The thresholds can be optimized and yield acquisition
,_ _ _ _. times which, in many cases, are lower than +_,_.._. i_gle mode technique.
In ad'Htion, the thresholds can be optimized to minimize the probability
• of locking onto multipath signals.
, ,
_. $ The optimization of the parameters was not performed during this
• _ study. However, an attempt was made to yield results which arc con-
i sidered to be reasonably close to the optimum parameter values.
• !: Theoretical Analysis
When using the sequential synchronization algorithm aefined in
!: section 4.3.2, the average number of samples required at the _,utput of
the envelope detector for dismissal can be calculated from equation (4.3-34)
|
and is given by _
0 rl = [ 2C' _2 ' (4.3-36) }
,
:t
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" t where 2C'/NoB is the peak effective design signal-to-noise ratio in the IF ,_:
, filter of bandwidth B at threshold. If the output of the envelope detector _
ii_ is integrated for time T and sampled, then the mean time to dismissal "
can be written as _:
_. Tb = TIT = . (4.3-37)C' 2 _.
_ d w..
- If the length of the code sequence is N chips and the local code
reference is stepped in one=half chip increments referred to as cells,
then the signal is likely to be in any one of the 2N cell positions. In
actuality, it can occur in two and, in some cases, even three half chip
positions. This is due to the spread of the delay lock characteristics.
The fact that the signal can occur in two cell positions will be accounted
for later on in the analysis. The possibility that some of the signal is
in a third cell position will be ignored.
We define P(i) as the probability that exactly i steps (i-" 1,2,..., 2N)
are required to reach the signal. Assume each step requires T_ seconds
on the average. When N is large, then for all practical purposes,
T -- Tb. The average time of first arrival is then
2N T 2N
i TI = i=l_ i T_P(i)= _-_' i_li.= = N T_ (4.3-38)
since P(i) = I/2N.
f
As above, we define _ as the prob_,._ility of a false acceptance and
B as the probability of a false dismissal. Then the probability that the
, "" signal is dismissed upon its first arrival but detected upon its first repeat :
trial is B(1 = B). The probability that the signal will be initially detected
on the jth_ repeat scan is
'i (j i
.
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#_ _ P(j) = /_J(l-_) . (4.3-39) -'_,_
i D The average time required for a repeat scan is 2N Tt_. Therefore, the *
average time lost due to a false dismissal is
taO _}
' _ | T2 = j=l_ j(2N)Tt_ P(j) _:_
i = 2ST (1-/3) _ j/3 j
_ j=l
!,
= 2NT _ (4.3-40)
al-B
Another basic assumption in this analysis is that the signals are
assumed to remain uncorrelated in a single cell position throughout the
' search process. The time required for synchronization, Tac q, is then
the sum of T 1 , the time required to arrive at the correlated cell for
the first time, plus T 2, the time lost due to false dismissals, plus T 3,
the time required to correctly accept the correlated cell after arriving
at it. In all practical cases, T 3 will be negligible compared to T 1 and
T 2 foc large values of N and will be neglected in the subsequent analysis.
_; The total average synchronization time, ignoring T 3, is
i = T 1 =, Tac q + T 2 NTa+ 2NTo_
i [1+/3_
•. $ = NT k_--_j . (4.3-41)
In Figure 4.3-8, the state diagram of the dismissal process of the
two-step synchronizer with a tracking loop is illustrated. We define these
_,$ states as follows:
_. State 1 Acquisition State
_. State 2 Verification State
i _ St-lte 3 Tracking State .
] 977022406-] 33
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_, t PA
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_ Figure 4.3-8. State Diagram of the Dual Mode Synchronizer _:
_, •
17.'|
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]'
_ _ Let us now define the following parameters:
T : average time required to perform an acquisition test
_ a :_.
leading to an accept decision ,
" = average time required to perform an acquisition test ;i "b
leading to a dismiss decisio, _
i "
! _: TA -- anaVerageaccepttimedecisiont°perform verification test leading to _i
! T B = average time to perform verification test leading to r
a dismiss decision
T C = average time required for tracking loop to perform
a test leading to an accept decision
T D = average time required for tracking loop to perform
a test leading to a dismiss decision
P ; probability of false acceptance by acquisition testa
Pb = probability of false dismissal by acquisition test
PA = probability of false acceptance by verification test
PB -- probability of false dismissal by verification test "_
PC = probability of false acceptance by tracking loop
: PD " probability of false dismissa! by tracking loop
2N - number of cells to be tested .
In Figure 4.3-8, the transition probabilities are shown with the
titres required to perform the tests leading to a new state. If T. is the1
time required for rejection by the ith path and P(T.) is the probability
of traversing that path, then the average dismissal time is given by
: T = _ T.1 P(Ti) " (4.3-42)
' i
i By inspection, the first few terms are
,i
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,: g Ta = Tb(1-P a) + (T + T B) Pa(I-PA) _'
+ (T + T A + TDIPaPA(I - PC ) '-a •
+ (Ta+ TA +Tc + TDIPaPAPcII'Pc )
2
D + (Ta + TA +2TC +TDIPaPAPC(I'PC ). i
+ ... (4.3-#,3)
" el
This leads to the general expressionI;
T a = T b(l-Pa I + (Ta+ TB)P a(I-PA )
CO
+ P PA(I-Pc) _ (Ta+ TA+ jT C + TD) P _. (4.3-46)
i_ a j=0
which can be summed to yield
_ T = T b(1-pa ) + (Ta+ T BIPa(1-PA )
' [<T 1
+ TA+ TD) TcPc
+ 14.3-45)
i + PaPA(I"Pc) l-PC {1-_Pc) lk'
} $ This can be simplified to yield for the dual mode synchronizer
t
Ta = Tb + Pa(Ta " Tb + TB)
8 + PaPA A" TB+TD + I'= " (4.3-46_
The remaining parameter needed to specify the average synchronization
time Js /3, where for the dual mode synchronizatioa !
8 _
= Pb + (I - Pb ) PB + (I - Pb)(l - PB)PD . (6.3-4"/) :i
.
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_'_ 4.3.4 Code Doppler Altalyeis
P Because of the frequency error between the local refel'ence and
6
_. the received code, the local code will slide past the incomting signal over ;
i the entire integration interval. The code doppler err'or is given by .!
f where f is the rf carrier frequencyC ._
$ R is the chip ratec
Af is the frequency tmcertainty,
As an example, in the multiple access forward link,
f ffi 2. 1064x109 Hz
c
R : 3. 0778x 106 chips/secC
_f = i3 kHz .
_5_bsti_ting these parameters in equation _4.3-48), we get
6
d = ,4.38 chips/sec
c
as the code drift rate between the local code and "the _eceived signal
During the ith step, the phase chan_e is
AT
_ c
":'8 Ati = dcTi T ' t,6._-4_)
C
where AT /T is the coarse step size, and we assu_ne 4T /T = O. $;
C C C C
,_ that is, we step in one-half chip increments. Therefore, tt_e total c_
i 0 in phast difference between two codes expressed in chil_s after N Mbt,lPS
is
i
i N N
4. - r_IA¢ i = dc _I Ti" 0.5N . (6.3-5_}
[.
_t
] 977022406-] 37
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Since N is largep the summation can be expressed in terms of the
p average dwell time, T d, where
T d = g r i . (4.3-51)
D
Clearly, T d is mode dependent. Therefore,
A_ = d N T d - 0.5N : N(d T d - 0.5).C C
!o,
D Hence, the average step size in the worst case direction is
I '4
On the average, _he code driftwill aid in the performance, as
well as degrade the performance. For tl_ purposes of mis analysis,
we wilt assume _e worst case condition.
4. _,_ S_nmary of Acquisition Time Equations 9!
: Fimed Le_g_ Test - Noncoherent Detection
For 4:he d_lal _'node fixed length test, the mean (average) acquisition
$ _e is givert by the following equation:
_ Tac q : N I-2 dcTj + (4.3-53)
i D T_ is the post-detection integration time or dwell time
= 'r - T b, where
i T a is g_Jer_by equation (4.3-46)
D Also_ B is given by equation (4.3-47) and N Js the number of chips to be
searche_[ in 2he PN sequence.
The degradatibn due to code doprlet- is ehly assumed to occur
duri_ inifial acqu,isiti_n. We assume thatQthe code tracking loop is
I} . opera%ing during the _/erification mode.
- •
|
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!_ _ Sequential Test - Single Mode
D Noncoherent Detection _
_- -_
_: __ N T b '_T =
._n I_-"d_l .,_4_C
i' whe.e [ 4 iT b = (4.3-55)( c'_2
[ * \NoB/d !
_, _Coh_ere n_tD e_.tec ti o_n_ i
$ NT b :'
; Tacq tl - 2de TI (4.3-56) _,
where
t T[L(a) ln B + (1 - L(a))lnA]
T b = (4.3-57)
_(._'_
'i%B/_
$
_- Sequential Test - Dual Mode
i
Noncoherent Detection
_ -- [ Tb T_](I +B_' #i Tac q = N 11_2 dcTI + _--_-) (4.3-58)
where T/3 and /3 are defined above and T b is given by equation (4.3-55). ::
4
Coherent Detection ii
_ Coherent detection is the same as in (4.3-58), with Tb given by ;
_, 0 equation (4.3-57). :.
£ "_;
\
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i _" 4.3.6 Interfering Signal Acquisition Analysis
_0 Introduction
i The primary objective of this analysis is to establish the acquisi-
tion parameters of the S-band multiple access return link. The baseline
_.$ system model is developed; this is followed by a discussion of the receiver
• _. model. The analysis is then directed to determining the desired signal
_:_ power, the interfering signal power and the total noise power at the input
_: to the envelope detector. The effective signal-to-noise ratio at the detector
"__ input is determined for both the desired signal in its synchronized condition _o
and, similarly, the interferingsignal when itis synchronized to a cross- -
: correlation peak.
; & System Model
The model for the TDRSS S-band multiple access return link is
shown in figure 4.3-9. For the purposes of this analysis, the desired
- _ " " signal-to-noise ratio is
: So
SNR = _i. + N ' (4.3-59) i1
_ where S O is the desired signal power
" .thI. is the 1 interfering power level1
i i N is the receiver noise power.
One of the objectives of this study is to compute for the above :
: system model the probability of acquiring one of the interfering signals
i • rather the. _ the desired signal.
_: Receiver Model
i _/ The model of the acquisition detector is shown in figure 4.3-10. The
i _ inputr(t) isgivenby !
,L, i
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_ C rlt) : _ _ a It) Xi(t) sin[Wet + ei] + nit) (4.3-60)
' I i=1 x i !
where X. is the pseudorandom PN code of the i th signal _1
.th _ •
a. is the data modulation of the 1 signal1
e. is the relative phase shift of the i th transmitter '_1
n(t) is the thermal noise
.th
i: $ S. is the received power of the z signal.z
The local reference is given by p(t) where i
p(t) = 2 X 1 (t) sin (_1 t + e.) (4.3-61)J
; _; and
: = u) -h) IWIF c "
_ For the purposes of rids analysis, it will be assumed that the local reference
is in chip synchronism with the signal transmitted by User 2. We will
assume that it is not in chip synchronization with the desired signal Sl(t )
_; and the other interfering signal S3(t). Clearly, this is the worst-case
i condition since we maximize the received signal level of S2(t) and minimize :_
the impact of Sl(t) and S3(t) which become noise sources. We will also
assume that Sl(t) and J3(t) are both uncorrelated with the local reference.
i
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO ANALYSIS
Based on the model develope_ above, we will compute the
: $ probability of acquiring the 50 kbps data rate signal, S2(t), when the local _
}: reference is set to lock onto Sl(t) or the 1 kbps data rate signal. This ii
i: acquisition probability Will be computed for three code sequence lengths
and assumes the PN codes for each of the three signals are of equal length
i _'_\ and are balanced Gold codes. The cross-correlation code spectrum for the
_" three code lengths assumed in this investigation are summarized in table 4.3-1.
1977022406-143
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_ Table 4.3-1. Cross-Correlation Spectrum
!.
_ 4
n "- length of code
i 2k _k n = - 1 Spectrum _
i ll 2,047 63 (528) -1 (1023) -65 (496) 4
_ 13 3, 1 91 127 (2080) - 1 (4095) - 1 29 (2016)
i 15 32,767 255 (8128) -1 (16383) -257 (8256)
J
t
The value in parentheses associated with the cross-correlation quantity
denotes the number of chip positions containing the particular cross-
o correlation value. However, before we compute the detection probabilities,
we will determine the IF signal-to noise ratio.
Signal Power
_ If the signal pGwer of the received signal S2(t) ,-'s given by S2,
then the spectra at the output of the despreader is given by
i Isin(_'_IF) T2/2 12S (_) = S2 T 2 Pl, 2 [ i_--_;F-)_'2f2 (4.3-62)zi*
where T 2 is the data baud interval and 1/T 2 = 50 kbps. The parameter l
,_ O Pl, 2 is the cross-correlation coefficient between the local reference, S1 (t) with
_: code i, and the signal S2(t) with code 2. For the peak sidelobe condition,
_
65 ,2 _
_ Pl, 2 = ('_2047-) ' (4.3-63)
i" !
The signal power at the output of the bandpass filter is given by
' t
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• 7!
_ _ S 0 = f Sz(f) IH(f)l 2 df (4.3-64)
-7
where H(f) is the frequency response of the bandpass filter preceding the ,_
envelope detector. If we assume that the filter has at least four poles, ,_
• then an ideal filter approximation can be made so that .?
1 f wIF + B/2 ;t
S O = _-_--j S (w) dw (4.3-65) I==
_: _IF- B/2 z +
5-
which can be written as
_ _BT2/2S
2 f (sin x/x) 2 dx. (4.3-66); • SO - _ P_.2
_ BT2/2
.- The bandwidth of the bandpass filter is assumed to be 5 kHz since the data
• " rate is 1 kbps and the total frequency uncertainty is + 1.5 kHz. Hence,
: S2 Ol, O.157 2
i: SO _ _ 2 f sin_.____x2dx (4.3-67)0 157 x
' i so - s2 rr°1"2(°'157)(2)
K
• I SO = (0.1) S 2 Pl, 2 " (4.3-68)
!_ Interfering Signals as Noise
If we define signals Sl(t) and S3(t) as interfering signals, where
(3 Sl(t) = _ a 1 (t) X 1 (t) sin [Wc t+e 1] (4.3-69)
_ 1,t i t .... I l" ..........i, _ t i t a_ ",
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C
S3(t) = a 3 (t) X3 (t) sin [_c t+ 8 3] , 14.3-70)
then at the output of the despreader, the cross-correlation between the
local reference p(t) and S.(t) is given by1
T
Rz iT) - 1 T / X. (t) X. (t+7) pit) p(t+ 7)dt, i=1,3. (4.3-71)
-T l I
Since the signals Slit) and S3(t) are assumed to be uncorrelated with p(t),
• R (7)= RX. (T)R (T) (4.3-72)z p
L
or S' (_) = SX. (_) * S (_). (4.3-73)z p1
4
Now, RX. (T)= S. ll-I_cl I cos w T, 0< IT]<T1 C C1
O
i Rp(T) = 2 {1-]_ c }cos w.71 (4.3-74)
O
0 .
' 1
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t Therefore, ,_
!
_, _ R z (71 = 2 S.1 1 - 2 T + r COS WcT COS _17 i*'
, # _.
t o< I,[<T
-- C
I (4.3-75) _ "'*
= 0 I'I >T c
t _
where T is the chip period. "
C
If we take the Fourier transform in the neighborhood of _IF' we
get (where _IF _c= . _Jl ) ,
_L
" I l, 2 S. sin ( _- _JIF) T cSz (_0) = (¢o-_OiF1) 2T 1 - (u_-_iF) Tc " (4.3-76)C
The resulting interferingsignal power at the output of the IF bandpass
_: filter is given b_ an equation similar to 4.3-65; that is
$
+ B/2IF !
: 1 f_ S (co) dco . (4.3-77)i_ Ii : 2--; -B/2 z
i,
"_ : - w , Since
! Clearly, the maximum occurs in the vicinity of ¢OiF uJc 1
_ , substituting 4.3-76 into 4.3-77, we get
_ B << I/T c
i ° 2
_ I. : - S. T B. (4.3-78) .l 3 l c
i Noise Density Reduction
- _. We will attempt in this section to compute the spreading effect of
the receiver noise due to the reference signal p(t). Since the noise is
° {
, ¢
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uncorrelated with p(t), the cross-correlation function of the noise with the 4
/
PN signal is given by
• R (v) - R (r) R (r). 14.3-791 !.
z n p
" The spectral density at the despreader output is J
i o = _j rf Rp(_ Sl(f) = R (v) r) e dr . (4.3-80)• n
2 '
Since the bandwidth of the received signal is much greater than the band-
width of the IF fil_:er, the effective spectral height into the IF filter is given
by S(0) where
Sl(0) =f__ Rn(r) Rp(r) dr. (4.3-81)
We can then write the spectral response of the output of the IF filter as
I.
(sin (UJ-¢_ IF ) T c )2n -= c _ ('-w-wI_ "Tc (4.3-82)$
Using the same argument for IH(f) l 2 as given above, we can write
:BITc/2
= _ i-rr (sin x, 2! S (0) ---_--_ dx. (4.3-83)
• n Tr BIT /2
_' C
Therefore, S (0) = N O
_ and N -- N B. (4.3-84) i0 _
)
I
P io
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Effective Undesired Signal-to-Noise Ratio
" _ Substituting equations 4.3-68, 4.3-78 and 4.3-84 into 4.3-59, we
• • get the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the bandpass filter: _
! (0.1)S2 Pl, 2 ;
_-i,, E 'Si T c B + N O B T
' i=l, 3 c _
which can be rewritten as
0.1
_ Pl, 2
SNR2 = 2 [Si / NoB (4.3-86)
$, i=l, 3 c S2
Effective Desired Signal-to-Noise Ratio
I
The desired signal-to-noise ratio about which the design para-
: meters of the acquisition technique are established is _ummarized below.
With 0 dB design margin, C/N = 39.9 dB-Hz.0
$
i IF filter bandwidth - 5 kHz 37.0 dB
PN filter loss 0.9 dB
_ One-half chip offset loss 2.5 dB
# • Total losses 40.4 dB
Therefore, effective SNR 1 = C/N 0 - 40.4 dB
; • SNR 1 = -0.5 dB.
Now, based on the link analysis given, in section 1.3 for the multiple access
§ return link, the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver for S2(t) is
c 2
NO 33.1 + EIRP - System losses (dB-Hz).
1977022406-149
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If we allow 5 dB for system losses, then with an EIRP of 31.8 dBW, we ,-_
L
_,,, get ':,6,"
t
2
N_ = 5_. 9 dB-Hz.o
a Now, S3/S 2 = I _!
t
i and S2/NoB = 59.9 dB-Hz - I0 log 5000 ii
;, = 22.9 dB.
: Therefore, S1/S 2 = -23.4 dB.
i
Substituting these values into 4.3-86, we get
: 0.1 (lx 10 -3 )
SNR 2 = 2
(1.67 x10 -3 ) (I+ 4.57 xl0 3) + 5.13 x10 -3
= 1.6 x 10 -2
or SNR 2 = -17.98 dB.
Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the envelope detector
for an interfering signal at a peak cross-correlation condition is approx-
imately 17.5 dB below the design signal-to-noise ratio. If we assume that
the signal is encoded with a rate !/2 code and decoded using a Viterbi de-
coding algorithm, the transmitters can then operate with 5 dR less outp_Jt
: power. For this case SNR 1 = - 5.5 dB and SNR 2 = - 23 dB. :_
' i!,
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The results of this analysis for the desired and interfering received
qtw {
D signal-to-noise ratios are summarized in table 4.3-2. Two cases were i
,_'onsideredfor both the acquisitionand verificationmodes. In the firstcase _"
i no error detection and correction coding was assumed on the multiple access
return link. In the second case a rate I/2 Viterbi convolutional decoding
$ algorithm was assumed. By use of this coding technique itis assumed tha! ;
a 5 dB performance gain can be achieved. The signal-to-noise ratio for the
verificationmode is 2 dB higher than thatfor the acquisitionmode. This _s
because code tracking is assumed during verificationand the 0.5 dB _oss is
due to timing jitter.
Table 4.3-2 Baseline IF Signal-to-Noise Ratios
"-. S i
_t \ _ * Desired Signal Interferin_Signal I "
:: ._Link "" Ii Conditions'\ Acquisition Verification Acquisition_ ,--_--_-------Yerifica_i°n
r, I
Witho_t - 0.5 1.5 -18.0 -16.0
i Coding ,
With
} Coding -5.5 - 3.5 -23.0 -21.0
R=l/2
? *B is assumed to be a 5 kI-Iz IF bandwidth.
F
D _
_i
'O ' t i I '" "
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- 4.3.7 Multiple Filter Acquisdti_n Approaches
D In addition to optitnizieg the paramei_,rs of the acquisition strate-
i
gies described above, further decweases in acquisition U,me can be
achieved by the use of muM_ple bandpass filter's as shown in figures 4.3¢11 ,,,
_ an_ 4.3-12. In these cases a band of conifiguous°oandpass filters is us_
• e
to covet" the doppler uncertainty ¢'ange.
: !
A s_raightfot`ward'parallel al_proach is shown in figure 4.3-11. /_
se¢ of k bandpass filters covet` the_¢requency uncertainty band. Each fil_er --
l_ output is envelope detected and post detection integrated. The outputs _e
sa_,pled and digitized. Since the sampling rates are relatively slow _less
_an 6,000 times per second) a s_ngle A/D converter can be time shat_ed
m,nong the k channels. Each A/D out_t is then transformed by log ._$
(i 0 (adr i) ) which is simply accomplished by a_ROM lookup table The out-
puts are demulti@lexed with each channel being independently accumulated
and compared with the thresholds using the seq Jential search strategy.
The ,qame basic technique is atso applicable to the fixed length test str" gy.
The local reference is shifted_by one-half chip position only when r ,_ of
the k frequency cell acc_'avJated ovtputs _all below the lower Œ ,-,shold.
l_Ience, the dwell time is determined by the longest freque_ ." cell test.
If we denote the indiv_ual false alarms by a k and the _ erall false alarm
_by a, thet_ the probability of no overall false alarr: "_quals the join' pro-
bability of no individual false a_larms. T_nerefore, if a << 1
ie
1 a (1 ak)k- = - = I- k a k
7
and hence,
@
_, a = k a (4.3-87)k
ie*D SimL_ewe a_'e testingSor _he presence of exactly one signal in one of the k
" g_equency ¢_ells, the overall probability of a missed detectiori*, _ is equal
"i" D ¢
¢ t ' I II .
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•. to the joint probability that the signal is missed in the ith cell, multiplied
,t J, by the joint probability of no false alarms in all the other k-1 cells. _;
D ,_q
Hence, k-1 B k( 1 _ ak ) k ,
" 13 = 13k (1 a k) 1 - a
':* e k
_ 14.3-88)
_ _k(l - a) .i
; 1-a k
e
If a k << 1, then a << 1;hence, the overall probability of missed
detection is approximately1
= [3k (4.3-89) ,,*
The average sample number (ASN) when noise alone is present is given by
% (4.3-90)= a _a +(l-a) _l-a
where fi is the average test length when signal prezence is falselyOt
declared, _ is the average test length when no signal is correctly
,: "_ 1-
" 1_ indicated. When a << 1,
: • _ = _ (4.3-91)0 1-_
_' Since the number of cells without a signal greatly exceed the number of
_ cells with a signal, the performance is dominated by the average length
' _ 0 to reject a cell position. DiFranco and Rubin (4) derive an expression
[ _ "" for the average sample number :
i
[ "_', ' i e ....
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r10 = r. 1 - P(n) k
'¢ _ q 0 (4.3-92) s=
) °
" /22 ln_
Where p(ql 1 _ - ln_ 24"ri +I_ a d
. = -- + a d (4.3-93) :,
2 2C'
I Where ad - NO Bk (4.3-94) j
,)
Which is the peak signal=to-noise ratio in the IF filter of bandwidth B k .
Typically,
Total Frequency Uncertainty
t B k = K
)
and ¢ ( ) is the error function. )
!
Hence, equation (4.3-92) replaces equation (4.3-32) when used to compute
the average acquisition time with the multiple filter model given in figure
4.3-11. An alternate multiple filter approach is shown in figure 4.3-12.
t
As above a band of contiguous bandpass filters is used to cover the doppler
_: uncertainty range. At each sample interval the maximum output from a
set of filters is selected for processing by the sequential decoding algorithm.
I A detailed analysis of this technique was not made. However, some simu-(5)
lation results by Marcus and Swerling can be used to estimate the
'. performance gains. In [5], the average sample number (ASN) versus
;1 the number of resolution elements is plotted for a noncoherent detector.
D
The number of resolution elements corresponds to the number of conti-
i guous filter_ utilized. These results only go as low as a 0 dB design
ii ;_; signal-to-noise ratio. Extrapola;ing the results to the threshold SNR per-
D tinent to this study, we can estimate that the ASN is divided by the number '
2
_' ) i
t ,_ --
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"_" of filters and increased by 20 and 50 percent for the 2 and 5 filter cases, _
_: $ respectively. The narrowing of the filter bandwidths increases the
,_ signal-to-noise ratio at the filter output with the signal. However, the iaverage time to dismiss l is increased over what o e might compute ':
for a single filter because one must make a choice between several filter
: _: outputs, In a Gaussian noise environment, the best choice is maximum ,
likelihood which was the approach used in the simulation.
_D
• "l'_ , ',_'- ..1 ,_ -.-"l i ....--"qi_'"_
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:. 4.4 Application of Analysis to User Transponder - Forward Link
= _,_ •
B 4.4.1 Performance Summary _
A summary is given in this section of the analysis for the average _
acquisition time of the recommended signaling technique given in section 2.
i Q Short Code
The short code consists of a 1023 chip sequence which is biphaJe _",$
modulated in quadrature with a similarly n:odulated 218 chip "long" code
_ sequence. The long code channel is transmitted with a signal power which
is 10 dB below that in the short code channel.
At threshold, the received signal power-to-noise spectral density
ratio is given by C/N 0 = 32.3 dB-Hz. The total doppler and frequency
uncertainties are *3 kHz. The data modulation rate is 125 bps. The
parameters for the short code are as follows:
IF Filter Bandwidth - 6 kHz 37.8 dB
' PN Filter Loss 0.9 dB
Power Loss Due to Long Code 0.4 dB
One-Half Chip Offset Loss 2.5 dB
$ Total Losses 41.6 dB
C/N 0 at Threshold 32.3 dB-Hz
i Effective Signal-to-Noise Ratio, C'/NoB -9.3 dB
?
• • Long Code
Since the acquisition of the long code follows that of the short
code, it is possible (if desired) to coherently acquire the long code.
This is because it is assumed that, when the long code acquisition begins,|
code lock and carrier recovery is achieved. It is also assumed that the
_" code doppler is tracked by each of these loops. Hence, the basic timing
.
_: losses are timing jitter.
}
:' _ "_,r. 1 _ '} [ ! - / , , -- bt
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_ _,_ The losses associated with the long code are.
) IF Filter Bandwidth - 6 kHz 37.8 dB .
PN Filter Loss 0.9 dB
4 Power Loss Due to Short Code 10.5 dB _ ":
Timing Jitter Losses 0.3 dB _
: _ Total Losses 49.5 dB
, _. C/N 0 at Threshold 32.3 dB-Hz ,,
*-_,i• Effective Signal-to-Noise Ratio, C'/NoB -17.2 dB
As seen from equations (4.3-55) and (4.3-58), the average time
to dismissal is inversely related to the effective signal-to-noise ratio in
$ the IF bandwidth. Also, the effective SNR in the IF bandwidth is clearly
a function of the IF bandwidth. Table 4.4-1 summarizes the relationships
between the IF bandwidths and the threshold signal-to-noise ratios. In
the case where the IF bandwidth is 1200 Hz or ±600 Hz, the total 6 kHz
frequency uncertainty band is divided into 5 frequency cells. Similarly,
: with an IF bandwidth of +300 Hz, there are 10 frequency cells.
$ Table 4.4-1. Threshold SNR Versus IF Bandwidth
i C'INoB (dB)
_ IF
_ _ B Bandwidth Short Code Long Code
6 kHz -9.3 dB -17.2 dB
: 3 kHz -6.3 dB -14.2 dB
@ I. 2 kHz -2.3 dB -I0.2 dB
{ 600 Hz +0.7 dB - 7,2 dB /
_ • For both the long and short codes, the following dete_:tion param- "_
. eters were assumed for acquisition, verification, and t-acking.
i "4, ! ,,i , _ 1 r '"L
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q_.. Acquisition __
' I The detection probability is based on having two chances during
• _ q
the 2x 1023 trials for the short code and 1 x256 trials for the long code.
_ PD1 = 10-3 = P _'c",.,_ = 0.51 PFA1 a
_ Verification
!,,
= 0.9 P = 10"4 = P -_" "?_ PD2 FA2 A
t Tracking
-6
PD3 >>0.9 = 1- _ PFA3 = 10 = P'D e
For the noncoherent dual state acquisition strategy of the short
code, the mean acquisition time is shown to be
_ ( +Wacq = N ll-2d WI \i-[3]c
where T. = T for fixed length testI
: = Tb for sequential test
with the other parameters as defined above. For a good approximation at
threshold,
} Ta -- Tb and TA = T B.
Therefore,
'_._ Ta = Tb +PaTB + PaPA D + I'--'_C'C'] "
Tb >> PaTB' since Pa = 10-3
S
{ (T PcTc_
_: I since PaPA = I0 . ,_
i.
__, , _.
/ r':F
', : j I......... J i ,:,
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Thus, T o - T b . ,*
• Also, from (4.3-47),
= Pb + (1-Pb)PB + (1-Pb)(1-PB)(I-PD3) . (4.4-2)
The last term in (4,4-2) is small compared to the firsttwo terms on the
right side of the equation; hence,
= Pb + (l-Pb)PB '
t For the fixed length test, to a good approximation,
- . 14.4-3)
Tac q N ii.2 d TI + Pa T - Pb (I Pb)PB! c
i* Similarly, for the sequential test,
-- _ (4.4-4)
Tacq ll-2dcTl - Pb (I Pb)PB ..
*t
where
• 2Tln 61
T b -- (4.4-5',i
_/c,
 NOB/d
The parameters used in this analysis for the short code of the multiple
T'
$ access forward link are:
N = 1023
F
d = 4.38 chips/sec} c
_L _1 = 0.76!.0
P. = 0.49
b
{ PB : 0. I
_. T = 1/BW for sequential test
O T: Variable for fixed length test .
l, <
, h t , ,- I. l :, i
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i _ _ Substituting these parameters into equations (4.4-3), (4.4-4), and (4.4-5), /
$ we get the results summarized in table 4.4-2. These results are also i
plotted in figur 4.4-1. In comparing hese two search strategies, one _ •
i finds that the sequential test strategy is about 50 percent faster than the
fixed length strategy for the case where there is only one IF filter. As the
_ IF signal-to-noise ratio increases, the difference in acquisition times
,_ increases between the two test approaches. For the case of 10 contiguous _
IF bandpass filters, the sequential strategy is almost five times as fast
as the fixed length strategy. The average acquisition time is given in
figure 4.4-2 as a function of the received signal-to-noise ratio. This
2
relationship only holds true if the design signal-to-noise ratio, ad
corresponds to the received signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, if the in-
put signal-to-noise ratio increases and the thresholds do not track the
change in signal-to-noise ratios the effective acquisition time do_ _ not
change.
The parameters used in this analysis for the long code of the mul-
tiple access forward link are similar to those of the short code with the
exception of the number of uncertainty cells. The long code is of length
218- 256 chips. The relationship of the codes is such that, when the short
code is acquired, the uncertainty of the long code is reduced to the number
of cells given by
218 256
, Long code uncertaiatv 1023 - 256 cells.
i Hence, the search for the long code requires selecting one of 256 cell
positions.
4,
The acquisition time results for the long code are summarized in
_ table 4.4-3 with the results plotted in figure 4.4-3. The analysis was
_ig performed for only the sequential tests, using equations (4.4-4) and (4.4-5)
i _.... for the noncoherent test and equation (4.4-4) with T bgiven by
T
• [
, j J ] ,*t I '_,
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= T/2 In _1 /
for the coherent test and T b given by equation (4.4-5) for the noncoherent
_' test. For these tests it is assumed that the local reference is stepped in
_, one-half chip increments. Since chip synchronism occurs at the conclusion
of the short code acqt, isition, the long code could be stepped in single chip r
;; increments. For this case the average acquisition times are one-half of
the values given in table 4.4-3. Another important factor is that carrier
lock occurs at the conclusion of short code synchronization. Given carrier
lock and the capability for tracking the doppler frequency offsets, the IF
bandwidth can be narrowed significantly. Thus, the pcrfomnance could
actually be significantly better than the acquisition times given in table
4.4-3.
}
4.4.2 Analysis With an InterferingSignal - Forward Link
Introduction
A model of the forward link with two TDRSS satellites in view of
the user receiver is shown in figure 4.4-4. The desired signal is Sl(t)
and the interfering signal is S2(t). The objective of this analysis is to
_ determine the probability that the noncoherent acquisition circuitry locks
unto the interfering signal rather than the desired signal as a function of
their relative signal levels.
i
1977022406-168
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Analysis
'4,
I} Both the desired and interfering signals can be represented in '
• general as
m;
Si(t)
-- _ ai(t) Xi(t)sin [(%+_.)tl + oil (4.4-7)
where X i = pseudorandom PN Gold code of the ith signal with code
length n = 1023 chips
._,
a. = data modulation of the ith signal _ "
1 _ :
e 1. = relative phase shift of the ithm received signal
S i = received power of the it_.hhsignal
Ai = sum of the doppler and frequency uncertainties of the ith
signal.|
if_ The cross-correlation code spectrum for the two codes al(t ) and
a2(t) is given by
63 (136) -1 (767) -65 (120) :'
" where the value in parentheses associated with the cross-correlation
! quantity denotes the number of chip positions containing the particular
cross-correlation value. That is, out of a total of 1023 chip positions,
-- 136 positions have a cross-correlation value of 63, 767 have a cross-
correlation value of -1, and 120 have a cross-correlation value of -65.
In the noncoherent detection analysis, the sign of the cl _,,9-
correlation value is irrelevant. Since the difference between t ross-
correlation values of 63 and 65 is so small, for the purposes of this analysis
we will assume that there are 256 positions in which the cros_-correlation
value is 65. Typical autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions for
the 1023 Gold codes are shown in figure 4.4-5.
The frequency spectrum of the interfering signal power at the output
of the despreader is given by equation (4, 3-62). For the forward link, the
data bit rate is assumed to be a nominal 125 bits per second. Hence, T 2
-3
equals 8xl0 seconds. The bandwidth of the bandpass filter is assumed
t'
to be 6 kHz since the total frequency uncertainty is + 3.0 kHz. Therefore,
).
':_
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D °
Autocorrelation
_Ur°dSsC°d r_lo_tj_n•_ -24 dB
\
Relative Chip Position
Figure 4.4-5. Typical Auto- and Cross-Correlation Functions
for the 1023 Gold Codes
i
t
I
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-_ the signal power at the output of the bandpass filter is given by equation -i.
• (4.3-66) and for the parameters given above, it can be writ':en as !.
2
S0 $2Pl,2 f9 94'5 sin x dx (4.4-8)
_r - 4.5 x
i
8 $2 Pl,2 (4 4-9)So _ [_] : s2Pl,2 •
: With the use of equations (4.3-78) and (4.3-84), we can write the following --
. relationship for the signal-to-noise ratio of the interfering signal at the
output of the bandpass filter:
Pl.2
SNR 2 2{S1 _ NOB • (4.4-10)
i
In this particular example, the various parameters of (4.4-10) are given
by
65 )2
- Pl,2 : 1_
B = 6000 Hz
T = 0.333x10 -6 sec . (4.4-11)
: C
, When the threshold signal-to-noise ratio was computed for the
desired signal, a one-half chip offset loss of 2.5 dB was assumed. In
_ comparing the signal-to-noise ratio of the interfering signal, we will
_ take the worst-case position and assume that there is no chip timing loss.
$ From section 4.4.1, we have shown that the threshold signal-to- noise
i ratio of the desired signal is given by
_ S1
i
..._,__o_.__.__.____.____', , , , ...........:, ............1,.._==,I_ ___'_'_"j,........__'_"",.__
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,- Therefore, we can write the relative signal-to-noise ratio of the interfer- ,
: • ing signal with respect to the desired signal threshold as 8
NO B N O B at + 2.5 dB + . (4.4-12) _'q
threshold dB : :
Substituting (4.4-11) and (4.4-12) into (4.4-10), we get the following
relationship between the relative ratios of the two signals and the signal- _ '
to-noise ratio of the interfering signal: _"
•" S2 S2
N 0B = 0.210!, 2 _11 (4.4-13)
or
S2 $2 1
-- = . (4.4-14)
NO B -30.8 + _ dB
The relationship between the interfering signal and the desired
signal threshold or operating point of the sequential test can be given as
a function of the relative ratios of the interfering signal level and the
desired signal level at the user receiver. This is derived from (4.4-14)
and is given by
a _ 21.5 + . (4.4-15)
ad _'1 dB
t; The probability of detecting the interfering signal for a given trial
is given by 1 - L(a) where L(a) is defined by equation (4.3-29). This
relationship is plotted in figure 4.4-6 for several sets of false alarm
probabilities and detection probabilities at threshold.
$
During the acquisition mode, the detection probability is set equal
: to O. 5, whereas for verification, it is set at O. 9.
The probability of detecting the interfering signal as a function of
p the ratio of the desired signal level to the interfering signal level is given :
_ by
?
?
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m
_" PDI = I - (! - PDA' PDV ) (4.4-16)
it where m = namber of trials or sidelobe peaks : 256 :
P = probability of detecting the interfering signal during
i DA acquisition and is plotted in figure 4.4-6 as a function
_' of a/a d
i _ PDV = probability of detecting the interfering signal during
verification and is also plotted in figure 4.4-6 as a
i_ function of a / a d.i
The relationship between a/a d and $2/S 1 is _iven by equation (4.4-15).
Analysis Results
The probability of detecting the interfering signal in the process
of scanning through each of the cells in the uncertainty range is plotted
in figure 4.4-7 as a function of the interfering signal level. This analysis
does not consider the probability that the desired signal may be detected
prior to detecting the interfering signal and, hence, the results may be
sDghtly pessimistic. The curves in figure 4.4-7 rise rapidly and, as the
interfering signal increases to 20 dB above the desired signal, the proba-
bility of detecting and verifying the interfering signal in the course of
initial acquisition approaches unity.
A nominal worst-case interfering signal level relative to the
desired signal level may be 15 dB. This results from a -9 dB user antenna
gain in the direction of the desired signal and a +3 dB antenna gain in the
direction of the interfering signal. In addition, the desired signal is
i transmitted with 0 dB design margin, whereas the interfering signal
i design margin is +3 dB. For this relative ratio of 15 dB, the probability
-3 -4
" of detecting the interfering signal ranges between 10 and 10 depending
t
upon the threshold false alarm probability during acquisition, as seen in
.: figure 4.4-7. This is a very low probability; however, as already noted,
the detection probability increases rapidly for a small increase in the
relative signal-to-noise ratios and, consequently, means for further
reducing the false detection probability should be considered.
t
i + I I +a ' i J _ '
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+ + Aids to the Minimization of False Detection
It We have seen that, for relatively high interfering signal levels J
(i. e., greater than 20 dB above the desired s_gnal), the probability of :+
a false lock is high. Once the false lock condition occurs, the local +
+ reference is no longer advanced and code tracking begins. One may
'r assume that, by choosing the code loop noise bandwidth B L such that
_ the interferingsignal-to-noise ratio in B L is below loop threshold, the
noise will, with high probability, cause a loss of lock after several time
+ _ constants: This would probably work ifthe maximum interfering signal
level were 15 dB above the desired signal level. However, ifthe inter-
fering signal should go to a level 20 dB above the desired signal, then
there is insufficientmargin to cause the loop to drop lock.
While the delay lock loop is tracking, the carrier tracking circuit
is attempting to lock to the carrier of the received signal. The same
problem as was indicated above for the delay lock loop may exist with the
, carrier recovery circuitin discriminating against the interfering signal. '
However, the quadrature output of the phase recovery circuitor the
coherent amplitude detector (CAD) is enabled once carrier lock is accom-
plished. With the CAD operating, the AGC is thus controlled by the
I
received signal level rather than the receiver noise level. As an example,
the signal voltage at the input to the phase detector may be held constant
_' at a 1 v rms level, regardless as to whether the signal is the desired or
| interfering signal. For this condition, the thresholds associated with the
verification mode can be set to a predetermined fixed value independent of
the noise. Hence, the mean values of the distributionsassociated with the
interferingand desired signals are separated at their peak by p = (65/I023)2
)
or 24 riB. Thus, even ifthe interferingsignal level is noncoherently
acquired and verified, and ifthe code tracking and phase lock loops lock
to the interfering signal, these circuits would be unlocked ifthe verification
, | test were continued with fixed thresholds that are switched in at the instant +,
:. the CAD begins functioning.
m_+,_,++_+++_+_........ 't+-+,'++W''--'-"_'. r ............. '_....... ]+ ,,. ,, '+r + -+ I ......++++++I ', ' ++ + +¢ , I l,+ II +,
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_" The probabilityof unlocking the interferingsignal can be made as
i • high as desired by proper selection of the detection threshold. When an ,
interferingsignal is detected subsequent to initialacquisitionand verifica-
• tion and the acquisitioncircuitry, code tracking and carrier recovery loops '<
are unlocked, the system should continue searching the cells from the pre-
• vious point where ithad stopped when ithad erroneously locked onto an
interfering signal.
i At the same time the short code is being verified at the conclusion "_
of carrier acquisition, the long code is also in the process of being acquired.4,
Because the thresholds of the long code can be constant values due to the
operation of the coherent AGC, it also can be used to unlock the receiver
when it falsely locks to an interfering signal. It could in fact be used
instead of the short code verification procedure described above. The
only drawback is that it would require a longer overall acquisition time.
The suggested steps in the synchronization algorithm, with the exception of
the multipath test which is discussed in section 4.5, are summarized in
the flow di, gram given in figure 4.4-8.
Impact on Acquisition Time
• When the interfering signal is detected, the effect is one of a false
• alarm. The difference from a false alarm based on noise is that there is
{ _ a much greater probability of code lock and carrier lock to the interfering
,_ signal (provided, of course, that the level is high enough) than there is to1
noise alone. This necessitates the continuing verification of the short code
• ;. subsequent to carrier lock. This additional verification test is one .,nich
! was not considered in the previous secti_,ns of this report. From figure
I 0 4.4-6 and equation (4.3-58), we can compute the mean acquisitic,ltlme as
a function of the ratio of the desired signal-tu interfering signal. The
I results for a single doppler cell are shown in figure 4.4-9. TJ'e mean
# acquisition time thresholds sharply as the interfering signal approaches
_, 20 dB above the desired signal. This can be seen by looking at figure 4.4-6.
As the signal level, a, approaches the design signal level, a d, the detection
D
b
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, _ probabilities in both the acquisition and verification modes approach the
0 design detection probability levels. Since the cross-correlation sidelobes
are 24 dB below the autocorrelation peaks, when the imerfering signal
level approaches 20 dB above the desired signal level, the false alarms ,,,
due to the cross-corre!atlon peaks approach the design detection p "oba-
bilities. Therefore, as the code search progresses, each time the cross-
correlation sidelobe peak occurs (which is about one-fourth of the t:.me),
there is a high likelihood of it appearing as a real signal. It then progresses _"
' through the various synchronization steps and is hnally rejected with the
short code verification test with a fixed threshold after the coherent AGC
is switched in. The time to PN code lock, carrier lock, and perform the
post-lock verificatic,l test was estimated to be 0.5 seconds. This accounts
for the "estimated" mean acquisition times given in figure 4.4-9.
Impact on Hardware
The impact of the post-lock ve_ificatlon test is very small when
microprocessor techniques are employed in processing tl,e synchronization
' : algorithm. It h_ically involves a few additional in3_L uctions and some
logic to unlock ' .e code tracking loop, carrier lock loop, _nd switch back
to a nonccherent AGC operation.
4.4.3 Sidelobe False Alarm Analysis
Introduction
The short codes of the forward link are ps_udorandom Gold codes
: of length 1023 with properties enumerated in section 5. The autocorre-
I lation spectra of the Gold codes is similar to the cross correlation spec-
trum given in section 4.4.2. To simplify this analysis we will assume
that there are 256 positions in which the autoccrrelation value is 65, oz_e
poJition where it is 1023, and the remaining 766 positions where the auto-
_ correlation value is -1.
i
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/
"° The dynamic range of the received signal is assumed to be 35 dB.
_,_ o_.
I The objective of this analysis is first to determine the probability of
erroneously detecting the sidelobes as in-synchronization positions and
then second to consider techniques for either detecting false alarms due ,_:_
to sidelobe detection or reducing the false alarm probability due to side-
¢
lobes. A conceptual approach for achieving the former of these objectives
is recommended. The impact of this technique on the overall acquisition
time is considered, as well as its hardware implications.
The subsequent discussion is primarily conceptual with a level cf
analysis which is intended to give a first-cut estimate of the system per-
formance. Itshould be noted that thel? is room for considerable optimi-
zation which could further enhance the overall system performance.
False Sidelobe Detection Probability
The firststep in this analysis is to determine the probabilityof
false alarms due to the "self noise" of the received signal (i.e., sidelobe
partialcorrelations) as a functionof the received signal level.
The probabilityof detecting a sidelobe in a given trialfor the sequen-
tialtest algorithm is I - L(a) where L(a) is defined by equation 4.3-29.
The parameter a is the normalized received signal level. The function
L(a) is also dependent upon the normalized threshold or design signal level,
a d, which has a preset value.
_ The probabilityof false detection on a side!obe in a given cellposition
is plotte_.Ln figure 4.4-I0 as a function of the received signal level above
: threshold. This is the probability that a sidelobe of the 1023 Gold cude
passes both the acquisition and verification tests. The sidelobe levels
t
are 24 dB below the peak correlation level. If the signal is 24 dB above
threshold, then the sidelobe level is at threshold and, hence, the probability
of detecting the sidelobe equals the probability of the product of the detec-
I tion and verification probabilities, which are 0.45. As the signal level
becomes even greater, the detection probability of the sidelobe_ rapidlyF
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Figure 4.4-10. Probability of Detection of Sidelobe as a Function
of Signal Level Above Threshold
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• - approaches unity. These results do not consider the effect of the "self
noise" which contributes more significantly to the total noise as the received
signal level increases. The results also assume a perfect noise estimate
: which is used in normalizing the design and received signal levels. Both
of these factors t nd to make the sidelobe false alarm probability higher ! .
t than would actually be the case.
Sidelobe Rejection Algorithm
From figure 4.4-10, we can see that, as the input signal level
increases, the partial correlation of a sidelobe is sufficiently high to
result in a high probability of false detections. The partially correlated
signal level may also be high enough so as to achieve both code and carrier
lock. A method must therefore be provided to detect a false synchronization
condition, unlock the receiver, and permit it to acquire the correct synchro-
nization position.
There are several ways of detecting a sidelobe lock position. One
particularly attractive approach will be considered. The technique takes
advantage of the Gold code properties in that the sidelobes with no noise
are deterministic and in the case of this code are 24 dB below the peak
correlation level. The following discussion presents the case for the side-
lobe rejection algorithm.
After initial acquisition, verification, code _nd carrier lock, a post-
detection verification algorithm is employed. This algorithm can be similar
to the initial acquisition algorithm with the exception that the threshold is
increased by some factor. Two cases are considered. In c,.:e case the
threshold is increased by 15 dB and in the other it is increased by 20 dB.
If the sidelobe rejection algorithm is performed with a sequential test,
increasing the threshold corresponds to increasing the design signal level,
ad. For a fixed length test, itimplies that the post-detection integration
time is such that a pre-established detection and false alarm probability
.O
" will be achieved for some higher signal-to-noise ratio. Let us f_rot con-
sider the case where the threshold is increased by 15 dB. if the received
1
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• _ signal level is so hii;h that it exceeds the first threshold by 35 dB, then it
will also exceed the second threshold by 20 dB. The partially correlated
sidelobe is 24 dB below the peak. .Ttnominally exceeds the first threshold
by 11 dB which results in its high likelihood of being detected. However,
it falls below the second threshold by 4 dB on the average; therefore, from
i $ figure 4.4-10, its probability of exceeding the second threshold on a pertrial basis is lxl0 5 for the maximum received signal level case. Since
!_ there are 256 sidelobes with close the same average partial ccrrelation
level, the probability that any one of them will exceed the threshold in the
%
_ process of scanning through all 1023 chip positions is
1 - (1 - lx10-5) 256 ,
_ which equals 2.5x10 -3. However, the probability is almost unity that the
mainlc, be will exceed the increased threshold given that a partially corre-
lated sidelobe has exceeded the initial thresholds. This assumes that the
AGC level is held constant and is controlled by the partial correlation side-
lobe level throughout the duration of the sidelobe rejPction test. By increas-
ing the sidelobe rejection threshold to 20 dB above its previous level, the
probability of the maximum sidelobe level exceeding the new threshold on
-7
a per trial basis is decreased to 6x10 , which yields a probability of
,, 1.5x10 -4 when scanning through all 1023 cell positions. This reduces the
margin between the mainlobe exceeding the increased threshold given thati
i. a sidelobe has exceeded the initial synchronization thresholds. However,
this margin is st_ll sufficient to yield a det_c[_on probability well in excess
_ of 0.9.
b
: Tile sidelobe rejection test sequence as outlined in the flow chart of
$ fiT Jre 4.4-11 can be summarized as follows. After the initial acquisition,
, verification, code tracking and carrier lock tests are satisfied, the acqui-
{ sition threshold is increased I-,y 15 dB or 20 dB. The same cell position is
_ checked with the new design parameters. If the new threshold is exceeded,[ IP
then the position tested is the mainlobe fully correlated cell position. If the,
threshold is not exceeded, then either the potation tested is the mainlobe
D
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Figure 4.4-11. Sidelobe Rejection Algorithm
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_ cellpositionor a sidelobe position. The local reference is stepped in
D successive chip positions and the same test is made at each successive
cellposition. Because code lock exists, s_le chip steps are sufficient.
Ifthe test indicates a signal in any one of the 1023 positions, that position }_
is assumed to be the mainlobe cell. The local reference is then shiftedto
,B the new synchronization position. Ifthe threshold is not exceeded in any
one of the 1023 potentialsynchronization positions, then the original cell i-
positionis assumed to be the mainlobe synchronization position. For this _.
I_ case, the received signal level is with high probability above threshold
but less than 15 or 20 dB above the original design thres old. This side-
lobe rejection test can be either a fixed length or a sequential test. For
the sequential test, the probability of detecting a sidelobe for a given trial
_ with the new design signal-to-noise ratio 15 dB above the original design
: threshold is also plotted in figure 4.4-10.
Impact on Acquisition Time
In this subsection, we will estimate the increase in the overall
: synchrunizatlon time _hich is due to the sidelobc rejection test. The
estimate is made based on a fixed length test for reasons given below.
"_ Also, it should be noted that no attempt was made to optimize the synchro-
nization parameters.
The test is to occur after c_de lock and carrier lock are achieved.
When the signal level is near threshold, the probability of false lock _o a
._idelobe is very small. Since this conditien is not known a priori, the
sidelobe rejection test must be made. In this case, all 1023 cells will be
tested once code and car"ier lock are obtained. Thus, in considering the
P impact on overall acquisitiontime, we must consider the case where all
the cells are tested with the new _hresho]d. Either a coherent or non-
coherent test can be made. We will assume the latter. We also assume ,_
that the code lock detection probability is high enough that it establishes
• " the overall synchronization detection probability. Therefore, only one
scan through the sldelobe rejection test is antmipated per acquisition
1977022406-187
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_* attempt. Hence, we can just compute the time required to dismiss each
t position with the threshold SNR set 15 or 20 dB above the threshold for the
initial acquisition test. The new threshold 15 dB above the acquisition
threshold yields a design SNR greater than 0 dB ir the detection bandwidth.
The mean time to dismissa omputations given in section 4.3.2 are gener-
$
ally only valid if the design SNR is less than 0 dB. Hence, to simplify the
analysis, a fixed length test is assumed. If we draw upon the analysis given ,-
in section 4.3.1.1, we obtain the relationship shown in figure 4.4-12, which
_. is a plot of the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the detector as a function
of the time-bandwidth product BT, where PFA = 10-6 and PD = 0.99. The
design SNR threshold was calculated to be -9.3 dB for the seqdential analysis
acquisition test with a single doppler cell of 6 kHz (cf. page 4-57). Increas-
:.
ing this threshold by 15 dB yields an SNR of 5.7 dB. To achieve a detection
probability of 0.99 with a false alarm probability of 10 -6 requires, as deter-
mined from figure 4.4-12, a BT of 9. Hence, the time to search all 1023
cells with this BT requires approximately 1.5 aeconds. These results are
slightly optimistic since the sidelobe noise is neglected and does become
a significant factor at the higher signal-to-noise ratios. This time can be
reduced as shown in table 4.4-4 by increasing the number of doppler cells.
The results, however, are only approximate since the analysis for computing
the results in figure 4.4-12 are based upon BT products much greater than
unity. If one reduces the detection probability to 0.9 and the false alarm
-5
[ t_ probability to 10 , then with five doppler cells, a BT of 1 is all that is
required and this yields a sidelobe rejectir._ test time of 0.85 seconds.
Because of the potential frequency offset between the local reference
and the incoming signal, the code doppler shift may be as great as 1 chip
per second or more. This shift does not present a problem since the s_de-
lobe rejection test occurs after code lock is attained and consequently the
relative code drift is continuously tracked.
• The results discussed above are extended to the case where the
threshold is increased by 20 dB. These estimated results are summarized
I
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-- in table 4.4-5 and show that the impact on acquisitiontime ol the sidelobe
# rejection test can be reduced to below 0.5 seconds, i
t",
Impact on Hardware Complexity
The additionalimpact of the sidelobe false alarm detection algorithm <q
• to the hardware complexity is small. A separate correlator with a bandpass _ :
.'(
filter,envelope detector and post-detection integrator as shown in figure
;, 4.3-3 is part of the receiver hardware for the purpose of estimating the
receiver noise and the "self noise" le_.,el. This hardware can also serveI
in performing the decorrelator part of the sidelobe rejectiontest. The other
logic, counter and control operahons contribute minimally when micro-
processor techniques are employed in processing tbe overall synchronization
algorithm.
t
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,¢j, 4.5 Application of Analysis to Ground Receiver
!
4.5. I Performance Summary - Multiple Access Ro':urn Link
A summary is given in this section of the analysia of the average _¢
r
acquisition time for Mode 2 of the multiple access return link. The
: modulatio," technique is staggered QPSK with a recommended chip
sequence consisting of 211-1 chips.
| At threshold, the receiv_ -igr, d] nower-to-noise spectral density
ratio without coding is given by C/N 0 = _9, 9 dB-Hz and C/N 0 -,
34.9 dB-Hz with 1/2 rate Viterbi coding. For the single IF filter configura-
tion, an IF filter bandwidth of 5 kHz is required to accommodate the fre-
_" quency uncertainties and data modulati(m, Losses were given in section
4.3.5 with a summary of the IF signal-to-noise ratios in table 4.3-2.
The signal-to-noise ratio is assumed to increase by 2 dB in the verifi-
cation mode because the code tracking loop in operating.
: An equation which closely approximates the mean acquisition time
was derived above and is given below.
[ T a ]"ACQ N 1 - 2 dcT I + P TB {I + _= k i--_/ (4.5-1)i
$
where N = number of chips in code length
T = Post Detection Integration Timet
T B = Average time to perform verification test
leading to a dismiss decision
t P = probability of false acceptance by acquisi-
tion test
D
i l J " !
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"" d = code doppler error
|
i _ " Pb+(l+ Pb) PB ' •
; Three code lengths were considered: N = 211 - I, 213 - I and 215 - I. In _
i _ order to avoid tile problem of partial correlatic,ls, the post detection inte-
r:. gration interval was selected to correspond to at least as a minimum one
complete cycle of the PN code. Since B is assumed to be 5 kHz, for the
$ code lengthN = 211 - 1,
5
211 "A
BT = - (5 x 103 ) = 3.4
3 _ ,6
as a minimum to satisfy the above conditions. If BT is much greater than
3.4, whether or not the integration time is integrally related to the cr _e
length peziod is not all that critical.
No Codin G Case
If we consider first the case without coding, we have from table
4.3-2 a s,gnal-to-noise ratio of -0.5 dB during acquisition foz the desired
signal and 1.5 dE during verification for the desired signal. If we a_'sume
a false alarm probability of 0.01 during acquisition, then the detection
probability for the desired sigr, al is
!
P j = I - (I - PD )2 (4.5-2)
l[ ]-- -- 1- erf (.292) = .35:_. where PD 2
O '
' " " from 4.3-110
4_ p
i { | ,
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_ o and hence, PD = .58.
.:_, -
IP_ Equation (4.5-2) is used because during acquisition there are at least two . •
chances for detecting the synchronization position when the local reference
/
is stepped in one-half chip increments. _ '_
D i
The interfering signal is at - 1 8.0 dB during acquisition. Since
th,.: threshol. s set for the desired signal with some minimum false alarm
prob-_bility, the detection probability of the interfering signal for a given _-
t trial is 1.18 x 10-2 , which is very close to the false alarm probability.
: The total detection probability is a function of the number of trials. For
the Gold codes, we will assume that half of the cell positions have sidelobe
$ cross-correlation power correspon_ing to an SNRIN = --18 dB. Therefore,
the overall probability of detection is
._ PD = 1 - (1- 1. 18 x10 -2) 2047 = 1
For all practical purposes, if the sidelobe cross-correlation SNRIN is as L
low as - 18 dB, the undesired signal appears as noise and the probability
$ of detecting the interfering signal is about the same as the false alarm
probability. This leads to the verification mode which is designed to re-
ject the acquisition mode false alarms.o.
_ 8 During verification, we set the false a?.arm probability at 10-4.
We will also assume a BT = 25. In other words, the post-detection inte-
' gration interval is set for 5 ms. From table 4.3-2, the SNRIN for the
$ desired signa] is 1.5 dB and for the interfering signal is -16.5 dB. With
these parameter,% using equations 4.3-8 and 4.3-11, we get
! P) (desired signal) = 0.95r
a
PD (interfering signal) = 2 x 10-4 "
i° '
_l " . - ] 1
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( In the verification mode, there is only one cell position in which the inter-
G
t feting signal will be detected and that is the position where acquisition is !,
indicated. From the above results, we see that the probability of detecting i
the interfering signal for the above conditions is only twice that of the false
_" alarm probability. !
8 t
We can now substitute the above parameters into (4.5-2) to compute ;:
_ the average acquisition time, TAC Q of the desired signal. A summary
of the parameters is:
i Pb = .42 d = 2.02 HzC
-4
" PB = "05 T = 6.8 x 10 sec.
P = I0-2 T B 5 x10-3= see,a
PA = 10-4
TAC =Hence, Q 3.85 sec.
If we assume the same time-bandwidth products, for the code lengths
213 - 1 and 215 - !, then the acquisition times for each of these cases is
30.8 sec. and i23 sec., respectively. This is a lower bound since the post
detection integration time during acquisition for these two cases results ;
in a partial correlation condition. •
Coding Case 2
• _ Now, _f we consider the case with coding we have during acquisi-
; (-__ tion a C/NoB fo_- _he desired signal of -5.5 dB. If we set the threshold _:
'. i!' ;_
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_'_ for a false alarm probability of O. 1, then the probability of detection is
_ B given by (4.3-12) where -.
PD = _ [I - erf (.432)]
and PD = "47
Since the cross-correlation sidelobes with an undesired signal are 17.5 dB
below the desired signal, the C/NoB for this condition is -23 dB. This
corresponds to a detection probability per trial of 0. 1015, which is essen-
tially the false alarm probability.
If during verification, the time b._ndwidth product is set at 50 and
the false alarm probability is set for 0.01, then the probability of detection
is 0.74 for the desired signal. The probability of detection of the undesired
-2
signal is 7.25 x l0 . If we substitute the following parameters into 4.3-12,
D .- .53 d = 2.02 Hz
-b c
PB = .26 T = 6.8 xl0 "4 sec.
-2
P = .1 T B = l0 sec.a
PA = '01 Code length = 211 - 1
then TAC Q = 14.65 sec.
13 215Again, if the code lengths are increased to 2 - 1 and - 1, the
i " average acquisition times with the parameters given above are 58.6 seconds
and 234.5 seconds, respectively.
]
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;f
,".... The nonoptimized performance results are surnmarixed in tables
I 4.5-1 and 4.5-2.
The desired average acquisitiontime is 15 seconds. Since itis
_, currently planned to use rate I/2 coding on the multiple access return link,
the code length N = 211-I is the only one which can realistically meet the _!_"
4 _; specified acquisitiontime requirements. Seven percent of the acquired
interfering signals are verified, on the average. The parameters of the
code trackir,g loop need to be such thatthe likelihoodof locking onto the
_; interferiylg signal is very low. Hence, an interfering signal which triggers
a false aJarm during verification would be rejected. This subject requires
further investigation.
• Conc) usions
We have shown that, based on an analysis of the acquisition and
verification modes, a code length of 211_1 is sufficient. This, of course,
; assumes thatthe parameters of the code tracking loop are selected to
effectivelyreject interferingsignals which pass both the acquisitionand
: verification tests.
Although the sequential testing strategy was not analyzed in this
investigation for the return link, it also is a candidate technique for
reducing the mean acquisition time. There is only one potential problem
with the sequential test in this application: The fixed length test has a
"_ threshold set for fixed detection and false alarm probabilitiesand a fixed
e
integration interval. In the sequential test, the integation (accumulation)
interval is variable and the thresholds are set for fixed false alarm and
detection probabilities about a design signal-to-noise ratio. The capa-
I bility of the sequential test to reject an interfering signal and the degree
of test truncation required bears more detailed investigation.
-. There are o'dmr possibilities for shortening the acquisition time,
some of which were discussed above. One solution is to use parallel cor-
_. relation, each correlator independently searching separate cells. Two
1977022406-198
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,_ q_W ._
,_: Table 4.5-1 Detection Performance GI Desired and Interfering Signals _
@ " Performance Desired Signal Undesired Signal !
Acquisition Verification Acquisition Verification ,
" I'D %A PD %A I PD
$ "" * L
I
Without Coding 10 -2 0.58 10 -4 i 0.95 10-2 1.0* 10 -4 2 xl0 -4
• r
With Coding 10-1 0.47 10 -2 t 0.74 10 -1 1.0 10-2 i7 xl0 -2
i......................... .................
$
This assumes one searches through all possible cell positions.
Table 4.5-2 Average Acquisition Time vs. Code Length
_U.--- Average
$ "" .. Code Length N Acquisition Time, TAC Q (sec)
I
_ Link '" I 11 213 215Condition 2 - 1 - 1 - 1
S i :
,_
: Without Coding 3.85 15.4 61.5
With Coding 1 4.65 58.6 234.5
O
i,
D
D
o
i i
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(.'. such correlators would, except for some power losses, approach the pos-
, $ sibility of halving the acquisition time. Optimization of the acquisition
parameters (i. e., optimum selection of BT products for both acquisition -
and verification) can be used to shorten the mean acquisition time. Another i'_;
approach is to use a bank of contiguous doppler resolving filters instead I
of just one IF filter. At the same time, the maximum output of each filter
can be selected for further processing, or each path can be processed _,
independently as discussed above for the forward link. _"
,=
4t
¢
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: "-" 4.6 Impact of Multipath on Direct Sequence Acquisition ._
_ " _arameters i_
4.6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this .investigation was to assess the impact that
multipath may have on the candidate acquisition techniques. The primaryi
acquisition technique of concern is the recommended short code/long code
technique described in Section 2. As part of this study, a short subcon-
tract was granted to the Boeing Company to characterize multipath param-
_: eters between a low orbiting (200 km altitude) user satellite and the syn-
chronous TDRS satellite. A short summary of these rest: ts is presented
(1)
below. A detailed summary of the results is given in the Interim Report.
The impact of these various parameters is discussed relative to acquisi-
tion of the 3 Mcps PN signal on the forward link to the user satellite.
This is followed by an analysis of the data in an attempt to quantify the
multipath impact upon the user receiver. A detailed theoretical analysis, }
; taking into account fading parameters, etc., was not performed.
The Boeing Company has been investigating multipath parameters
of satellite-to-aircraft links at L-band for several years. Tests have
been run, and computer models have been developed. These models
were compared with the test results and a close correlation with the test
results was achieved. Thus, the theoretical model is considered to be
$ quite adequate for predicting the results.
4.6.2 Multipath Parameters
The purpose of this section is to define the multipath parameters
O used in the subsequent discussions.
The multipath channel is a linear system and may be characterized
by a time-invariant transfer function which we denote by Tm(f,t). The :
I time-invariant impulse response is denoted by h (t,_). If the transmitted )m
, (; signal is denoted by Z(t) with transfer function Z(f), then the input-output *
relationships corresponding to the use of T(f,t) and h(t, _) are .
_r
_'_'! ...... _ ....... +_ ................... + ............... I'" .... '_lb_'*_' l ......... _l_'_+i_ ............ _...... t -_,_1 , I
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_ w(t) = fZlf) T(f,t) ej2"ft df 14.6-1)
: w(t) = /Z(t-_)h(t,_)d_ (4.6-2)
where w(t) is the output signal (complex) and Z(f) is the spectrum of 7.(t).( 6
The transfer function Tin(f, t) and the impulse response h (t, _,)
,( m
are Fourier transform pairs,(
T (f,t)= fh (t,[,)eJ2_f_d_, (4.6-3)m m
hm(t,_,) = fTm(f,t) eJ27rfr" df (4.6-4)
.. The width of the spectrum of a received carrier, i.e., the spectral
,k
width of T If, t) with f fixed, is called the Doppler spread of the channelm
at f0 + f" This doppler spread determines the rate of fading of the channel.
If another carrier is transmitted at a different frequency, f0+f+ f_,
;_ 1 sufficiently close to f0 + f it will be found that the envelopes and phases
.-. of the two received carriers essentially fade in step. As the separation
frequency _ is increased, Tmlf, t) and Tmlf+_2, t) will begin to depart.
$; The term coherence bandwidth, Wcoh, will be used to define the frequency
interval for which Tin(f, t) and T (f+ _2, t) are 50 percent correlated.m
If the spectru'm Z(f) of the transmitted signal occupies a bandwidth
w < Wooh, then the output is given approx_Lmately by
,$
w(t) = Z(f) T(0, t). (4.6-5)
That is, the channel acts as a complex multiplier T(0, t), causing all the
• frequency components of Z(t) to fluctuate in step. This is referred to as
flat fading. If the input signal bandwidths exceed Wcoh, frequency selective
distortion or fading will result, i.e., not all the frequency components
will fluctuate in unison•
• ! I
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__ A complete description of the channel multipath statisticsis •
qtr #
{. t obtained from the delay Doppler scatter function, Sir, w), which repre-
! sents the power spectral density (PSD) of energy returned with a specified
_. delay v and Doppler w. Equivalent and lower order multipath parameters
are obtained via Fourier and integral operations on S(r0 _).
6 A summary of the channel parameters pertinent to this study and
their mathematical relationships to S(r, _) is given below•
Delay Spectrum - l_ower spectral density (PSD) of energy arriviag
at the receiver with specified delay "r.g
Q(v) = f_ S(z. w) d_. 14• 6-6)
_; Doppler Spectrum - PSD of energy arriving at the receiver with
specified Doppler frequency shift m:
D(to) = f.. S('r.w)d_'. (4.6-7)/
Frequency Autocorrelation Function - Complex cross-correlation
between two received surface modulated carriers transmitted 12 Hz apart:
$ R(0,_2) = fT Q(v) e -j27rT_d_ . (4.6-8)
Ii Time Autocorrelation Function - Time autocorrelation function of
the received surface modulated carrier signals complex amplitude:
! R(_.0) = f D(w) e "jw_d¢o. (4.6o9)
?
i',• Tap-Gain Autocorrelation Function - Autocorrelation function of
energy arriving at the receiver with specifieddelay:
Q&,_) = _ S(T,_) e-J_dw (4.6-10)
*'tO •
! t-£ Mean Square Enersy - Total mean square multipath signal strength
_ intercepted by the receive antenna:
i'
• i | '
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• - F = /T/_ S(T•_)d_d_ . (4.6-11) ,
g o
Channel Parameter Spreads - The spread measure provides a com-
pact description of the effective width of a given channel parameter. Figure
4 6-1 illustrates the definitions of the 3 dB and 10 dB measures as they ,,
pertain to O(_)• D(w)• IR(0•_)[• IR(_,•0)I,and IO(_•_)I.
4.6.3 Multipath Prediction Model Description
The following section was extracted to a large extent from the
(6)
Boeing report.
The choice of an appropriate model for the analysis of electromag-
netic surface scatter is determined almost exclusively by the roughness
characteristics of the reflectingmedium. Surfaces are usually classified
as slightly rough, very rough, or composite, depending upon the magnitude
of the height irregularities. In general, different scatter theories are
utilized in each of these situations.
For t,_ -se of oceanic scatter at a frequency of 2.1 GHz• the
surface will st always appear to be very rough; this implies that the
following is approximately satisfied:
2_ H
i cos 8. > 1.0 (4.6-12)
where k = electromagnetic wavelength
a H = standard deviation of surface height irregularities
e. = incident angle of ray upon the surface as measured
from the normal .
_p
Analysis 9f scattering from very rough surfaces is usually developed
: through the physical optics tangent-plane method. Commonly called the
Kirch,off approximation• this model is based upon the assumption of a
! _ locally plane surface ow:r the distance of many wavelengths. This con- :i
"-- straint is considered to be satisfied if the radius of curvature of the surface
%
undulations (pc) is much greater than _, i.e. :_
"1977022406-204
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• Figure 4.6-1 Spread Parameter Definitions
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For this study, we have employed the vector formulation of the
physical optics model and are thus able to properly account for the electro-
magnetic polarization dependencies of each particular scattering facet on >_:,
• the surface. Due to the complexity of this model, it is not possible to ',
arrive at adequate channel parameter solutions in a closed form. TtSs
is circumvented through use of a computerized technique whirh subdivides
the spherical scatter surface into incrementally small areas and then --"
determines the scatter cross-section (including polarization transformation
factors), Doppler shift, and time delay associated with each area. The
complex vector representation of the scattered signal is coup_eed to the
#; receiver antenna characteristics, thereby providing an estimation of the
received power from the particular surface patch. This allows the channels
delay Doppler scatter function, S(%_). to be constructed. From S(T,_0),
integral and Fourier transform steps identical to those described in Section
4.6.2 are employed to determine the channels delay spectrum, Doppler
spectrum, time autocorrelation function, frequeiicy autocorrelation func-
tion. total energy content, tap-gain autocorrelation function, and spread
$ 0 values of the unidimensional distributions.
t
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4.6.4 Analysis Parameters
It
P Predictions were generated for the following ensemble of system
and sea surface parameters:
Transmitter altitude Synch ronou s
• Receiver altitude 200,000 meters
Receiver speed 7.8 km/sec
Receiver heading (a) • ,yard transmitter; great
circle path, and (b) broadside
0 to transmitter; great circle path
Transmitter polarization RHC
Receiver polarization Vertical, horizontal, RHC, LHC
Antenna directivities Isotrop;c
_' Grazing angles 7°, 30 °, 60 °, 85 °
Surface type Sea water
Surface total RMS slope 6°
:; Although all combinations of the above parameters were analyzed,
detailed _i_octra and correlation function prediction were generated only
for :he circular polarization receiver conditions. A coarser and corre-
spondingly less expensive surface integration procedure wa_ used to
predict total RMS scattered energy coefficients for the vertical and hori-
zontal polarizations. In general, one may use the LHC results to provide
a relatively close estimation of the linear polarization spectra and corte-
S lation function distribution.
4.6.5 Prediction Results
As previously outlined, the multipath channels delay-Doppler
$ scatter function, S(% _), is the basic parameter calculated by the com-
puter model• The delay and Doppler coordinates of this function are
evaluated with respect to the attributes of the return arriving from a
• scattering element located at the specular potent. For this part._ 'lar
_., analysis, the delay bins (referred to in the following figures and tables "
_ _ delay taps) were chosen to be 2 _s in widt_h and tap number 2 was
, I ] j •
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_i selected to have a capture intervalbeginning with the specular point
• multipath arrival. Another way of representing the receiver is shown in
•
Figure 4.6-2. The tap spacings are 2_s. Each tap output is multiplied
• [ with a locally generated PN sequence and the mixed output is envelope ,_:
_8 detected. The integrated and sampled tap outputs provide a continuous
_ delay signature of the scattered signal. Taps are aligned skte by side
with no overlap; hence, tap 1 captures no energy and the nth tap will uni-
formly capture energy with delays falling between 2(n-l) and 2n gsec --
_,$ with respect to the specular point return. This r, _ coordinate reference
is related to the delay and Doppler signatures of the direct signal through
parameters referred to as the channels differential delay (.rdiff) and differ-
ential Doppler (fdiff).
For the grazing angles considered in this study, we present the
differential de'ay and Doppler parameters in table 4.6-1.
Channel Parameter Spread Measures
Spreads of the delay spectra, Doppler spectra, frequency autocorre-
i $ lation function (coherence bandwidth), and time autocorrelation function
(decorrelation time)are given in tables 4.6-2 and 4.6-3 for the RHC and
[' LHC polarization cases, respectively. These parameters refer to the
• characteristics of the total multipath signal and consequently may be thought
of as pertaining to the multipath effects upon a CW signal (or signals).
!, Q(7, f) Spreads and Tap Energy Percent Capture
i • Tables 4.6-4 and 4.6-5 present the Q('r, _ ) spreads and tap energy
• _ percent capture for the RHC and LHC polarization cases, respectively.
i The spread of Q(z, f) represents, in essence, the decorrelation time (0.5
| correlation coefficient) of the multipath signal which is captured in tap 7. _
T
[ _, I _ 1 I . I I | I
I
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Table 4.6-1 Differential Delay and Doppler
_ Differential Doppler * :
Grazing Differential _ :
Angle Delay Cross- Plane In - Plane
7° 98 its 0 Hz 2.0 kHz
30 ° 634 _s 0 Hz 2.9 kHz
60 ° 1150 _s 0 Hz 1.8 kHz
;_ 85 ° 1330 _s 0 Hz 0.3 kHz
!t
i i: D
#
..........i__, ,'' ..._",_*' _ ............I_--_T _[''_--__':
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Table 4.6-2 Channel Parameter Spread Measures (RHC Polarization)
Grazing Angle
Spread 70 ,..Measure 300 60 0 850
Delay (3dB) 2._s 8.O/us I0.O_s 41.8#s
Delay (lOdB) 14.6zus 29.7,as 37.8ju_ 80.2_s
CoherenceB.W 37.1 KHz L8.6 KHz 16.4 KHz 9.3 KHz
Doppler (3riB) .25 KHz 6.1 KHz 13.6 KHz I].9 KHz
In-PIane
._oppler(10dB .83 KHz 11.8 KHz 24.6 KHz 26.9 KHz
:; In-Plane .....
Doppler (3dB) 2.2 KHz 7.5 KHz 17.0 KHz 30.0 KHz
X-Plane
_ Doppler (lOdB 4 2 KHz 15 3 KHz 28.0 KHz 45.0 KHzX-Plane " "
,,,,,
_ Decorr. Time 8.9 x I0-4s16.7 x lO-5s 3.2 x lO-5s 2.8 x lO'5s
! In-Plane
_ Decorr. Time 1.9 x lO-4s 5.1 x lO'5s 2.8 x lO'5s 1.7 x lO-5s
_! X-Plane
_2
Y
d
IP
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Table: 4, 6-3 Channel Parameter Spread Measures {LHC Polarization}
.%
SPREAD GP_,_',IH_ ANGLE
HEASURE 70 30o 600 850
DELAY (3dB) 2.36jLJ S 8.1_S 8.9)_S 8.84JJS
_'DELAY(IOdB) 18.1 _. s 28.8_S 32.0J_,s 32.4]_S
• ! C_HERENCEB.WJ 28.3 KHz 20.4 KHz 19.8 E;z 19.5 KHz
DOPPLER(3dB) .341 KHz 7.5 KHz 12.5 KHz 15.6 KHz
W,-- : ,,
DOPPLER(IOdB3 1.21 KHz 13.7 KHz 26.3 KHz 30.9 KHz
:_ oEcoRRTIME57x10"4,S9x10s, 2.9xlO'S_2.Sx10:_
i i ,
$
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Table 4.6-4 Q(% _) Spreadsand Tap Energy Capture (RHC)
': Tap % Energy Q(T,C) Q(T,C}
Number Capture (In-Plane)'(X-Plane)
2 2% .12 ms .093 ms
3 3 .10 .054
4 3 .098 .042
5 4 .085 .035
6 4 .076 .031
7 4 .095 .028
8 5 .094 .026
9 4 .065 .023
IO 4 .066 .023
t
: It
. GrazingAngle= 850
. ReceiverPolarization: RHC
I
, _
E
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Table 4.6-4 (continued) .
Tap % Energy Q(T,_) Q(_,_)
Number Captu_ i(In-Plane) (X-_lane)
2 11% .11 ms .09S ms
3 10 .063 .052
4 9 .048 .042
5 8 .043 .035
6 7 .039 .031
7 6 .038 .028
8 6 .034 .027
9 S .034 .025
10 4 .034 .024
_L_
Grazing Angle : 600
i
Receiver Polarization = RHC
*
, ii
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• - Table 4.6-4 (continued)S
Tap % Energy q(r,C) Q(T,r,,)
Number Capture (In-Plane) (X-Plane) ,,-
2 14% .24ms .12ms
3 12 .14 .Of
4 9.4 .11 .056
5 7.9 .086 .050
6 7.7 .074 .045
, _ ,7 . 6.0 •066 .043
8 4.9 •058 L042
9 4.4 •055 •039
I0 3.6 •052 .039
i L.......
$
: GrazingAngle : 30°
ReceiverPolarization: RHC
2 ;
f ',_ 1 I i
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! _ Table 4.6-4 (continued) "_
; Tap %Energy Q(T,r,) Q(T'r,) "
i Number Capture (In-Plane) (X-Plane)F
_j_ ' ,
2 32% 2.1 ms .25 ms
3 17 1.2 .17
4 11 .82 .17
5 8 .72 .17
6 6 .57 .17
7 5 .54 .17
: 8 4 .45 .17
g 3 .42 .17
l_ 10 3 .38 .17
|
. GrazingAngle = 70
ReceiverPolarization= RHC
• t
• i,"
;: Table 4.6-5 Q(v, _,) Spreads and Tap Energy Capture (LHC) ,
Tap % Energy Q(_.,rl)"' '-,-
Number Capture (In-Plane)
2 14g 9.6 x lO'Ss
3 11 5.1
•4 '10 3.9
5 g 3.2
6 8 2.8 4j
b
_, 7 6 2.5
B 6 2.3
9 5 2.1
lO 4 1.8
GrazingAngle = 850
ReceiverPolarization= LHC ._,
1977022406-217
ci , Table 4.6-5 {continued) "
Tap % Energy Q(T,C)
Nun_er Capture (In-PIane)
4V" i I II I
2 13% .11 ms
3 12 .061
;: 4 10 .045
5 9 .039
6 7 .034
; ,_ 7 6 .030
8 6 , .027
g 5 .026
$ 10 4 .024
F
i
e
Grazing Angle = 600
ReceiverPolarization= LHC
D
I# :"
,tr
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8 Table 4.6-5 (continued)
,_ Tap % Energy Q(T,r.)
Nu,d)er Capture (In-PIane) .-
4_ IIi I
2 15% .25 ms
i'
3 12 .14
4 10 .10
5 8 .085
6 8 .073
, _- 7 6 .066
• tE..
B 5 .054
9 5 .053
.. 10 4 .047
:If:
; GrazingAngle -- 300
ReceiverPolarization= LHC
>
"-Q
i
i
' ' I t II
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Table 4.6-5 (continued) +
Tap _ Energy Q(T,r.)
_ Nun_)er Capture ( In-P1 ane)
2 28% 2.2 ms
3 15 1.2
: 4 10 .85
5 8 .80
b 6 .63
; 7 5 .55
8 4 .52
9 4 .49
tl 10 3 .45
,F
J
0
i
GrazingAngle= 70
Receiver Polarization = LHC
i'
}
_ ,iip
-i
f
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Total Mean Square Scatter Coefficient (FI
D The parameter F which represents the ratio of the total multipath ,
signal power to the direct line of sight signal level is gi_ en in figure 4.6-3.
These data are given for horizontal, vertical, RItC, and LHC polarization _-'
modes of the receiving antenra. It is noted that for the LHC results, we
assume the antenna polarization is RHC towards the synchronous satellite
¢
and LttC everywhere else. For the other polarization cases, the antenna
is taken to have the same polarization regardless of elevation or azimuth " .:
8 angle.
@
$
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II The results generated for this study have direct application only .
to the list of system parameters delineated in Section 4.6.4. Although
ip
++ these parameters were chosen to represent typical TDRSS configurations :+++
and operating environments, one may desire to extend the study results to
_( alternate altitudes and velocities of the low orbit satellite and to different
sea surface ttNS slope conditions. To provide this extension, we make
use of: (1) Model predicted results for both the TDRSS channel and for
tt an AEROSAT channel, and (2) Closed form solution to the scatter channel
characterization.
(7,8)
Closed form multipath characterizations, applicable to
"very rough" surface forward scatter, have been gen ++rated for a some-
what restrictive set of surface and geometrical conditions which allow one
to apply steepest descent integration techniques to the surface integral
formulations, Although this procedure has a variety of shortcomings
(for example, the steepest descent model predicts no polarization depen-
dence apart from the absolute magnitude of the total scattered energy),
: it provides a compact description of the altitude, velocity, and surface
RMS slope dependencies of the multipath signal. In particular, the disper-$
sion of S{7, w) in the delay and Doppler variables has the following approx-
imate functional relationship to altitude (h), velocity (v), frequency (f),
: and RMS slope (r l):
: • 2
:' Delay Dispersion a h r7
Doppler Dispersion* a v f
i,, Apart from the effects of f and h on the spherical earth divergence
: factor and the Fresnel reflection coefficient, respectively, the abovef
+
_ parameters are predicted to have only a minor influence upon the total
!, received signal power level. A measure of the applicability of the above
_:+ Doppler dispersion is also very weakly dependent upon altitude. :
t +
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' _"_p dispersion relationships is given in table 4.6-6, where we present data i
• _ pertaining to model predictions for an AEROSAT channel at 1.65 GHz and ifor the TDRSS channel. For both channels, sea surface and grazing angle
i conditions were identical (6 ° RMS slope and 30 ° grazing angle). The entry
, under the column titled, "TDRSS EXTRAP," pertains to the results extra- i
0 polated from the AF_ROSAT predictions via the relationship contained under
< column, "APPROX CLOSED FORM DEPENDENCE." In general, the extra-iL
polated values are seen to be in fairlyclose accord with the actual TDRSS
$ model predictions. However, it is also noted that the actual predictions
a_
tended to lie below the extrapolated results and, as one would expect, the
'I_ results.datafor the LHC mode pr-Jvidesa somewhat closer fitto the extrapolated
t
-?
h _ ]i1
, I " | i
I
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i: Table 4.6-6 Comparison Between Actual TDRSS and AEROSAT _ -
t Extrapolated Spread Measures _ _
) ,-_
i_" -g
APPROX ACTUAL ACTUAL
SPREAD AEROSAT CLOSEDFORMITDRSS TDRSS TDRSS ,_!
MODEL a MODEL _ _ ,
i PARAMETER1 PREDICTION2 DEPENDENCE EXTRAP3 PREDICTIONI PREDICTION_ _,.
• -,, ,,, , ,,,, ,,,, , ,, : _
J
& Delay (3dB) .46_, s hS/ha 9.2j.,Ls 8.0/.Ls 8.1jt_,s
...... I ,| n
Delay(lOdB) 1.76_s hS/ha 35.2)is 29.7/us 28.8p_s
Doppler(3dB)188 Hz Vs/vafS/fa g.3 _z 6.1 KHz 7.5 lHz
Doppler 326 Hz Vs/vafS/fa 16.1 KHz 11.8KHz 13.7 KHz(lOdB)
1 GrazingAngle = 300
i 2 In-planegeometry(horizontalpolarization)with aircraftat
10 _ altitude (ha) flying 200 m/s (Va); frequency of 1.6S GHz
$ 3 In-planegeometry with low orbit satelliteat 200 KM
altitude(hs) travellngat 7800 m/s (Vs);frequencyof 2.1 GHz (fs)
4 From Table 4.6-2 - RHC polarization _ _
• 5 FromTable 4.6-3 - LHC polarization
_r-'_ ---T--T--_-_rk ", i 1 ,I Tl. ..............l .. w ..................', ...
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IT, 4.6.7 _nalysis Results
• _ b The primary purpose of this analysis was to examine the multipath
parameters and assess their impact upon the recommended TDRSS signal _
waveform and, in particular, the acquisition strategy of this waveform.
The analysis is preliminary and was intended to t_ ;, to cover each of thek
_'_:_ areas to the extent necessary to determine the seriousness of the multi- ._
_: path problem relative to the recommended signal waveform.
!_ • As can be observed from the data presented in the tables of Section
4.6.5, the multipath parameters are in most cases greatly dependent upon
the antenna configuration and the orientation of the user spacecraf _ relative
to the synchronous satellite.
The period of the 1023 chip short code, as described in Section 2,
is 341 _sec. The width of the main lobe of the autocorrelation function at
mid-amplitude is about 1 chip period or 334 nsec. The differential delay
b ,, and differential Doppler between the direct signal and the first tap out_ ut
of the multipath signal is shown in table 4.6-1 as a function of the grazing
: angle. The differential delay varies from 98 _sec to greater than 1300
• _sec as the grazing angle increases from 7° to 85 °. Thus, at the low
D
grazing angles, the differential delay is such that the multipath signal falls
g
• _ between the main lobes of the direct signal. Hence, there is no impact
to the main lobe of the direct signal and the basic problem is one of false
_ D locking to a multipath component. However, as the grazing angle increases,
_ the differential delay increases to a point where the multipath component
could overlap the main lobe and therefore result in some fading of the
direct signal.. The overlap is probabilistic and the intensity is a function
p
-_ of the reflection coefficient and the scatter spreads both in time and
frequency.
: The differential Doppler is a function of the relative spatial vectors
D of the user satellite and synchronous satellite. From the data given in
_ table 4.6-1, the differential doppler is small enough so that most of the
multipath energy in the majority of the cases will fall within the receiver
i 1 r '
19- - 022406-226
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" IF bandwidth. In this preliminary analysis, all of the multipath energy
is assumed *,o fall within the IF bandwidth.D
Tables 4.6-4 and 4.6-5 summarize the tap energy percent capture °
for the RHC and LHC polarization cases, respectively. The energy spread
is given over 9 taps or an 18 _sec interval. The energy for most of the _
_ _
!{ I cases is spread beyond these 9 taps as is seen from the 10 dB delay spread
_'_ given in tables 4.6-2 and 4.6-3. However, except for high grazing angles,
most of the energy is concentrated about the first few taps. A cumulative
plot of the multipath energy capture as a function of time is given in figures
4.6-4 and 4.6-5 for the RHC and LHC cases, respectively. The results are :
plotted with elevation angle as a parameter. The mean square scatter
coefficient is plotted as a function of grazing angle in figure 4.6-3 for
several antenna polarization configurations. The scatter coefficient F is
a measure of the total reflected energy captured in frequency and time
and is given in dB below the direct signal.
Table 4.6-7 summarizes some of *_his 5ata pertinent to the analysis
under consideration. The reflection coefficient is shown versus elevation
: angle for the RHC and LHC antennas. The percent energy captured in
2 _sec by the tap with the largest energy captured is also shown as a func-
tion of elevation angle. For the TDRS application, we are interested in
the energy captured within a single tap of its 3 Mcps signal or 0.33 usec.
For each of the cases, this was determined from figures 4.6-4 and 4.6-5
and is also given in table 4.6-7. Thus, knowing the relative total reflected
_ energy and knowing the percentage of that energy which falls within a
_ single chip time window, we can compute the minimum signal-to-interference
1
level, assuming we refer to the multipath as interference. These param-
! @ eters are also shown in table 4.6-7.
The significance of the signal-to-multipath interference parameter
is shown in figure 4.6-6. This figure illustrates the allowable dynamic
@ range of the received signal level above threshold before the possibility :
_ exists of locking onto the multipath signal. There are two underlying •
assumptions. The first assumption is that there is no differential antenna
i. -
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. gain between the satellite or direct signal and the multipath signal. The i
p _econd assumption is that the multipath signal cannot be acquired if its i .
.; average signal-to-noise ratio is below threshold.
to the multipath interference is the time spread factor associated with the
i individual taps. This parameter is denoted by Q(T, _') and is given for the i:
various antenna configurations in tables 4.6-4 and 4.6-5. Q(T, _ ) is the time
- gBa_:
• spread for which there is a 0.5 correlation between samples. If we assume
a Gaussian shaped Doppler spectra, then the Doppler spread or fading
bandwidth associated with a particular individual tap position is given by
1
a (Hz) = (4. e-14)
ITQ(T, J') "
Using this approach, the estimated fading bandwidth is plotted in figure
4.6-7 for the RHC antenna configuration as a function of elevation angle.
The fading bandwidth is seen to vary from 100 Hz at low elevation angles _"
' to greater than 3 kHz at high elevation angles. The LHC case was not
plotted since it follows very closely the RHC case, which is plotted. The
significance of the fading bandwidth is that it determines the degree of
.. correlation between samples taken at the output of the envelope detector
i during acquisition. Clearly, as the fading rate increases, the successive
samples are less correlated and hence a larger signal-to-noise r_tio is
I required to achieve a given detection probability.
" _" From a system point of view, the more difficult it is to acquire a
multipath signal, the more desirable the situation. Hence, the best case
is when the samples are independent and the effect is as though the multi-
$ path component is Rayleigh fadirig. By making the Rayleigh fading assump-
tion, the increase in the allowable dynamic range is approximately that
shown by the dashed lines in figure 4.6-6. The results are plotted for
both the acquisition and verify modes in accord with the parameters
I) assumed in Section 4.5.
i
,---V ....T ........ -:--1-- i -r----*-
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,_, The dynamic range is least with a miniI_um value of 18:5 dB when
D the user receive antenna is RHC toward the life and LHC toward the •
multipath.
A specific case of figure 4.6-6 is shown in figure 4.6-8. In this i '_
e case, a user antenna gain of -9 dB is assumed in the direction of the TDRS
. I
satellite and a +3 dB gain is assumed in the direction of the multipath
signal. For this case, with the RHC to the satellite and LHC to the multi-
path, there is slightly more th,,n 6 dB of margin. For the case when the
antenna is RHC toward both the satellite and multipath0 the margin is
much more favorable.
A summary of maximum signal dynamic range against multipath
for several elevation angles and antenna configurations is shown in table
4.6-8. The entries in this table assume the worst case condition in that
the multipath signal remains constant throughout the duration of the acqui-
sition test.
$
$
0
_tF
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_ :_ 4.6.8 Direct Signal Verification
may well be conditions for which the multipath signal level +.t There
t-- exceeds the threshold, thereby opening th£ opportunity for the receiverIt
} to lock up to the multipath signal. One potential technique for avoiding *r
locking to a multipath signal is to advance the local clock by an amount _,
i exceeding the maximum differential path delay after the first indication ,
_*" of acquisition. Search could then be continued perhaps at a slower rate
and the loops enabled when the second indicationof acquisitionoccurs. "
I However, for this approach to work, the PN code period must exceed at
least twice the maximum multipath delay. This is not the case for the
short code as was shown in Section 4.6.7. The long code in quadrature
= with the short code could potentially be used to resolve thc direct signal$
from the multipath. The difficulty in this case is that the maximum multi-
path delay is 13 msec for a 2000 km circular user orbit. At a 3 Mcps PN
rate, the receiver must search over 39,000 PN chips to resolve the direct
signal. At threshold for the long code using a sequential search strategy,
it would require 3 minutes to search through this uncertainty region which
is an excessive amount of time.
$ At the conclusion of short code acquisition the code tracking loop
_, is enabled. When PN lock is indicated carrier acquisition is initiated.
_" Normally carrier lock will occur within some prescribed period of time
which is short compared to the short code acquisition time. One of the
_ considerations is whether itis possible to code lock and carrier lock onto
a multipath signal. Due to the diffuse nature of the multipath signal the
, cross-correlation function would tend to be smeared thus precluding the
O locking ont_ : stable point. Hence, PN code lock would not be achieved
: and the algorithm would return to the initial acquisition mode. If code
lock is attained by the multipath signal, acquisition of the desired signal
_" is precluded. One possible method of eliminating this problem is through
_ the carrier lock loop. We will just briefly consider this possibility. To +
+" :i
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" ,_- achieve carrier lock, a circuit is used t, _weep the VCO over the fre-
D quency uncertainty range. The bandwidth of the carrier tracking loop is
_ nominally 32 Hz. The primary consideration is whether it is possible to
r
_i carrier lock onto a multipath signal. The multipath signal as discussed _ ,_
above consists of a large composit of reflected signals phase-shifted and :
_ B frequency-shifted. The composite waveform is spread in frequency and
! time. _ ,
If we neglect the frequency spreading of the scattered signal, we
:: $ can write the received multipath signal as
: N
r(t) = E a'(t-vi)1d(t-v.)1cos (a)ct+e.)1+n(t) (4.6-15)
i=1
; where ai(t- r i) is the amplitude of the i th reflected signal with relative
delay v.. The amplitude has Rayleigh statistics. The parame,er d(t-v i)1
represents the chip polarity and takes the value of either plus or minus one.
The phase angle 0. is uniformly distributed between 0 and lr. The value1
n(t)is the additiveGaussian noise.
Ifwe assume that the delay lock loop is noncoherently tracking the
chip sequence, then the output of the despreader can be written as
_ Z(t) = aj(t) cos (_iF(t) + O.) + n(t) + re(t) (4.6-16)J
! where the delay lock loop has locked onto the jth reflected multipath signal.
: Typically, one would anticipate that it would lock onto the largest signal
:I
which, for most elevation angles, is the earliest returned signal. The
additive noise term re(t) is the cross-correlation of the local PN reference
_ with the N-1 multipath signals that are out of chip synch with the jth signal.
t Because of the processing gain of the receiver, this term appears as an ,
_,, additional noise factor.
_L
g
, | i
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_ Ifthe carrier loop is to lock cnto the multipath signal, then it
p must lock to Z(t) above. We will brieflyconsider the possibilityof this
occurring. First of all, the amplitude is Rayleigh fading and the phase
e. which the carrier lock loop must track is uniformly distributedbetween
3
0 and 2_. We will consider two effects. The firstis the signal-to-noise
I
ratio in the loop bandwidth due to the multipath signal and the other is the
fading bandwidth relativeto the loop bandwidth.
We will assume that a signal-to-noise ratio of I0 dB is required -"
in the loop bandwidth to give a lock indication. From table 4.6-8, we see
that, at an elevation angle of 7°, the average reflected signal is 21 dB
below the direct signal in the tap with the largest output. This is then
the dynamic range which the direct signal can have so that, under the best
conditions, the multipath would be below the carrier loop lock threshold.
This dynamic range value changes, of course, as the antenna gain relative
to the satellite and multipath varies. The second factor is that the code
tracked multipath signal is fluctuating in amplitude and phase. The rate
of these fluctuations is a function of the elevation angle (cf. figure 4.6-7).
7°At a elevation angle, this fading banQwidth is approximately 150 Hz
t which is substantially larger than the 32 Hz loop bandwidth. In addition,
as the elevation angle increases the fading bandwidth increases. Hence,
coupling these two factors together, that is, the fading bandwidth which
:, exceeds the loop bandwidth and the signal-to-noise ratio in the loop band°
S width, one would conclude that only under very unusual circumstances
'_ would the carrier loop be able to track the phase of the mult.ipath signal.
Therefore, the second check on having acquired a multipath signal is the
Z
: subsequent inability to achieve carrier lock. To test for carrier lock the
t
output of the coherent amplitude detector (CAD) can be compared with a
threshold. If within a predetermined period of time, the threshold is not
exceeded, then either a false acquisition or multipath acquisition of the
• short code is assumed. The receiver will then automatically unlock the
short code loop and a new short code search would be initiated. Another
D
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: _"_ multipath rejection technique was suggested by Mr. L. Deerkoski. (9) "_
_p
D This technique will probably only work successfully if the long code is !.
noncoherently detected. Coherent detection was recommended above
for the long code. This was primarily due to the excessive acquisition
time required for noncoherent sequential acquisition of the long code.
t; However, by the use of multiple filters this time could be reduced con- "
: siderably as shown in table 4.4-2.
The proposed technique takes advantage of the time spread of the _"
multipath signal. Based on the Boeing data, the multipath energy is
smeared over a number of chips. The extent to which this is true can
be seen from figures 4.6-4 and 4.6-5. The rolloff in energy for most
elevation angles is quite slow for 5 or more PN chips. This is in con-
trast to the PN correlation function which approaches zero when the
received and reference codes are out of synchronism by one PN chip.
The suggestion is that this multipath time smear be used to dis-
criminate the multipath from the direct signal. The concept could be
implemented in the long code detection strategy by adding a multipath
detection test subsequent to initial long code acquisition and verification.
The multipath detection test could involve offsetting the long code by 2 PN
chips relative to the synch position and determining whether correlation
is within 10 dB of the initial long code synch correlation. If it is within
, the 10 dB or some threshold level to be determined, then the time spread
of the arriving signal must be present to identify it as the multipath signal.
If this is the case, the receiver would then unlock the short code loop and
a new short code search would be initiated. If the multipath detection test
fails, then time spread is absent and direct signal acquisition is declared.
With this technique, a direct signal verification step would follow
the long code verification. The overall acquisition strategy would then
_ll . take the following form. !.
t
]977022406--240
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_k. Step 1 Short Code Acquisition :_.
• Step 2 Short Code Verification _i.
Step 3 PN Code Tracking with Multipath Test
,, Step 4 Carrier Lock Search with Coherent Am- _
plitude Detector Multipath Test
_.8 _ep 5 Long Code Acquisition
Step 6 Long Code Verification
.r Step 7 Direct Signal Verification _"
To prevent the possibility of multipath capture of the PN tracking
receiver, the PN code tracking circuit should be switched to the long code
subsequent to direct signal resolution. Since the long code acquisition
mode requires searching 128 PN code cells on the average, the addition
of another cell for direct signal verification has a very small impact on
the long code acquisition time. The entire acquisition process is sum-
,_ marized in the flow chart of figure 4.6-9.
?
B
: t
{
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4_" 5.0 CODE GENERATION TECHNIQUES FOR TDRS
,¢
5. 1 Introduction
The purpose of coding transmissions in the TDRSS is to achieve
signals which satisfy flux density restrictions imposed by the International
: Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC), to facilitate rapid signal acquisition,
: and to achieve multiplexing capability in the multiple access service
categories. These objectives are achieved by means of pseudo random
P codes which, when used to modulate the system waveforms, result in
wideband low power density transmissions. The design of special con-
figurations of PN codes facilitates rapid signal acquisition techniques,
and the generation of orthogonal or pseudo orthogonal code structures
t
aids in the achievement of system multiplexing capability.
The main source of the binary sequences which are used as the
encoding mechanism to implement the coded signals are the linear (shift
register) sequences. This class of sequences is easily generated at the
required chipping rate with feedback shift register devices; it is amenable
to mathematical analysis and it has been shown to have those character-
istics which provide the resultant encoded signals with the desired char-D
J
acteristics outlined in the above paragraph.
Other classes of codes, such as primitive root codes and non-
: linear binary sequences, may be used as signal encoding devices but,
: D in general, these classes are more difficult to generate and analyze and
_, do not perform as well as the classes of linear binary sequences.
: In this section, we present techniques for the generatio.: of
encoding sequences which will achieve the TDRSS signal characteristics
,_ stated above and employ these techniques to generate code families
: having the desired properties.
1
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.. 5.2 Some Remarks on Code Tables
?
I) A linear shift register code generator is characterized by the _ •
number of its shift register stages and its feedback configuration. This
_ information is equivalent to specifying an irreducible polynomial with
binary coefficients whose degree is equal to the number of stages in the _'
shift register (Figure 5.2-1). The correspor.dence between linear feed-
_ documented(l• 2)
._ back shift registers and binary polynomials has been well "
4-
and it has been shown that the properties of the sequences generated by
e the shift register are determined by the algebraic properties of its cot-
responding binary polynomial.
Many tables of irreducible binary polynomials have been compiled (2"5)
and these serve as useful design tools for the configuration of feedback
t
shift registers which will generate linear binary code sequences having
specified properties. However useful these tables of irreducible poly-
nomials may be, no one table or even all available tables used _ogether :,
, are adequate for the complete design task. In this section, we explain
the use of the tables of irreducible polynomials, discuss the advantages
and deficiencies of speciZic tables, and present supplementary techniques
which provide the needed information for code generator design which is
$
not available in currently available tables.
: (3)
The tables by Marsh list all irreducible binary po]ynomials to
degree 19 and the period of the sequences generated by the shift register
_ $ corresponding to each polynomial. (All phase distinct sequences generated
by a linear shift register corresponding to an irreducible polynomial have
: the same period.) Thus, these tables may be used to generate, for example,
19
maximal linear PN sequences up to period 2 -1. Since there is no way
i e
to determine larger degree irreducible polynomials from those of smaller
19
degree, other tables must be used for PN codes of period exceeding 2 -1.
_ A more important deficiency of Marsh's tables concerns the relation-
_{i II ship between the different irreducible polynomials of a given degree an_
"_*_ hence between the binary coding sequences generated by the corresponding
1977022406-245
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. shift registers. Taken individually, one maximal linear sequence is
- indistinguishable from another of the same period With r spect to most
of its basic prQperties and thus there is generally no advantage or dis-
advantage in choosing one such sequence over any other when such a
sequence is used by itself in a particrlar communication system. How-
| ever, the relationship between two or more maxL_,al linear sequences
of the same period is strongly dependent upon the particular set of _
i sequences chosen and the manner in which such sequences interact (e.g., '
their cross correlation function) may strongly affect the performance of
r$
systems in which such sets of codes are employed.
Marsh's tables provide no means of distinguishing between irreduc-
ible polynomials which correspond to linear sequences of the same
_: period. This important defect is supplied in part by the tables of irre-
ducible polynomials published by Peterson. (4) In these tables, each
irreducibh: polynomial and the relationship between the polynomials is
characterized by identifying the roots of the polynomials. Thus, in later
work, when a particular pair of binary polynomials is specified as cor-
responding to linear feedback shift registers which generate maximal PN
sequences having particularly desirable properties with respect to one
| another, this polynomial pair is described from the table of irreducible
polynomials by specifying the roots of each polynomial as listed in the
table. A pre=edure requiring the selection of particular sets of poly-
D nomials of a given degree from the tabular listing will, in general,
require a complete listing of the irreducible polynomials of that degree.
: Peterson's tables provide a complete listing of irreducible polynomials
and their roots up to degree 16 and partial listings to degree 34. A corn-
I} plete listing of irreducible polynomials of degree 17 and degree 31 would
require 7,710 and 69,273,666 entries, respectively. Thus, for example,
a pair of 18th degree binary polynomials which generate optimum codes
; for the TDRSS multiple access service category are specified by theirD
_* roots I and 1025, as listedin Peterson's tables. The firstpolynomial _
4P
D
! .. q l
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is present but the latter is not included in the incomplete tabular listing
_'I_,i'" of irreducible polynomials.
• Gold (2) has compiled a table of maximal polynomials to degree 13,
.: which also identify the roots of the listed polynomials in the same manner _.
_ as do Peterson's tables. In addition, Gold's tables list the cross corre-
i • lation function of the maximal PN the listedsequences generated by poly-
nomials. These tables are thus extremely useful in selecting sets of ¢
• maximal sequences which are most nearly orthogonal. When one maxi- m.
real polynomial of a given degree is known, then all irreducible poly-
S
nomials of this degree may be readily computed by a variety of known
(2) .
techniques, z.e., the table of irreducible polynomials may be compiled
and their characterizing repots identified. However, there is no known
$ technique for the direct computation of a maximal polynomial o_ a given
degree and, hence, the production of an initial such polynomial must be
largely a matter of trial and error. In this connection, Bradford (5) has
published tables which list selected maximal polynomials to degree 58.
No identification of these polynomials by means of their roots is pro-
Watson (6)vided, has published a list consisting of one maximal poly-
nomial of each degree between 2 and 100 which, for most applications,
$ solves the problem of finding an initial maximal polynomial. A summary
of available tables discussed herein is provided in Figure 5.2-2.
@
i
i'
• _. |
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[ 5.3 Preferred Pairs of Linear PN Codes i
• _ I Gold (2) has shown that the relationship between PN codes corre- i.
sponding to irreducible poiynomials of the same degree is not homogeneous
*4:
and that, for example, a given set of maximal PN codes may be more
_.
} nearly orthogona! than another set of such codes of the same period InD
(7), Gold ,_ntroduced the notion of a preferred pair of irreducible polynomials
and gave the criteria in terms of their roots for specifying such pairs. A
i preferred pair of irreducible polynomials is one such that the correspond-
! $ ing linear PN sequences have minimal cross-correlation function. Thus,
for e::ample, for degree 12 th_ maximum vaiue for the cross-correlation
function for maximal PN sequences corresponding to the pair of polynomials
(10123, 107_7) is 0 = 1407, while the maximum cross-correlation value cor-$
responding to the preferred pa!r of polynomials (10123, 14501) is 0 = 127,
the dif;erence between +.he two cases being 21 dB. A comparison of the
cross-correlation function bet.een the maximal PN sequences generated
I _. by a preferred pair and the worst case polynomial pair for polynomials
to degree 13 is given in Figure 5.3-1.
A preferred pair of polynomials corresponding to a pair of feed-
back shift reglsters which generate binary PN sequences with minimal
corre ' "tion is determined by specifying the roots of each of the poly-
P' nomials of the pair. If 1 _= 1 is a root of any maximal polynomial of
[,
:: degree n, then the other member of +he pair is the polynomial
$ a2k+l _ 2k+l (any k) for polynomials of odd degree and a 2(n+2)/2+1 =
" 2_n+2j/2+l for polynomials of even degree. The maximum value of the
Ill
c_.oss-correlation sidelobes for the sequences corresponding to the pre--
ferred pair are then shown to be 2_n+1);2+1_ for n odd and 2_n+2112+1'_
: $
for n even.
The TDRSS communication links will use a code pair consisting
;. of two PN codes, one modulating the I channel and one modulating the Q
: ¢
"' • channel of a staggered quadriphase PN modulation technique. In order to
_, _ achieve maximum isolation between these channels, it is recommended
o
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_p that the pairs of maximal PN codes chosen for this purpose in single
D access forward and return links be preferred pairs, or codes generated
using preferred pairs.
_ To find the preferred pair, we select an arbitrary maximal poly-
nomial having root c_j = j from its listing in the table of irreducible
polynomials and then find the polynomial having root (_j)ti = J" t from
the same table, where t is as given above. Clearly, only the tables of
Gll
Peterson and Gold can be used for this procedure, since only these tables
r
• assign roots to each polynomial. For preferred pairs of polynomials to
:i degree 16, computational techniques must be used to obtain the polynomial
having the specified roots. A computer program for the generation of
preferred pairs has been written (Appendix F. 5), and a table of the pre-
W
ferred pairs for code lengths as currently described in the TDRSS User's
Guide was generated, and is included in Appendix E. 5. The code poly-
nomials are listed in octal notation. ._
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. ,' 5.4 Generation of TDRS Band Spreading Codes
L t 5.4.1 Introduction ! •
The basic bandspreading codes recommended for use in the TDRSS "
MA service are balanced Gold codes of the appropriate length. In this
8 section, we descmbe the method for implementing the shift register con-
figuration and determining the register initial conditions which will gener-
ate these codes.
The family of 2n+l Gold codes of period 2 n-I is generated by taking
the modulo 2 sum of a preferred pair of maximal PN sequences where
each of the 2n-i relative phases of the two maximal sequences produces
one of the 2n-1 members of the family. It has been shown(8] that the
codes of the family fall into one of three categories according to the
relative number of ones and zeroes in the code sequence:
Number of codes of :_
Number of ones in family having this
code sequence number of ones
_'_ (a) 2n-I 2 n-I + 1
_; (b) 2n-I + 2 (n-l)/2 2 n-2 - 2 (n-3)/2
! (c) 2n-l- 2 (n-l)/2 2n-2+ 2 (n-3)/2
We note that the 2n-1 + 1 codes of category (a) have 2n-1 ones and
$ hence (since the code length is 2n- 1) 2n-l-1 zeroes. The codes of this
category are thus balanced in the sense of having only one more one than
zeros (this is the best possible balance since the codes have odd period).
$ The codes of categories (b) and (c) have a surplus and deficiency of ones,
respectively, and thus have less desirable spectral characteristics. In
: order to generate balanced code members of the family, we must determine
_ and select the proper relative phases of the two original maximal sequences. ':_
•,,_ _ - In what follows we describe how this is accomplished, _.,
1977022406-253
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_-° 5.4.2 Characteristic Phase of a Maximal PN Sequence #
i i,
I Each maximal PN sequence has a natural "characteristic" phase
which is unique to it. (9) ._he sequence in this phase position has many
useful properties. For example, if a maximal PN sequence in its charac-
teristic phase is sampled by every other bit, the result is the same
I
sequence. The required relative phases of the preferred pair of maximal
sequences in otder to generate balanced members of the code family are
described with reference to their characteristic phase and hence it is
! _ necessary to 3how how the characteristic phase and the shift register
initial conditions which determine the characteristic phase are determined.
If f(x) is the n th degree binary polynomial corresponding to the
maximal PN shift register, than any phase of the maximal sequences
generated by the shift register can be represented by the ratio g(x)/f(x),
where g(x) is a binary polynomial of degree less than n. Long division
of these polynomials results in a formal binary power series whose binary :"
:, coefficients are the bits of the sequence generated by the shift register.
The formula for the polynomial g(x) which results in the characteristic
phase for the maximal sequence has been shown (9) to be
g(x) - d (xf(x)) for f(x)of odd degreedx
g(x) = f(x)+ d (xf(x)) for f(x)of even degreedx
0
: Here differentiation is carried out in the usual way and then the coefficients
are interpreted modulo 2.
For example, the characteristic phase for the maximal PN sequence
• generated by the 3-stage shift register corresponding to the polynomial
2
f(x) = l+x +x 3 is found as follows:
)) 3 2g(x) = d(xf(x = d(x+x +x 4) = l+3x2+4x 3 = l+x
_, | dx dx " :
i _ - The characteristic phase for maximal sequences is thus represented by
_* the quotient
i[-
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x 2 *_,_-_ l+x - 1 +O'x+O" + ...3
O 1 +x2+x '
and the initial conditions of the 3-stage shift register which will result in
,<
the characteristic phase are [100].
e
5.4.3 Relative Phases ]Required for Balanced Codes
_ The relative phases in which the preferred pair of maximal PN ,,.%
i sequences must be added in order to result in a balanced member of the
family may now be described in terms of the characteristic phases of the
preferred pair.
Let a and b be the preferred pair of maximal sequences in their
$ characteristic phase. It is easily seen from the polynomial representation
that a characteristic maximal sequence generated by a shift register with
an odd number of stages has its initial bit equal to one. Any relative phase
shifts of the sequences a and b which are obtained by shifting the sequence
b until its initial one corresponds to a zero in the sequence a will result
: in a balanced Gold code when the two sequences are added together. For
example, if the two maximal characteristic sequences a and b are given
$ as:
a = 1110100
_ b = 1001011
e shifting the sequence b cyclically three, five or six positions to the rig_.t
_ places the initial one of the characteristic sequence b under a zero of the
sequence a. Adding the two sequences in each case produces a balanced
I code, e.g.,
D
a = 1110100
b 3 = 0111001
a+b 3 = 1 O0 1 1 0 1: j
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z
=_" _ a = I I 10100
D b 5 = 0101110 !. °
"a+b 5 -- 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
a = 1110100
I
b 6 = 0010111
a+b 6 = 1100011
$ Shifting the sequence b by any other phase and adding the resultant
sequences yields an unbalanced code:
a = 1110100
$ b 1 = 1100101
a+b 1 = O0 1 O0 0 1
5.4.4 Determination of Initial Conditions
The initial conditions for the Gold code generator which will result
in balanced codes is now readily determined. The required shift register
configuration is shown in Figure 5.4-1.
S
I fl(x) (A)
n-stages J. _-_ resultant code
J
D f2(x) (B) i- _ n-stages
D
_" Figure 5.4-1. Code Generator Configuration
,Ip
I
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, - The initial conditions for the shift register {B) corresponding to the poly-
p nomial f2(x) are those initial conditions which determine the characteristic _ •
phase of the maximal PN sequence generated by shift register {B). These
: initial conditions are determined from the representation of the character- _ '
istic sequence (xf2(x))/d /f2(x) by taking the first n coefficients obtained i
i | by performing the indicated long division, i
The initial conditions for the shift register CA) corresponding to the i
• rolynomial fl(x) are only subject to the cons+,raint that the first stage con-
$ +ain a zero. This corresponds to a relative phase shift of the characteristic
_equences a and b such that sequence a is shifted such that its initial bit
corresponds to a zero in the sequence b. We have noted in Section III that
the sum of two such relative phase shifts results in a balanced Gold code,
t As an example of the above technique, we construct the shift register
configuration required to generate balanced Gold codes of period (219-1).
A preferred pair of 19-stage maximal polynomials is found in the table ._
_ _ contained in (I0).
2 3 4 5 6 8 9 II 15 19{A) 2105575 - l+x +x +x +x +x +x +x +x +x +x
2 7 8 19(B) 2000605 - l+x +x +x +x
t The characteristic sequence generated by the shift register corresponding
it to the polynomial (B) is represented by the ratio
9 2O) 2 8gCx) where gCx)- d Cx+x3+x8+x +x = l+x +x2 7 8 19 d--_
D l+x +x +x +x
and the initial conditions required for the register (B) are found as the
coefficients of the quotient of ,*.he two polynomials:
i} 2 8 7 9 11 17 18l+x +x = l+x +x +x +xl3+xl4+x +x + ...
2 7 8 19
l+x +x +x +x
Initial condition for (B) register -- [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1]. .
3
dP"'
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___. The only constraint on the initial conditions of the (A) register is _
that the entry in the first stage be zero. Given that 2k different codes :
0 '
are required, e.g., 32 codes for the TDRS forward link, then a simple .
configuration for the initial conditions of the A register is to set stages 1 _,_,
i and k+2 through n to zero while each of the remaining 2 k possible initial _
_ _ conditions for the k stages 2 through k+l determine 2 k distinct balanced _
Gold codes. The resultant configuration for the generation of balanced Gold
219
_' codes of period - 1 is shown in Figure 5.4-2. _':
(A)
(B)
2000605
Figure 5.4-2. Generation of Balanced Codes of Period 219-1 _, :
ii
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5.5 The Effect of Clock Error on Acquisitionil
5.5.1 Introduction '
I_ this section, we consider the effect of clock error on acquisition :
_ of a PN signal. We suppose that the chipping rate c of the received signal ._
is in error by one part in n and we compute the acquisition time of the ;
received signal as a function of the error free acquisition time and the
ratio r = n/c of clock accuracy to chipping rate. We find that the effect *"
1• $ of clock error on the acquisition time increases with increasing error-free
acquisition time (no clock error). This is to be expected, since the effect
of clock error is to cause the received code to become increasingly decor-
related with time. Specifically, for an error-free acquisition time of nott;
more than 20 seconds, a ratio of clock accuracy to chipping rat • _f 4x 102
will add less than 1 second to the acquisition time.
5.5.2 Notation
Let _r = clock error in chips/sec.
Let p = code rate in cbips/sec.
1 _ clock accuracyThen, (_) -$ n
1
, A -- -- = correct chip widthP
1
/_c -• p + e erroneous chip width
- - ~a -; +_e
: P
• 5.5.3 Analysis
'_ Suppose the received and reference codes are in sychronism and
_- that the clock is in error by (r) = n ' Since ",he ratio of the correct chip
n-1
_: I} width to the erroneous chip width i_ _, each successive chip becomes
; _ decorrelated by an additional -I of its width and the codes are completely
i decorrelated after n chips. :_
1977022406-259
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: _" The correlation function between the received and reference codes
*" 1 !
i_ I when the clock is in error by -n may be written as ..
: 8 = (0)a(0)(n'l) + a(0)a(1) + (1)a(1)(n'2) + a(1)a(2) ,_
_ n n
_v
t + "'" (ila(i) + a(iIa(i+l)( + "''
n
e = _ a(i)ali) n-(i+l) + _ ali)ali+l)(i+l) ---n n
i=0 i=0
Since the out-of-phase terms are uncorrelated, the second sum may be
taken as zero, and we have
$ w [, ..,7 04LE(n-i) = w ~w - ,8= ni= 1
where w is the number of chips over which we integrate.
z---
- The ratio of the correlation function when the clock is correct to
the correlation function when the clock is in error is given by [I - _n ]
and the maximum degradation which is achieved for w = n is seen to be
S 6 dB. A plot of the degradation of O us a functicn of the number of chip_
integrated is given in figure 5.5-1.
For a 6000 Hz doppler on the S-band carrier, the maximum doppler
on the PN clock is approximately £ -- 10 chips/sec, which results in a
1
clock accuracy of n = 3x105 . The degradation in the correlation function
as a function of the integratiot_ interval is shown in figure 5.5-1.
" 5.5o4 Effect of Clock Accuracy on Integration TimeI
The starting point of this analysis is the following equation which
was derived in Section 4.0, where acquisition time T for an accuratea
clock is given by
t
'
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i _- Using the conclusion of the above section, we have •
_ B
e' = e(l- T-T--£) "':
• 2n
where e t = degraded correlation functionI
n = clock accuracy(i.e., 1 part inn)
o T = new acquisitiontime
c = chipping rate.
Substituting e' into the equation for T , we have
a
p. E NO
a a
_ T = = =
o2(_ Tc_2 _ _r 2
" 2hi _" 2hi (I _-_') ;
where r is the ratio of clock accuracy to chipping rate.
-- This equation may be used to compute T, the acquisition time with
clock error as a function of r, the ratio of clock accuracy to chipping rate
with T , the acquisition time with an accurate clock as a parameter.
a
; For large r (_r<<l), we have
T
a
T =
_r_
(i-±)
, r
r- -4rT
a
T = .
2
_ • The acquisition times are plotted as a function of r for various error-free
acquisition times in Figure 5.5-2.
• ilip
.,_,,°
-r-- i _ _'271_.....:=:_'_:_. '_
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5.6 Code Libraries for TDRS
i I 5.6. l _orward Link Multiple Access Library _"• L
, }, This code library consists of i00 code pairs. The firstmember
of each pair is a code of period (210-1). (256) (long code). The second
. g member of each pair is a code of peri3d (210-i) (short code). The I00
:
long and short codes are chosen as balam.ed members of respective Gold ,t
families. In what follows, we describe the technique for generating the i,,,
$ required library of code pairs.
5, 6.1.1 Forward Link Multiple Access Long Code
• The code family from which the long code library is selected may
$ be either a set of maximal PN sequences, each of period 2TM-I, or a set
of balanced Gold codes generated by a preferred pair of maximal PN
sequences. The former approach has the advantage of a simpler imple-
mentation (18 shiftregister stages versus 36 shiftregister stages) and
the code library for this approach consists of the listingof maximal PN
: codes of period (218-1) given in Appendix E.5.
In what foh, vs, we describe the shiftregister configurationto be
used for the generation of 127 balanced Gold codes of period 218-1.
The preferred pair of maximal PN generators used to generate
the desired family is selected from the table of Appendix E.5. The
description of one such preferred pair is given in table 5.6-1.
• 0
• Table 5.6-1_. Preferred Pairs for Generation of Code
Family of Long Codes
I Octal
Representations Polynomial
7 18 ,_1000201 1 +x +x :
2 4 8 o xl 1 13 x15 16 18b 1325427 1 +x+x +x +x +x + +x + +x +x
i
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_, The shift register configuration which will generate the desired
D code family is illustrated in figure 5.6-1.
_ •
| ulo 2 adder
)
4°1°l°l°l°l°l l°t°l°lxlxlxlxl: t=ll° /
• oJo oLo ,momofo olo o -/
t lo 2 adder
Figure 5.6-1. Long Code Generator Forward Link Multiple Access _
" In order to generate balanced members of the code family, the
relative phases of the tw-) maximal generators must be specified. This
is accomplished by requiring that the initial bit of the A L register be
zero and that the initial conditions of the B L register be as given in0
figure 5. 6-1. The 7 unspecified initial conditions of the A L register
_ will result in 127 balanced Gold codes whose cross-correlation peaks!, are -48 dB.
'_i• S,,mmary of Parameters for Multiple Access Long Code
• _ (a) A L register feedback - 1325427 -
_ 2 4 8 9 11 13 15 16 18
i: 1 -_X+X +X +X +X +X +X +X +X +X
•_=P 7 18
_ (b) B L register feedback - 1000201 - 1 + x + x
!/
' (c) Initial conditions for A register - 0000000000xxxxxxx0
(d) Initial conditions for B register - 00001 0000001000000
f IP
, :.
<
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j 5.6.1.2 Forward Link Multiple Access Short Code
B The code family from which the short code library is selected is .
generated by the preferred pair of lO-stage maximal generators given
in table 5.6-2. "I"q
2i , ,,
Table 5.6-2. Preferred Pair for Generation of Codes _ -,
; for Forward Link Command Channel _{,
Octal
$ Representation Polynom ial
2 3 6 8 9 10
3515 1 +x +x *x +x +x +x
3 10
2011 1 +x +x
The shift register configuration which will generate the desired
code family is illustrated in figure 5.6-2.
(Th
I
' _s -_-_1°i1o1,1° 0 _lololot-J
1 1
Figure 5.6-2. Short Code Generator Forward Link Multiple Access ._
D
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_ As in the case of the generation of the long codes, the relative
B phases of the two maximal generators must be specified to insure the _
generation of balanced members of the code family. This is again
: accomplished by requiring that the initial bit of tLe A S register be zero :: ,
_(" and that the initial conditions of the B S register be given as in figure _ •
,_ $ 5.6-2. The 7 unspecified initial conditions for the A S register will
result in 127 balanced Gold codes whose cross-correlation peaks are
-23.9 dB. ...
5.6.2 Code Library for Mode 2 Return Link and Its Properties
The code library for the Mode 2 return link consists of 100 code
pairs of period (211 1) selected from the balanced members of a Gold
._ family. The code family from which _he code library is selected is gen-
erated by the preferred pair of ll-stage maximal generators given in
table 5.6-3.
' Table 5.6-3. Preferred Pair for Generating Code
: Library for Mode 2 Return Link
Octal
$, Representation Polynomial
2 5 8 11
4445 1 +x +x +x +x
2 11
4005 1 + x +x
B
The shift register configuration which will generate the desired
_ code family is illustrated in figure 5, 6-3.
1977022406-267
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Figure 5.6-3. Generator for Mode 2 Return Link Codes
0 The requirement that the first bit of the AM and C M registers be
: zero and that the in'tial conditions of the B M register be as indicated in
: figure 5.6-3 guarantees that the code generator will produce balanced
e codes. Each subset of initial conditions [x x ... x] of the A M and C M
registers determines a unique code, while the alternate values of 0 and 1
in the third stage determine the code pair.
D Properties of the Code Library for Mod 2 Return Link
The acquisition performance of the Mod 2 return link is dependent
upon the distribution of the cross-correlation sidelobes and the RMS value
' of the cross-correlation functionof the code library used for this llnk. ,
: Two algo thins have been developed which make the determination of
this distribution feasible; these procedures are documented m the fol-
::
lowing sections. In this section, we summarize one of these algorithms
]977022406-268
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and the properties of the recommended Mod 2 return link code family _
-e
p whose implementation was described above.
The cross-correlation sidelobes of any two codes of the recom-
mended family have magnitude 65/2047 or 63/2047 which is approxi-
mately 30 dB down from the main correlation peak. The general formula
for the number of these sidelobes which occur in the cross-correlatior_
_ function between two codes a and b of such a family of codes of period .b
2n-1 is shown in Appendix A. 5 to be
_" _0 2 + 2_-]_0+ (2n-1)
x+y =
2n+l
where
2n_2 2n_2
_.O 2 = _ 02(a,b)(T)= _ 0(a,a)(T)O(b,b)(T)
1-=0 T--0
2n_2
_-.,0 = _ 0(a,b)(r) = 0(a). 0(b) .
"=0
The above formula expresses the number of sidelobes in the cross-
correlation function of any pair of codes in terms of the parameters of
each of the individual codes. Thus, once the required parameters are
L
_ computed for each member of the family, the number of sidelobes may
be determined using the above formula, rather than by the lengthy pro-
_ cess of computing the cross-correlation functions. For a fam_lyof n
codes, the required computation, using this technique, is reduced by a
factor of n.
• _ $ The sidelobe distribution data for the code family of 100 codes
described above is given in table 5.6-4. There are (100)(101)/2 = 5050
code pairs and, hence, 5050 cross-correlation functions. The data in
the table presents the cumulative frequency function for the number of
i • sidelobes (uf magnitude 65 or 63) which occur in each of the 5050 cross-
i "• , correlation functions. Thus, for example, 104 of the 5050 cross-correlation functions have 1070 sidelobes or more. This cumulative :
=_ • frequency function is plotted in figure 5.6-4.
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* Table 5.6-4. Probability Distribution of Sidelobes in Mode 2 Codes
• _ of Period 211-1
D
i
NO. OF CUM. PROBABILITY
t SIDE LOBES FREQ. DISTRIBUTION
1115 2 o000
; 1110 3 .001
1t05 4 .001
1100 6 .001
1095 7 .001
1090 12 .002
t085 20 .004
1080 39 .008
1075 68 .013
1070 104 .021
1065 166 .033
1060 265 .052
t055 413 .082
1050 594 .118
1045 869 .t72
; 1040 1209 .239
1035 1557 .308
: 1030 1991 .394
1025 2400 .475
1020 2862 .567
1015 3282 .650
10t0 3675 .728
1005 4039 .800
1000 43_8 .861
995 4564 .904
: 990 4755 .942
985 4852 .961
$ 980 4909 .972
975 4974 .985
970 4999 .990
965 5O28 .996
: 960 5034 .997
955 5047 .999
O 950 5049 1.000
945 5050 1.000
P
;V
I
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:_ 5.6.3 Dedicated Return Link Mode 1 Code ;
| In this section, we describe a library of code pairs, each consist-
.
ing of a maximal PN shift register code and a proper phase shift of this
c_c_e which can be obtained from it via the shift-and-add property dis- ,;
cd_sed in AppendixA. 5. The phase difference between the PN codes of
each pair is required to be at least 5000 chips. Any prespecifiod phase
shift of a maximal PN code may be generated by taking an appropriate
3
modulo 2 linear combination of the outpots of the taps of the shift register _ "-
.. generating the code, as indicated in figure 5.6-5.
modulo 2 adder"
_ 18-stage feedback register"I ![\ \ __.
' 1/ :l i /
modulo 2 adder2_ il_ a.
3
, Figure 5.6-5. Ccnecation of Phase Shiftsof Maximal PN Sequences
218 1There are - settings of the indicated switches, each corre-
18
{: sponding to a phase shift a. (j = 0, 1 ..... 2 -1) of the maximal PN
J
sequence _0' Thus, any prespecified phase shift a k may be obtained
by the proper switch settings. We may, however, obtain phase shifts
in excess of 5000 chips by adding the sequence a 0 to the output sequence11
obtained from closing one of the switches as indicated in :igure 5.6-6.
D
] " [
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_ This is to be expected, since the probability of a phase shift generated 1.
D at random being less than 5000 chips is less than 2x10 -2. The code
: /
library given in Appendi:: B. 5 lists the phase shift a. obtained when the •
l
output sequence is added modulo 2 to the output sequence obtained from
the kth tap of the shift register. The computer program used for obtain- :
8 --
ing this data is included in Appendix C. 5.
i .
alm,_ "
$ 18-stage shift register
-4)
t"
Figure 5.6-6. Generation of Phase-Shifted Version of Maximal PN Code
$
$
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_, 5.7 Listing of TDRSS User Code Libraries
It A listing of the TDRSS user code libraries is contained in table '
_, 5.7-1. In what follows, we give a brief description of the contents of
_: this table and reference the appropriate sections of this report for further
details.
Column 2 contains the user-unique initial conditions for the seven#
; stages of the 10-stage A register used to generate the 1023 bit code for "
i the forward link command channel, as illustrated in figure 5.6-2. The
$ code generator configuration and the remaining initial conditions for the
A and B registers are chosen so that the user-unique initial conditions
can consist of the binary representation of the user number.
Column 3 contains the octal representation of the feedback taps for
8
maximal.PN generators of period 218-1 to be used for the forward link
range channel. Each feedback config,,ration requires no more than six
feedback taps.
Column 4 contains the octal representation of the feedback taps for
: maximal PN generators of period 218-1 to be dsed for the Mode 1 return
link. These feedback configurations each have the pronerty that, if the
output of the first stage is added modulo-2 to the output of the tenth stage,$
• the resultant code differs in phase from the code at the first stage by at
i_ least 20,000 chips. The exact phase difference betwern the two codes is
° given in Column 5. The numbering of the shift register stages is further
L I1 described in Appendix B. 5. Each feedback configuration of this code
library will use no more than eight feedback taps.
Column 6 contains initial conditions for the seven stages oi tne A and
C registers of the configurations generating Mode 2 return link codes, as
D
described in 5.6.2. As in the case of the forward link range channel, these
initial conditions may be taken to be the binary representation of the user
number.
I} Column 7 contains the octal representation of the feedback taps for
,. maximal PN generators of period 2TM _ to be used as Alternate lklode 1
return link codes. No more than six feedback taps are used for any con-
_, figuration of this library.
D
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_ _ J 5.8 Modular Implementation of ShiftRegister Code Generators
i • In this section, we discuss the modular configuration for shift
register generators. The output of these shift registers is equivalent
_ to the _imple shift registers; however, the modular configuration has
some advantages in its hardware implementatio._. The general n-stage
• ; 8
_. linear shift register and the equivalent n-stage modular register are
" '_° illustrated below in figure 5.8-1.
,t
f(1) f(2) f(n-l)f(n) !.
-_'I'I_ " _ I1aj _ _
_,.1 \ L - _
(a) n-Stage Simple Feedback Shift Register
l l l l l i:
_ f(n) f(n-l) f(n-2) f(2) f(1) I
II (b) n-Stage Modular Shift Register
< Figure 5.8-1. Equivalent n-Stage Shift Registers
¢
_)
\
+t
oi_..........,,....,---,:.r................i..........i ......." l -I_......_..........._
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' _ i: In figure 5.8-2 below, we illustrate the equivalence between the ,_!
• simple and modular form of the shift register using the A S short code '{
_.' generator of figure 5.6-2. The polynomial corresponding to this shift ,
_ register generator is i!,2 3 6 8 9 10
_ • flx) = 1 +x +x +x +x +x +x .-
_ and hence _
_ f(0) : f(21-- f(3)= f(61 : f{8) = f(9)= f(10)= 1
{ and
$
' f(1) = f(4)= f(5)= f(7) = 0.
(a) Simple Feedback Shift Register
$
• (b) Equivalent Modular Shift Register
Figure 5.8-2. Equivalent 10-Stage Simple and Modular Shift Registers _
O _
. D
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"_P We note that the general rule for constructing the n-stage modular
register from the shift register polynomial is that tile output of the last
stage on the right of the modular register feeds back to the kth stage _'_:i(counting from left to right) if and only if f(n-k+l) = 1. Thus, in the
• above example, the output of the tenth stage is fed back to stage k =3 _ =
since f(10-3+l) = f(8) = 1.
$
t
_ :
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r APPENDIX A. 5
i CORRELATION PROPERTIES OF GOLD CODES _i.
v
A. 5.1 LNTRODUCTION _,
i In this appendix, we give a detaileddescription and derivation of _
3_
the two algorithms which may be used to determine the data presented in
_ section 5.6.2.
I.et G(a, b) be the family of Gold codes generated by taking all linear
combinations of the maximal PN sequences a and b. The cross-correlation
:'unction of any two members of the family G(a, b) takes on values which are
selected from the values of the cross-correlation function of the maximal
;; sequences a and b. Thus, once a bound on the cross-correlation function
of the sequences a and b has been determined, the same bound holds for
the correlation function of any two sequences of the family G(a, b).
The distribution of the -ross-correlation values and the rms value
of the cross-correlation function for any pair of Gold codes are of interest
in the calculation of the acquisition performance of these codes. However,
although this distribution and rms value have been determined for preferred
_; pairs of maximal seauences and have been used as an approximation to the
distribution and rm_ value for the corresponding family of codes generated
by the pair of maxin_al PN sequences, the precise distribution of correlation
values and the rms va.lue for the codes of the family have not been determined.
Z
In what follows, we present two algorithms for the determination of the distri-
bution of the cross-correlation values of any pair of Gold codes.
A. 5.2 RESULTS FOR MAXIMAL PN SEQUENCES
;t
i We first note the distribution function of the cross-correlation values
of a preferred pair of maximal PN sequences and the rms va]ue of the cross-
correlation function of any two maximal PN sequences.
t
_ A.5.2.1 Distribution of Correlation Values
! The following result holds for the distribution of the 2n-1 correlatic>n
1 (n odd).
.._ values of a preferred pair of maximal PN sequences of period 2n-
} t
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(; e(a,b) Frequency of occurrence _
. 2n'2 2(n-3)/2 _i • (2(n+I)/2+ i) _ -
(2 (n+l)/2 I) 2n'2 2(n'3)/2
_ -, 2n-I - 1
• }
E= 2n-I
_ We thus note that the cross-correlation sidelobes occur at 2n- 1 of the 2n- 1 ""
$ correlation values.
A.5.2.2 RMS Value of Correlation Function of Maximal Sequences
- The sum of the squares of the correlation values of any two maximal
2n" 2$ sequences of period p= 1 is given by p +p- 1 from which the rms
value of the distribution of the corcelation function is readily computed
to be Jp+l- (l/p) ~_p- for large periods p. To see this, we use the
T
following relationship between the cross- and autocorrelation function of
binary sequences, which is proved in sec. A. 5.3.4.3.
p-1 p-1
O2(a,b)(w) : _ O(a,a)(r)O(b,b)(r).
T=0 T=0
I
Since for maximal linear sequences we have:
0(a,a)(T) = e(b,b)(T)= p for T= 0
$ = -1 for T¢ 0,
p- 1 O2(a ' 2: _ b)(T) = p + p - 1 , and the result follows.
: T=O
I
For p= 15, we have
15
_-_ O2(a,b)(r) = 239 .
T=0
D
4 ,L
_, However, we note from Table 2 that, in fact, the sum of the squares of the
,: Q r
: correlation function for the Gold codes of this example vary from 79 to 623
and, hence, a more precise estimate of their performance than that derived
;: D
", t _l _ l t '"
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./
5
_-_ from the cross-correlation function of the maximal PN sequences which9
_ L_
I generate the family is desirable. An algorithm to obtain more precise s.
estimates of code performance is discussed in the following section, ii
i A. 5.3 DERIVATION OF ALGORITHM
In this section• we derive ar, algorithm for the computation of the0
precise correlation functions of the Gold codes. The resultant expression
will give the cross-correlation values of any two codes of the family in
- °
terms of the cross-correlation values and the shift-and-add function of the$
maximal PN codes which generate the family. In sec. A. 5.3.1• we define
the shift-and-add function of maximal linear PN sequences and indicate how
these functions may be computed efficiently. In sec. A.5.3.2, we describe
$ further properties of Gold codes which are required, and in sec. A. 5.3.3,
we detail the algorithm far the efficient computation of the cross-correlation
function of these codes.
i A. 5.3.1 Shift-and-Add Function of a Maximal Linear Sequence
Let a 0 be amaximal PN sequence and let a.1 denote the sequence
obtained from a 0 Ly cyclically shifting this sequence i positions to the
$ right. Since the modulo-2 sum of a maximal sequence with a proper phase
shift of itself is another phase shift of the original sequence (i. e. the
._ i. shift-and-add property of maximal linear sequences), we have:
II at- + ak+i = a (i)+k '%
where _ba is the shift-and-add function of the sequence a. Thus, rba(i) is
the shift of the sequence a k obtained when the sequence a k is added modulo-2
$ to an i th cyclic shift of itself. The shift-and-add function of a maximal
linear .:_equence of period 2n-1 is a permutation of the integers 1, 2, .... 2n-2.
This permutation may be determined from a reduced number of values since
it is the product of transpositions and, if (i,j) is one of the transpositmns,I
if , so is (2i, 2j).
Thus, for example, for the maximal PN sequence given by
a = lll0100:
t
/
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7
:[p = (13234562) ,:_ba 6154
I} _ .
= (13)(26)(45)
I
(2, 6) = 2(1, 3) '_
• (4,5) = 2(2, 6).
Thus, once we have determined that 4, (1)= 3, the permutation 4) is
a a
readily determined.
$ A. 5.3.2 Properties of Gold Family of Codes
The members of the family of codes G(a 0, b 0) consisting of thelinear combinations of the maximal PN sequences a 0 and b 0 and all phase
shifts of these linear combinations may be represented by all phase shifts
of the set of sequencec given by
gi = a0 + b.1 i = 0,1,2 .... -_
n 4"
_ where b. denotes the i th cyclic shift of the sequence b0. The codes {gi}_=0 21
and their proper phase shifts are all distinct, since (gi)T1 = (gj)T2 implie.¢
= + bi+ rl + implies(a 0 +bi)T1 (a 0 + bj)T2 implies arl = aT2 bj+r2
$ a +¢ba(.r2_.rl) = b(i+rl)+tbb((T2_rl)+(j_i) ) •;._ 1
This latter equation implie? that phase shifts of two different maximal PN
: sequences are equal, which is impossible.
We also note that the family of codes G(a,b) is closed with respect
tomodulo-2 addition, i.e., themodulo-2 sum of any two codes of the
: family G(a, b) is another member of the family:
° +
:, • (gi)rl (gj)r2
(a0 +b.) + (a0+b.)1 r 1 J r 2
i
, _ b ia _ + a + b
_ . T1 +T 1 r 2 j+r 2
t
" D
t , ' ' t I |1 ¢ '"
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4
[, aT +_a(- 2-.r 1)+I bi+,I +_bb((,2- rl)+ (j-i))
bkl,3(a 0 + = (gk),3 ..
t
whcre k = i +_b((r 2- Vl) + j-i) - _al,2- ,i)
.i,P
= , +q_a(-2-, ).and T3 I 1i -
A. 5.3.3 Correlation Function of Gold Codes
To compute the cross-correlation function 0(a,b) of _-odes a and b
:
of period 2n-l, we add the codes in each of their relative phase shifts and
count the number of zeroes minus the number of ones in their modulo-2
$ sum, i- e.,
n
O(a,b)(i) = (no-nl)(a+b.)_ = (no-nl)(g i) i= 0,1,2.....2-2.
Since the family of codes G(a, b) is closed with respect to modulo-2 addition,
the cross-correlation function of any two members gi,g j of the family takes
correlation values from the set of values {e(a, b)(i)}, i.e.,
e(gi, gj)(t) = (n0-n)(gi+gj+t ) = (n0-nl)(g k) = e(a, bI(k)• 1
_ for some integer k. Unfortunately, as t varies from 0 to 2n-2, k does not
cover all integers from 0 to 2n-2 (themapping from t to k is not one-to-one)
;i 0 and, hence, the distribution of the values of _)(gi, gj) is not the same as the
known distribution of the values of @(a,b). In what follows, _e present an
algorithm for the computation of the cross-correlation function e(gi'gj)°f
any two members of the family G(a,b) in terms of the cross-correlatmn
• function of the maximal PN codes a and b which generate the family.
3
Theorem: Let gs and gt be any two codes of the family G(a 0, b 0)
= + b and gt = a + b t. Then,where gs ao s 0 _
l
() e(_s, gt)(,) = e(a.b)lS+,blt-s+,) - q_a(,)) , • _ 0t- s+_ 4 G
'i
= -I, otherwise.
%
• _ ¢ * I
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' _._, _ba and _b are the shift-and-add functions of the sequences a
• i | and b, respectively. _.
_r
:_i Proof: Case 1 -- r _ 0, t-s+T _/ 0
_•_ e(gs, gtI(r )
• } ':
_ (no " nl)(gs + (gt }1-} Number of zeroes - number of ones in
_ gs + gt+v
•_ $ (n o - nl)(a 0 + bs + (a0+bt)T)
(n o - n l)((a O+a r)+ (b +bt+r))S
(n o - n l)(a +(ha(T) bs+_bb(t-s+T))
(n o - nl)(a 0 + b s+tbb(t.s+T )- _a(T))
° O(ao: bo)(S + _)b(t-s+r) - _a(V))
Case 2 -- v = 0
$
e (gs' gt)(0)
(n 0 - nl)(g s + gt ) "
• It:
: (n o - n l)(a 0 + bs + ao + bt)
i (n o - nl)(b s + bt) = -1 since b is amaximal linear PN ,_equence.
• The proof for the case t-s _r = 0 is similar.
A, 5.3.4 Computational Example of Algorithm
A. 5.3.4.1 G generated by any two maximal PN sequences
:" In this section, we illustrate the application _fthe abo¢e theory, ,n
,;: m, algorithm for the comp; ,ionof the cross-correlation functionof any
• }
-',--.....-',-T- I "l ..............| _L ' ) l ¢ '
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_" two members of the family G(a, b). The required inputs to the algorithm
":" _p
i _ are the cross-correlation function of the maximal sequences a and b and _._
i the shift-and-add functions of these sequences. In the following example,
; we consider the two maximal linear sequences of period 15 and the family _ ,:
i G(a O, b O) of Gold codes generated therefrom. The shift-and-add functions _ _"
}, @ {ha and 4}b and the cross-correlation function of these sequences have bce.l ;
*: computed and are listed below. The data in Table 1 illustrates the compu- 4 '
tations required for the determination of the cross-correlation function ;'_
_ $ o(g2, g3).
Computation of 8(g 2,g3 )
0 (gs' gt )(r) = 0 (a, b)(s + {bb(t - s + r) - {ha(r)) r _ 0
= -1 , otherwise .
e(g2,g3)(r) = o(a,b)(2 + _}b(l+T) - {ha(T)) r _ 0 , T ¢ 14
= -I , otherwise .
Let T' = (2 + {bb(1 + r) - _a(T)) .
$
v r' {}(a, b)(r' } O (g2' g3 )(T)
0 ..... 1
1 7 -1 -I
2 13 -1 -I
$ 3 6 3 8
: 4 II -I -I
5 0 -:. -1
6 2 -5 -5p
7 14 -1 -I
• 8 2 -5 -5
9 0 -l -I
I0 11 -I -1
11 6 3 3
_ 12 13 -I -I
I 13 7 -! -1
{;. ......):
•
t
.,m , J i t -
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_.:'" ?:able 1 . Input Data for Algorithm ._'_
• 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
a0 = 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
_ b0 " 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 I I I I _-
go = 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 I 0 0 1 0 I 1 O(gO) = -I .!"
gl = 1 1 1 I 0 0 1 _ o i 1 0 0 1 1 e(g1) ---5
g2 = 1 0 I 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 I 1 I 1 9(g2) = -5
g3 = 1 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 '3 0 0 1 O(g 3) = 3
g4 = I 0 0 0 I 0 1 1 ! I I 1 1 1 0 e(g4 ) = -5
g5 -- 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 _ 9(g 5) ffi 7
g6 = 1 1 0 0 0 1 I 0 1 0 0 0 0 .I. 0 O(g 6) -- 3
g7 = 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 I 1 3 1 I 1 O(g 7) = -I
g8 = 1 I 0 1 0 1 0 I 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 O(g 8) ---5
g9 -- 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 O(g9 ) = 3
g1.0 = 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 1 l 0 O(glO) = 7
gll = 0 1 0 n I 1 1 1 0 0 I 0 1 0 I 0(g11) =-I
g12 = 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 _(g12 ) = 3
g13 = 0 0 I 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 O(g13) =-I
g14 = 0 I 0 1 I I 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 l 0 0(g14) =-I
o(g i) = number of zeroes - number of ones in gi
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 II 12 13 14
_a - 4 8 14 1 I0 13 9 2 7 5 12 II 6 3 .,
&b - 12 9 4 3 I0 L_ 13 6 2 5 14 1 7 II
O(a,b) -I -5 -5 3 -5 7 3 -I -5 3 7 -I 3 -I -I
_2
j I ¢
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, _# As an example of the above computation, ".re have (3ee Table 1):
. I e(g2,g3)(6 )
_'" Ola,b)12 .,-_b(7) - @a(6))
g o(a,b)(2 + 15 - 13) :_
O(a,b)(2) = -5 . ...
A. 5.3.4.2 Case fcr a and b reverse sequences
t
The formula for the correlation of members of the code family which
was presented in sec. A., ;.4.1 may be simplified in the case- where the pair
of maximal PN 2equences gene,'ati,_g the code family consists of sequences
_, which are the reverse of one another. In this case, the formula for the
correlation of any pair gs'gt of codes of the family becomes
O(gs, gt)(r) = O(a,b)(s + _)b(t-s+T) - _b(r)) r ¢ 0
T+t-s¢0
= -1 , otherwise .
This simplification follows from the fact that, in this case, ewe have
d)a(r) = ,-_bb(r) and in any caae we have (bb(r) -_b(-T) = Using these$
two formula_ results in the above exc, ressic,,n for 0(g s, gt)(_').
It is al_o useful to note that, in the present case, the cross-correlation
function 0(g gt ) is symmetric about some value of r. To see this, weS'
$ note that t=s+v 0 = -T 0 fc" r O a solution of the congruence 2r • s-t
; modulo 2n-1. Then 0(g s,gt ) is svmmetcic about r 0 and hence ",re Peed
+2 n-2-only compute the values of t_(_, , gt ) at r 0, _0 '|r0*2.... , r 0 1 .
-: As an examp}e, we again consider the family of Gold cc_de_ of period 15
Ib
_ given in sec. A.5.3 4.1. We note from the data of +hat sectior:
: 0 1 2 2_ 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO 11 12 13 14
O(go, g 1) -- -1 7 -1 -5 3 -1 -1 3 -1 -1 3 -5 -1 7 -1D
_'_ Soh, ing the congr,;ence 2T = -1 module 15, we f.nd _ = 7 ar,t note that
,iJ, 0
o(g o, =gl ) is in fact symmetric about r e 7.it
P
.(,,
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O A. 5.3.4.3 Proof of basic formulas
In this section, we present the proofs of the basic formulas used
in the previous sections.
Theorem: Let a and b be any two binary sequences of period p.
6 D-IThen: :" e(a,b)(T) = e(a) • e(b) , where
..#
T=O
O(a) = number of zeroes - number of ones in a period
of th_ sequence a
Proof:
i p-1
[ _ e(a, b)(r)
I T=O 4
._ p-1 p-1 _
_ _ a(i)b(i-r)
i v =0 i=O
#-
• i,...} p-1 p-I
_.. a(i) _ b(i-'r)
i=O _=0
8 a(i 0 (b)
\i=O
e(a) O(b)
l Theorem: Let a and b be any two binary (+)seqdences of period p.
p-1
Let e(a,b)(r)= _.. a(i)b(1-,')
i=0
II p-I p-I
Then: _ [e (a, b)( r)] 2 = _ e(a,a)(T) e(b,b)(T)
I"=0 v=O
Proof: p-I
""'--- E [0(a,b)(v)]2"r=O
1977022406-292
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Z a(i)b(i-_
8 "r=OLi=O
)
p-i p-I p-I
_.. _ a(i) a(j) b(i-1-) b(j-1-)
• ,;o j=o .i' j
_; p-I p-I p-I
a(i) a(j) _" b(i-T) b(j-1")
i=O j=O r=O
-} p-I p-1 I
i_L _ _ a(i) a(j) e(b,b)(j-i) ,
i=o j=o
Letting _ = j-i we have -_
C p-i p-I .!
_ a(j) a(j-t) e(b,b)(_)
1-=o j=o
p-1
"t
C'_ _ e(a, a)(,_) e(b,b)(#)
1"=0 i
Theorem: Let F be any family of binary sequences of period p. For
any two sequences a, b_ F, we have:
_. p-1 p-1 1
e2(a,b)(1-) < max _ e2(c,c)(r)
1-=0 cEF 1-=0
C, Pr oo___f:
p-1 !; _ e2(a, b)(1-)1-=0
0 p-1
e(a, a)(1-) e(b, b)(1-) by previous theorem
I"=0
C. _ e2(a, a)(T) e2(b, b)(1-)
i (-) 41-=o ,J1-:o}i
!C)
]977022406-293
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p-1 /iO < max 92(c.c)(-,") '$ c_F r=O
The following example shows that, in general, this bound cannot _ .!i
be improved. Let F = {a,b} where a and b are maximal PN sequences. ':
1; Then,
p-I p-I 2 _
e2(a,b)('r) = _ e(a,a)(T) O(b,b)(T) = p + p - 1 .
1"=0 T=0 =w,
_. The significance of this result is that it provides a bound for the rms value
of the cross-correlation function of members of a family of sequences F
from an examination of the rms values of the autocorrelation function of
the members of the family.
t.
Example: Let G be the family of 15 binary PN sequences of the example
of sec. A.5.3.4.1 (Table 1). The sum of the squares of the cross-
correlation function
, p-1
! _ e2(gi ,gj)(r)
r=0
f
are listed in Table 2. We note that
p-1 p-1 ;
2 e2(gi 'O (gi, gj)(r) < max _ gj)(r) = 623 for all i,j. 'i
1"=0 1"=0 I
This bound may be reduced to 497 by omitting the sequence gl from i
1 the family; however, this will not in fact improve the overall cross- :i
correlation bound. _-)
A. 5.4 ALTERNATE TECHNIQUES FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
$ CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTION OF GOLD CODES
In what follows, we present formulas for the number of times each i
of the possible three correlation values appears in the cross-correlation
• function of any two Gold codes. The input data for these formulas depends
on the autocorrelation function of the codes being correlated and hence,
while some preliminary calculations are required, the determination of
t
_ r _ t:....... t, _.. | ............t _ • , .....
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O Table 2. Sum of Squares of Cross-Correlation Valuesof Gold Codes of Period 15
I
0(gi, g j ) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0 623 183 183 135 183 255 135 239 183 135 255 239 135 239 239
S
1 479 287 239 191 199 271 311 287 79 167 119 143 215 215
2 479 79 287 16/ 239 119 191 143 199 215 271 215 311
3 447 143 151 191 295 271 191 311 231 287 199 199
4 479 199 79 215 287 271 167 215 239 311 119
5 463 311 223 167 311 271 159 151 223 159
C 6 447 231 143 287 151 199 191 199 295
7 367 215 199 159 143 199 303 143
8 479 239 199 311 79 119 215
9 447 151 295 191 231 199
10 463 223 311 159 223
C 11 367 199 143 303 !
12 447 295 231
13 367 143
14 367
¢
O
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y the distribution function ot the sidelobes of the cross-correlation values
¢_ of a family of Gold codes is reduced by t::eans of these formulas to a
feasible computational problem. ;_
A. 5.4.1 Statement of Formulas
0 Theorem: Let gl and g2 be any two Gold codes of period 2n-1 (n oddl. _,_
The cross-correlation function Olg 1, g2 ) is known to assume the _.+
three values:
O 01 = "(2(n+1)/2+1); 02 = 2(n+11/2"1; e3 = -1.
The number of times each of these values is assumed is given by
1_2)_ (_9) 12(n+11/2 _ 2) - 12n- 1)(2 (n+1)/2 - 1)
C N(01) = 2n+2
(_e 2) + (_e)(2 (n+l)/2 + 2) - (2 n- 1)(2 (n+1)/2 + 1)
N(0 2) = 2n+2
(2 n- I)(2 n+1- 1) - _0 2 - 2_-_-0 ++
N183 ) = 2n+l
G where
2n_2 2n_1
_02 = _ 02(gl,g2)(r) _ 0(gl,g2)(r)
r=O T=O
6 The autocorrelation function of any such Gold code assumes the
same three values. The number of times each of these values
is assumed in the autocorrelation function is given by
l _02 - (_0)(2 (n+l)/2 - 2) - (22n - 2n - 2 (n+l)/2 + 1)
N(01 ) = 2n+2
_O 2 + (_O)(2 (n+l)/2 + 2) - (2 2n - 2n + 2 (n+l)/2 + 1)
N(02 ) = 2n+2
t
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(3.2 2n - 2n4"2 + 2n + 1) - _0 2 - 2_-_0
O N(03 ) = 2n+lO
2n_2 2n.2
Since _ 021gl'g2)('r)= _ 0(gl'gll(r) 0(g2,g2I(r)
I"=0 I"=0
$
2n_2
and _ O(gl,g2l(-r) = O(gl)" Olg2),I"=0
S where e (gi) = number of zeroes - number of ones in the sequence gi'
the number of sidelobes in the cross-correlation function of any two Gold
codes may be determined in terms of the parameters of each of the codes
itself.
S
A. 5.4.2 Example
Let n = 3. We consider the following family of Gold codes:
) = 0111111 ) = --5l[ .] go 0 (go
gl = 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0(gI) = 3
g2 -- 0 000 1 1 0 O(g2) = 3
• G g3 = 1 0 0 I 1 0 1 O(g 3) = -1
g4 = 0 I 0 1 00 0 O(g4) = 3
g5 = 1 0 1 1 0 I 0 O(g5) = -I¢
g6 = 1100011 O(g6) = -1
"r= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
O(gO, go ) 7 3 3 3 3 3 3¢
O(gl,g 1) 7 _1 -1 3 3 -1 -1
O(g2, g 2) 7 3 -I -I -1 -1 3
O(g3, g3) 7 -I -5 3 3 -5 -1
i O(g4, g 4) 7 -1 3 -I -I 3 -I
'Tj) O(g 5,g5 ) 7 -5 3 -1 -1 3 -5
O(g6, g6) 7 3 -1 -5 -5 3
It
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2n_2 2n.2
O The product _ ;(gl,gj)lr)= _ 8(gi,gi)lr).Olgj,gjl{T)
T=O _'=0
ffi0(gi,gi).olgj,gj)
isgiven as follows:
olg i, gi ) • olgj. gj)
0 I 2 3 4 _ 6
• 0 103 55 55 31 55 31 31
1 71 39 79 39 47 15
2 71 47 39 15 79
3 119 15 23 23
8 4 71 79 47
5 119 23
6 119
The products e(gi),e(gj)are given as follows:d_
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
8 0 25 -15 -15 5 -15 5 5
1 9 9 -3 9 -3 -3
2 9 -3 9 -3 -3
3 1 -3 1 1
•, • 4 9 -3 -3
5 I 1
" 6 1
• The data inthe previoustwo tablesrepresents therequiredinputstothe
formulas fordeterminingthe distributionofsidelobesinthe correlation
functionofany two Gold codes. Inthisexample, thegeneralformulas
: become:
J •
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O Cross-Correlation
0 Ee 2- 2E8- 21
N(el) = - 32
T_'_O2 + 6_"_e+ 35
• N(82) = 32
10s-2E0-Ee2
N(°3) : 16
• Autocorrelation
_.e2 - 2(Ze)- s3
N(81) = -- 32
_'_e2 + 6(_e)- 61
N(02) : 32
153-,.Ze-Ee"
N(03) : 16
: We notethatthe distributionofthe sidelobesinthe case of auto-
correlationcouldbe obtainedduringthe computationof
2n_16
O(gi,gi)(r);7-0
however, thegiven formulas are usefulwithrespectto unifyingthe required
t computer programming.
Using the above formulas, we may compute the followingtableof
sidelobedistributions,N(91,82, 83):
$
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_,j_ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
• 0 (0,6.0) (2.0,5) (2.0.5) (0,3.4) (2.0,5) (0,3,4) (0.3.4) _.
1 (0.2.4) (0,4.3) (2,3.2) (0.4,3) (1,2,4) (0,1.6)
2 (0.2.4) (1,2,4) (0.4,3) (0,1.6) (2.3,2)
3 (2.2,2) (0.1,6) (0,2,5) (0.2,5)
• 4 (0.2,4) (2,3.2) (1.2,4)
5 (2.2.2) (0.2. s)
6 (2,2,2)
8 A. 5.4.3 Proof of Formulas
Let x,y, z be the number of times the values -(2(n+1)/2 + 1),
(2(n+1)/2.1), - 1, respectively, occur in the cross-correlation function
I_ of two Gold codes, gl and g2, of period (2n-l). We then have the system
of equations:
2n_2
,-. x (2(n+l)/2+1)2+y(2(n+l)/2-112+z = _ 02(gl,g2)(r) = _e 2
t ....._ T=0
2 nx +y +z = -I
8 2n-2
(2(n+1)/2+1 y(2(n+l)/2
x- ) + -1) -z = _ 0(gl.g2)(T) = _6
I'=0
Solvingthissystem ofequations,we have
_92 _ _0(2(n+1)/2_2) _ (2n_1)(2 (n_'1)/2.1)
x = 2n+2
• _-_02 + _0(2(n+1)/2+2 ) + (2n-1)(2(n+1)/2+1)
y =
2n+2
(2n-1)(2n+1-1)-_O 2 - 2_0
OO z = 2n+1
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O The number of sidelobes in the cross-correlation function of two
• Gold codes, x+y, may be obtained more directly using the following
argument.
The possible values for 0(a,b)(1.)are -2(n+1)/2-1, 2(n+1)/2-1, -1,
2n+1and hence the values for [0(a, b)(T)+ 1]2 are when there is a sidelobe
@ and 0 when there is no sidelobe, Thus,
2n_2
[0(a,b)(T)+l] 2 = (x+y).2 n+l
¢ 1.=0
or
2n.2
['e(a,b)(1")+ I]2
_---o _o2+2?-e+(2n- 1)
¢ (x+y) = =2n+l 2n+1
Autocorrelation i
In this case, o_lr system of equations is:
£ ,
-- 2n.2
' (2(n+1)/2 1)2x (2 {I "+1)2 + y - + z = _ e2(g,g)(1.) - (2n-1) 2
1"=0
2nx +y +z = -2
.(2(n+1)/2+i) (2(n+1)/2 2n-2• x +y -1) - z = _ e(g,g)(1.)-(2n-I)
1.=0
Solving this system of equations, we obtain:
• _e 2 - (_e)12(n+l)/2-2) - (22n- 2n - 2(n+1)/2 + l)
2n+2
IO _e2 + (_e) (2(n+I)/2+2) " (22n " 2n + 2(n+1)/2 + I)y = 2n+2 .......
I
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(3.Z 2n - 2n+2 - 2n+1) - _o 2 - 2_0
_'. --'- _,,, , ,,8 ,,,=
2n+lI
As in the case of the cross-correlation function, the number of
sidelobes in the autocorrelmtion _unc_ion of a Gold code, x+y, may be
@ obtainedmore directly.
_2(n+1)/2 2(n+I)/2The possible values for O(a,b)_1.) are -I, -I, -l,
2n-I_'= 0),and hence the valuesfor [e(a,b)(v)+1]2 are 2n+l when there
isa sidelobe,0 when there isno sidelobe,and 22n (for1.= 0). Thus, we
have
l
2n.2
[0(a.b)(v)+1]2 = 22n + (_+y)2n+l
I"=0
g
or
_'_-O2 + 2_-_0- (22n - 2n + 1)
(x+y) = 2n+_
The requiredcomputationtoobtainthesidelobedistributioninthe
cross-correlationofGold codes may be reduced by notingthatthe sidelobe
J
structureisthe same for thepairofcodes gt,gs and g2kt,g2ks forany k.
@ This follows from the fact that
2n.2 2n_2 2
02(gt, gs)(r) = _ 0 (g2kt, g2ks)(1.)I"=0 I"=0 I.
$ and
2n.2 2n_2
_" 0(gt'gs)(1.)= _ 0(g2kt'g2ks)(1.) i
1.=0 r=0 [
!
• and the number of sidelobesof each kindisseen from the previously [
derivedfor-nulastodepend only upon these quantities.Thus, inthe
example given for n= 3, thetablesofinputdatamay be reduced to:
"o
$
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0 0 (gi' gi ) ' O(gjogj)
0 1 2 3 4 5 tS
( 0 103 55 31
4 1 71 39 79 39 47 15C
3 119 15 23 23
e(gi)'o(g J)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 25 -15 5
1 9 9 -3 9 -3 -3
C
3 1 -3 1 1
The table of sidelobe distributions becomes:
! 2 3 4 5 6
0 (0,6,0) (2,0,5) (0,3,4)
1 (0,2,4) (0,4,3) (2,3,2) (0,4,3) (1,2,4) (0,1,6)¢:
3 (2,2,2) (0,1,6) (0,2,5) (0,2,5)
A. 5.5 FURTHER PROPERTIES OF GOLD CODES
Result: Let G(a, b) be a family of Gold codes of period 2 n- I generated
by the characteristic maximal linear sequences a0, b 0 . Denote
gi = a0 + bi" Let Ta be the sequence obtained from a by sampling
• every other ferm. Then, Tk(gi ) = gi. 2n-k"
Proof:
wk(gt )
Tk(a 0 + b i)
Tka 0 + Tkbi
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,_ aQ + bi.2_.k by sampling propertyof characteristic
@ maximal sequences
gi.2n'k
Exam pie: A Gold familyofcodes ofperiod24-I = 15 isgivenbelow.
6
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
go 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 ! 1 0 0
g! 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
g2 I 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
g3 1 I 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 0 I I 0 0
g4 1 0 I I I I I I I 1 " 1 0 0 0
g5 0 1 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0
g6 1 0 I 0 0 0 0 1 0 I I 0 0 0 1
g7 0 1 I 1 0 I 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 I 0
g8 I I 0 I I 0 1 I 1 0 1 0 ! 0 I
"- g9 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
g10 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
g11 0 1 0 1 0 I 0 0 1 1 1 I 0 0 1
g12 I 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1
g13 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 I I 1 I 0 1 I 0
g14 0 0 1 0 1 1 I 0 0 0 I I I 0 1
6
We notethat
Tg I = T(I11001101...) = II011.,.
6 = g8 = "
_'1 "34-1
Result: Let G(a,b)be a familyc"Gold codes ofperiod ,'. 1 generated
by the characteristicmaximal linearsequences a0'b0 . Denote
P_ gi = a0 _'"bi' Then,
1 '
{O(gs, gt)lr)lr-- 0,1,... ,2n-l} = {Olg2ks, g2kt)lr)lr= 0olo... o2n-1}
for any k.
O
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(_ e(g s, gt)(_)
@
(no " nl) (gs + (gt)l ")
(n0- n1)(a 0+b +a r+s bt+r)
0
(n o - n1) Tn-k(a0 + b + a r + since n0-n 1 in sampled sequence
s bt+r) = n0-n 1 in original _quence
(no - nl)(a0+bs. 2k+ aT. 2k+bt.2 k+T'2 k)
,5
!
i (no - nl ) (gs- 2k + (gt. 2kit. 2k )
!_ 0(gs • 2 k" gt. 2k)(r" 2k)
ic
As r goes through the numbers 0,1,... 2n-l, so does r-2 _,
although in a different order. Thus, the result follows.
f
• .iC, : This latter result shows that the set of correlation values for gs
!_ and gt is the same as the set of correlation values for -_g2t,s and g2k t, and
•' hence the equations:!
iC_ 2n- 2 2n- 2
J _ 02(g s,gt)(r) = _ 02(g2ks ,g2kt)(r)1"=0 "r=O
and
0 2n-2 2n_2
0(g s,gt )(r) = _ 0(g2k s,g2kt )(r)
v=0 T=0
I_ Using the above results, the data of Table 2 may be reduced to
that of the following table.
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G Table 3. Reduced Listing of Cross-Correlation Values
D
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 11 12 13 14
( 0 623 183 183 135 183 255 135 239 183 135 255 239 135 239 239
(
• 1 479 287 239 191 199 271 311 287 79 167 119 143 215 215
3 447 143 151 191 295 271 191 311 231 287 199 199
5 463 311 223 167 311 271 159 151 223 159
8
7 367 215 199 159 143 199 303 143
e
G
t
t
D
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: APPENDIX B. 5
• PHASE SHIFT OBTAINED BY ADDITION MODULO 2
OF OUTPUT SEQUENCE AND OUTPUT OF Kth TAP
The following table contains the phase shift obtained when the
{ t maximal sequence of period 218-1 generated by the shift register cor-
t 0 responding to file listed maximal polynomial is added modulo-2 to the
O: phase-shifted version of the same sequence available at each of the
8 stages of the shift register.
: The shift register configuration is illustrated below.
8 fTh
t ,_)
=o
AI@A_. = A¢(k)
! The table lists the phase shift _(k) obtained when the sequence A 1 is
S added to the sequence Ak obtained at the kth stage of the shift register.
For the 100 maximal codes listed, the tap k=lO will yield a
= maximum phase shift of more than 20,000 chips. The maximum number
i
of feedback taps required for any of the 112 listed generators is 8.
D
"o
y
I _ . l i Vii i i Ji llil I ILill il ] ....:, i,<, T I i I,_ _ : I i i ,, I_ - ' i
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POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
  GIST£ SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
o K PHI(K)
1000047 2 125939
1000047 3 10165
1000047 q 112241
B 1000047 5 20330
1000047 6 96872
1000047 7 37661
1000047 8 30g47
1000047 q 40660
1000047 10 9_672
8 1000047 1! 68399
1000047 12 28005
1000047 I_ 75_22
1000047 14 23897
1000047 !5 618q4
1000047 16 16045
10000_7 17 81320
1000047 18 21624
'
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
C SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER S_COND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
411 1431503 2 960R0
1431503 3 682,R3
1431503 4 113163
1431503 5 125577
1431503 6 116535
14315"}3 7 _5817
II 1431503 8 116062
1431503 9 1098q
1431503 10 35520,
1431503 11 24073
1431503 12 74626
1431503 13 71634
1431503 14 913021431503 15 30019
1431503 16 107836
1_31503 17 21978
1431503 18 4590q
O
- I_ r .,k- i , , ...._ II , -.- '"_
"' - " 1977022406-308
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t
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
BEGISTER SECOND
0 'rAP CONNECTIONS TAP
• Z PHI(K)
1012633 2 43572
1012633 3 87144
1012633 q 127381
1012633 5 87855
8 1012633 6 45227
1012633 7 7381
1012633 8 13863
1012633 9 86433
1012633 10 100097
1012633 11 90454
0 1012633 12 102506
1012633 13 14762
1012633 14 118450
1012633 15 27726
1012633 16 58664
O 1012633 17 892771012633 18 31935
POSITION PiIASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
• REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
101""15 2 45391
@ 1012715 3 90782
_J12715 4 126062
1012715 5 80579
1012715 6 20544
1012715 7 10019
• 1012715 8 39541012715 9 100985
1012715 10 37927
101_715 11 41088
1012715 12 58801
1012715 13 20038
1012715 14 122582
O0 1012715 15 79081012715 6 97624
1012715 17 60173
1012715 18 56405
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POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SIIIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
D TAP CONNECTIONS TAPK PHI(K)
10!"_551 2 62969
1010551 3 125938
1010551 4 82800
• 1010551 5 10267
1010551 6 26517
1010551 ? 96543
1010551 8 831
1010551 9 205311
1010551 10 20125
II 1010551 11 53034
1010551 12 ?6220
1010551 13 6905?
10 ',0551 14 127531
1010551 15 !662
1010551 16 65374
II 1010551 17 41068 ;
1010551 18 26830 _.
"J i
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
t SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K}
I 1101063 2 37843
1101063 3 75686
1101063 _, 98881
1101063 5 110771
1101o63 6 130o85
1101063 ? 64381
• 1101063 a 47534
1101063 9 40601
1101063 10 12790Q
1101063 11 1973
1101063 12 26414
1101063 13 !28762
O0 1101063 14 189431101063 !5 950681101063 16 IOQ918
1101063 17 81202
110106"_ 18 69"/98
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POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SiIIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
) REGISTER SECOND
C TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1010463 2 28668
1010463 3 57336
O 1010463 4 119485
1010463 5 1111672
1010U63 6 104310
1010463 7 23173
1010463 8 102626
1010463 9 32799 '
,-: 1010463 10 124686
' 1010463 11 53523
1010_63 12 71542
I 1010463 13 46346 i
1010463 I_ 115389
1010463 15 56891
!,--. 1010463 16 65488
1010463 17 65598
. 1010463 18 115013
1
t L, _ i
I POSITION PHASE SIIlFT OFC SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1011267 2 65808
1011267 3 130527
1011267 4 5684
1011267 5 1089
1011267 6 39749
S 1011267 7 11368
1011267 8 52355
1011267 9 2178
1011267 10 48528
1011267 11 79448
1011267 12 43678
1011267 13 22738
1011267 14 441291011267 15 104710
1011267 16 73446
1011267 17 4356
1011267 18 129074
r I
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POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K) I
1010313 2 69277
1010313 3 123589
• 1010313 4 6_382
1010313 5 14965
1010313 6 123891
1010313 7 128764
1010313 8 2663
1010313 9 29930
1 1010313 10 122601
1010313 11 14361
1010313 12 53592
1010313 13 46!5
1010313 14 4o05a
1010313 15 5326
g 1010313 16 5594
1010313 17 59860
i 1010313 18 77369
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
¢
1125611 2 110099
1125611 3 4!945
1125611 4 1533
1125611 5 83890
1125611 6 82283
t 1125611 7 3065
1125611 8 39706
1125611 q q4363
1125511 10 130803
1125611 1t 97577
1125611 12 129371
0 1125611 13 6132
1125611 14 1235_7
1125611 15 79412
1125611 16 123310
1125611 17 73417
1125611 18 22468
D
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POSITION PHASE SIIIFT OF
d:'_'i SHIFT OF SUH SEOUENCE -
_j REGISTER SECOND
. • TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
' K PitI(K) }
1010211 2 127056
1010211 3 8031
6 1010211 4 5259g
1010211 5 16062
1010211 6 107711
1010211 7 105198
1010211 8 17771
1010211 9 32124
C 1010211 10 42628 1
1010211 11 46721
1010211 !2 _7123 5
1010211 13 51747
1010211 14 98726
1010211 15 35542
;;; 1010211 16 121897
4_1010211 17 6 .....
1010211 18 2180
i
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PH:(K)
@
1011333 2 125793 ]1011333 3 105571011333 4 108o58
1011333 5 21114
1011333 6 2463
1011333 7 46027 _.i
g 1011333 8 81832
1011333 9 42228
1011333 10 121824
1011333 11 4926
1011333 12 70058
O0 1011333 13 920511
1011333 14 116935
5 8479 I"
1011333 16 38478
1011333 17 84456
1011333 18 103740
--_ I I I I IlL 4 - I I_ II I _ _ ..........
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POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
O REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
• K PHI(K)
J
1010163 2 108919 +
I 1010163 3 44305
• 1010163 4 710271010163 5 88610
1010163 6 15978 j.
1010163 7 120089
1010163 8 63469 --
1010163 9 84923
1010163 !0 81188
• 1010163 11 31956
1010163 12 6569 !1010163 13 21965
1010163 IU 70101
1010163 15 126938
1010163 !6 24856
$ 1010163 17 922q7 i
1010163 18 71392
i
i
" i!
P
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
8 SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
• 1011533 2 109089
1011533 3 43965
1011533 4 85850
1011533 5 87930
1011533 6 40236
1011533 7 904_3
• 1011533 8 62483
1011533 9 86283
1011533 10 61209
10115"]3 11 80472
1011533 12 68904
1011533 13 81257
O0 1011533 14 368281011533 15 1249661011533 16 82924
1011533 17 89577
1011533 18 116317
O
" ' _ .... I ' '- ]i " _ i
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POSITION PHASE SIIIFTOF
SHIFT OF SUH SEOUENCE
REG£STER SECOND
f_ TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
D K PHI(K) /
1010133 2 104694 _'
1010133 3 52755
1010133 4 77029
8 1010133 5 105510
1010133 6 101908 /
1010133 7 108085
1010133 8 I0882_
1010133 9 51123
1010133 10 36812
C 1010133 11 58327
1010133 12 _6132
1010133 13 z_5973
1010133 14 10648
1010133 15 44495 1
1010133 16 102832 !C 1010133 17 102246
1010133 18 11_20
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
@ 1011553 2 101729
1011553 3 58685
1011553 4 37512
1011553 5 117370
1011553 6 122981
1011553 7 75024
S 1011553 8 33214
1011553 9 27403
1011553 10 66194
1011553 11 16181
1011553 12 72743
1011553 13 112095
O0 1011553 14 4ll2331011553 15 664281011553 16 50628
1011553 17 54806
1011553 18 85278
O
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O
: POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
, SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
" _... REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
D K PHI(K)
1011347 2 26633
i 1011347 3 53266
1011347 4 34128
1011347 5 106532
1011347 6 90465
1011347 7 68256
1011347 8 130139
1011347 9 49079
1011347 1o 53036
1o11347 11 81213
1011347 12 109728
i ! 1011347 13 125631
1011347 14 103457
1011347 15 1865
1011347 16 102654
C 1011347 17 98158
1347 8 30199
!
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
C REGISTER S_COND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
¢ 1116115 2 _91461116115 3 98292
1116115 4 79151
1116115 5 65559
1116115 6 109802
1116115 7 103841
" 1116115 8 41796
S 1116115 9 131025
1116115 10 74q58
1116115 11 42539
1116115 12 73403
1116115 13 54461
1116115 14 109218
1116115 15 835921116115 16 92552
1116115 17 93 .
1116115 18 115775
@
1977022406-316
D 5-74
_ POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
i[]_ REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1011261 2 65170
1011261 3 130340
1011261 4 103440
8 1011261 5 1463
1011261 6 6539
1011261 7 55263
1011261 8 40815
1011261 9 2926
1011261 10 104408
1011261 11 13078 !
1011261 12 110441
' 1011261 13 110526
1011261 14 79925
" I011261 15 81630
g 1011261 16 17499 ,1011261 17 5852
I 1011261 IS 46245
• %
• %
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF i
"C SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER S_CON[, !
I
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP ,:
X PHI(K)
t 1011571 2 120780
1011571 3 20583
1011571 4 121799
1011571 5 41166
1011571 6 123121
1011571 7 18545
8 1011571 8 33727
1011571 9 82332
1011571 10 102103
1011571 11 15901
1011571 12 25502
1011571 13 37090
1011571 1_ 28367
1011571 15 67454
1011571 16 56_81 i
1011571 17 97479 i1011571 18 8166O
1977022406-317
-I
D 5-75
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
# K PHI(K)
1012527 2 107643 i_ '_
1012527 3 46857 _ -
1012527 4 112118
$ 1012527 5 937141012527 6 85834
1012527 7 37907 _'
1012527 8 62 !-."'
1012527 9 74715
1012527 10 97306
1012527 11 90475
¢ 10125_7 12 31364
[ 1012527 13 758144 2_72
1012527 15 124
1012527 16 122007
I$ 1012527 17 1127131012527 18 46975
I'
POSITION PIIASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PIII(K)
1O12547 2 3973
I _ 1012547 3 7946
101254"_ 4 80251
1012547 5 15892
10125_7 6 25576
1012547 7 101641
1012547 8 79868
@ 10125#47 9 3_784
1012547 10 82029
1012547 11 51152
1012541 12 94429
1012547 1'_ 58861
1012547 1:1 89109
10125_7 15 10240710125q7 16 128621
10125_7 17 63568
1012547 18 9903
I)
1977022406-318
5-76
t
POSITION PRASE S!{IFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
0 TAP COI_NECTIONS TAP
I K PHI( )
1007705 2 119517
1007705 3 23109 L
1007705 4 67235
l 1007705 5 46218
1007705 6 194_5
1007705 7 127673
1007705 8 62063
1007705 9 92436
100 :05 10 88320
l 1007705 11 38890
1007705 12 75428
1007705 13 6797
1007705 14 8860
1007705 15 124126
10077G5 16 30767
1007705 17 77271
1007705 18 130631
d_
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEODENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1012363 2 79592
1012363 3 102959
1012363 4 116388
1012363 5 56225
1012363 6 39135
1012363 7 29367
1012363 8 :29619
1012363 9 112450
I 1012363 10 106369
1012363 11 78270
1012363 12 33952
1012363 13 58734
1012363 14 69808
_012363 15 2905
I 1012363 16 91035
• 0 1012363 17 37243
1012363 18 57988
' 1977022406-319
' POSITION PIIASESHIFT OF
O SHIFT OF SU_4SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIOHS TAP
K PHZ(z)
| 1013525 2 5q4_0
1013525 3 108880
1013525 4 86343
1013525 5 4q383
1013525 6 56316
1013525 7 89457
1013525 8 98147
1013525 9 88766
1013525 10 43037
1013525 11 112632
1013525 12 1348
1013525 13 83229
1013525 14 Z15498
1013525 15 65849
1013525 16 68680
1013525 17 .84611
1013525 18 29623
L.I
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1201011 2 89998
1201011 3 82147
1201011 , 19196
1201011 5 97849
1201011 6 75595
1201011 7 38392
1201011 8 125173
1201011 9 664_5
1201011 10 38185
_201011 11 110953
I701011 12 2333
i 1201011 13 76784
m,%. 1201011 14 92305
U 1201011 15 11797
1_01011 16 11q324 r_
1201011 17 129253
1201011 18 68333
l
1977022406-320
e q
t0 5-78
POSITION PHASE SIIIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCEREGISTER SECOND
S TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHZ(K)
1007543 2 124152
I0075113 3 13839
¢ 1007543 4 101302
1007543 5 27678
1007543 6 16408
1007543 7 59539
1007543 8 28526
1007543 9 55356 |
C 1007543 10 117247 I1007543 11 32816
1007543 12 56175 II 1007543 !3 119078 ,
1007543 Ill 16287 1
1007543 15 57052 !
1007543 16 128516 !£;
1007543 17 110712
1007543 18 34854 !
t
t
1
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF !
C SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCEREGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1013625 2 33103
1013625 3 66206
1013625 4 37898
1013625 5 129731
1013625 6 50960
1013525 7 75?96
@ 1013625 8 11097
1013625 9 2681
1013625 10 98985
1013625 11 101920
1013625 12 111316
1013625 13 110551
1013625 14 30138
1013625 15 22194
25 6 9 10
1013625 17 5362
1013625 18 116167
O
........ ' -"-........... _ " __:.T___Z._ ..................1"-.........
1977022406-321
5-79
POSITION PHkSE SHIFT OF
_ SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE ;REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
._
1007501 2 8995 "
1007501 3 17990
1007501 4 126325
Z_
1007501 5 35980 _ -:'_
1007501 6 37480
1007501 7 9493 _ _'_
1007501 8 97298 i
1007501 9 71960
1007501 10 46045
1007501 11 74960
1007501 12 125775
1007501 13 18986
1007501 14 11869_
1007501 15 67547
l 1007501 16 30116
1007501 17 118223
1007501 18 121642 %
t-
!
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
t SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K) i
I 1014555 2 120780
1014555 3 20583
1014555 4 99265
1014555 5 41166
1014555 6 1139
I01a555 7 63613
I 1014555 8 26300 "
1014555 9 82332
1014555 10 49892
1014555 11 2278 -,
1014555 12 120376
1014555 13 127226
O0 1014555 14 9609• 1014555 15 536001014555 16 104233
1014555 17 97479
1014555 18 95955
1
1
1977022406-322
5-80
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
O SHIFT OF SUM SECUENCEREGISTER SECOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1007;;17 2 47663
1007417 3 95326
I 1007417 4 4784
1007417 5 7149!
1007417 6 11606)
1007417 7 9568
1007417 8 44697
1007417 9 119161
t 1007417 10 91623
1007417 11 30005
1007417 12 95394
1007417 13 19136 11007417 14 111168 |
1007417 15 89394
1007417 16 _7278
I 1007417 17 23821
1007417 18 18781 i
JE-
_'.9 !
J
I POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
e
1716201 2 111722
1716201 3 38699
1716201 4 115196
I 1716201 5 77398
1716201 6 122836
• 1716201 7 31751
1716201 8 3357
1716201 9 107347
1716201 10 124677
1716201 11 16471
1716201 12 82084
IO 1716201 13 63502
1716201 14 28953
5 6714
1716201 16 90728
1716201 17 47449
1716201 18 76794
1977022406-323
D 5-81 ,
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
0 REGISTER SRCOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1007315 2 20641
1007315 3 41282
t 1007315 4 43663
1007315 5 82564
1007315 6 24679
1007315 7 87326
1007315 8 67491
1007315 9 97015
8 1007315 10 12451,
1007315 11 49358
1007315 12 20716
1007315 13 87491
1007315 14 78725
1007315 15 127161
1007315 16 31200
g 1007315 17 68113
1007315 18 2810
i ,_ _
¢
' POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
;: _ SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
: REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
• 1015037 2 123111
1015037 3 15921
1015037 4 29670
1015037 5 31842
1015037 6 61993
1015037 7 59340
• 1015037 8 110272
1015037 9 63684
1015037 10 25407
1015037 11 123986
1015037 12 38778
1015037 13 118680
1015037 14 23157
1015037 15 41599
37 6 116340
1015037 17 127368
1015037 18 16787
1977022406-324
t
• 5-82
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
_ SHIFT OF _UM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1007263 2 49910
1007253 3- 99820
$ 1007263 4 7386
1007263 5 62503
1007263 6 128667
1007263 7 I_772
1007263 8 60767
1007263 9 125006
t 1007263 10 7q938
1007263 11 .809
1007263 12 113194
1007263 13 29544
1007263 I_ 3_789
1007263 15 121534
C 1007263 16 74419
1007263 17 12131
1007263 !8 112531
_ _ POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
, SHI_T OF SUM SEOUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K) i
8 1230121 2 55144
1230121 3 110288 I1230121 4 111085
1230121 5 41567
1230121 6 99045
• 1230121 7 39973
1230121 8 67113
1230121 9 B3134
1230121 10 53510
1230121 11 64053
1230121 12 I07694
1230121 13 79946 '
1230121 14 6656 i
21 5 127 17
1230121 16 84263
1230121 17 95875
1230121 18 58527
1977022406-325
• 5-83
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
0 TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
• K PHI(K)
I01_365 2 24048
1014365 3 56096
1014365 4 17471
@ 1014365 5 116142
1014365 6 136_5
1014365 7 34942
1014365 8 10503
1014365 9 29759
-I 1014365 10 384281014365 11 2?290
t 1014365 12 103669
1014365 13 69884 !
1014365 14 24555
1014365 15 21006 1
1014365 16 15851 i
1014365 17 59518 i
@ 1014365 18 127041 i
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
$ SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
@ I014_75 2 56737
I01_475 3 11347_
1014475 4 101120
1014475 5 35195
1014475 6 10464
1014475 7 59403
@ 1014475 8 60239
1014475 9 70390
1014475 10 33738
1014475 11 20928
1014475 12 31333
I014_75 13 119806
1014475 14 56454
0 1014475 15 1204786 85344
10144?5 17 121363
I014_75 18 118672
-- | II ----
"'i - l'' 'i
-" 1977022406-326
5-84
%
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF !
SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE i
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PIII(K) :"
1007165 2 18934
1007165 3 37868
! 1007165 4 21299
i 1007165 5 75736
k8 1007165 6 45044
1007165 7 425q8
1007165 8 78255
1007165 g 110671
1007165 10 45q41
1007165 11 90088
¢ 1007165 12 36499
1007165 13 85196
1007165 I_ 114847
1007165 15 105633
1007165 16 7680
1007165 17 40801
C 1007165 18 794q
Y
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF '_
SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
@" REGISTER SECOND i
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1141703 2 11448
• 1141703 3 22896
1141703 4 79557
1141703 5 45792
1141703 6 17201 }
11_1703 7 103029 "_'•
1141703 8 3143 _
• 1141703 9 91584 .
1141703 10 30125
1141703 11 34402
1141703 12 468_6
1141703 13 56085
1141703 14 4865
1141703 15 62861141703 16 50153 !111.11703 17 75975
1141703 18 122016
I)
-- 1977022406-327
5-85
i
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
¢_ REGISTER SECONDTAP CONNECTIONS TAP
I K PHI(K)
1007121 2 25635
1007121 3 51270
1007121 4 127449
I 1007121 5 102540
1007121 6 82629
1007121 ? 7245
1001121 8 103140
1007121 9 57063
1007121 10 57531
Q 1007121 11 96885
1007121 12 55203
1001121 13 14490
1007121 14 92893
1001121 15 55863
100712! 16 19152
• 1007121 17 114126
1007121 18 114621
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAPK PHI(K)
1021553 2 47405
S 1021553 3 9_810
1021553 4 22061
1021553 5 72523
1021553 6 43913
1021553 7 44122
1021553 8 6934
1 1021553 9 117097
1021553 10 26391
1021553 11 87826
1021553 12 103968
1021553 13 8824_
1021553 1_ 32423
1021553 15 13868
I 0 1021553 16 726427 279 q
1021553 18 85283
O
__, , _ .... _--------,--_-- , . --r 3211977022406-
• 5-86
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAPK PHI(K)
1001705 2 32336
1001705 3 64672
6 1001705 4 832411001705 5 129344
1001705 6 11748?
1001705 7 45561
1001705 8 130516
1001705 9 3455
1001705 10 83753
1001705 11 27177 i
1001705 12 49645
1001705 13 71021
1001705 14 10146
1001705 15 1111
C 1001705 16 127090
1001705 !7 6910
1001705 18 129001
&LJ
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
!
1020277 2 46819
8 1020277 3 93638
1020277 4 1270
1020277 5 74867
1020277 6 80681
1020277 7 2540
1020277 8 124474
• 1020277 9 112409
1020277 10 22264
1020277 11 100781
1020277 12 119810
1020277 13 5080
1020277 14 80814
1020277 15 131951020277 16 997831020277 17 37325
1020277 18 116410
O
1977022406-329
. POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCEREGISTER SECOND
I TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1001661 2 36517
1001661 3 73034
S 1001661 4 74422
1001661 5 116075
1001661 6 80742
1001661 7 113299
1001661 8 128084
1001661 9 2q993
¢ 1001661 10 59945
1001661 11 100659
1001661 12 30346
1001661 13 35545
1001661 14 22633
1001661 15 5q75
8 1001661 16 19777
1001661 17 59986
1001661 18 31680
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
I SHIRT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
I 1017611 2 6338
1017611 3 12676
1017611 4 16649
1017611 5 25352
1017611 6 39888
1017611 7 33298
t 1017611 8 29767
1017611 9 50704
1017611 10 113772
1017611 11 7q776
1017611 12 14667
1017611 13 66596
1017611 14 165361017611 15 595341017611 16 32361
1017611 17 101408
1017611 18 35877
l
1977022406-330
m
5-88
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUH SEQUENCE
0 REGISTER SECOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1001651 2 69796
1001651 3 122551
I 1001651 4 86167
1001651 5 17041
1001651 6 117179
1001651 7 89809
1001651 8 127190
"001651 9 34082
¢ 1001651 10 106789
1001651 11 27785
1001651 12 396
1001651 13 82525
1001651 14 311309
1001651 15 7763
C 1001651 !6 107267
1001651 17 68164
1001651 18 55203
_., )
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
f, SrlIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
o K PHI(K)
g 1017511 2 11550 ,
1J17511 3 23100
1017511 4 92066
1017511 5 46200
1017511 6 40153
1017511 7 78011
• 1017511 8 119271
1017511 9 92q00
1017511 10 103124
1017511 11 80306
1017511 12 67560
1017511 13 106121
1017511 1_ 66q81
1017511 15 23601
6 107278
1017511 17 77343
1017511 18 85645
........................ I | - ,
1977022406-331
I 5-89
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SE(vUENCE
O REGISTER SECOND
O TAP COrrECTIONS TA_
I( PHI(K) ; :
1001631 2 471;_1
1001631 3 94242
S 1001631 4 85047 , -
1001631 5 73659 _ ;
1001631 6 105792 J '
10016311 7 920119 _,,,.
1001631 8 7_q59
1001631 9 114825
¢ 1001631 10 65712
10_1631 11 5055q
1001631 12 94826
, 100'1631 13 78045
! 100¶63 _. 1_ 556_3
Too16 1 1t82
'- 8083o,
f0016)I 1_' 32_93
.IPO016_t 8 106827
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
.e_IFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
RE_ISTER SECOND
TAP CONNEC21ONS TAP
K r'_ PHI(K)
t T0t7311 2 80078 _
1017311 3 101987 ;:
1017311 q 10597q "'
1017311 5 58169 ;i
f01731I 6 107136
1017311 7 5C185
• 1017311 8 52205
10173_1 9 116338
1017311 10 58281
I01?311 11 L17871 i
1017311 12 111209
1017311 13 100370
1017311 14 59368
0 1017311 15 10_4t0 ! "
1017311 16 :_6116
1017311 17 29:t67
1017311 18 67189
'"""I" ,_ -'-_ ' ...... . j _7'-i --- " - ._ ...._ l ........ , t,-,,--,_--._ -_-= _,_ib "
1977022406-332
|
5-90
PoszTio. PHASE SHIFT OF
S.I_T OF SU_ SEQUENCERECISTER S_CO_D
I TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1001625 2 16096
1001625 3 32192
I 1001625 q 62795
1001625 5 64384
1001625 6 76569
1001625 7 125590
1001625 8 32458
1001625 9 128768
8 1001625 10 112799
1001625 I_ 109005
1001625 12 71q23
1001625 13 10963
25 _ 90666
I 1001625 15 64q16
8 1001625 16 119862
25 7 _607
i 1001625 18
123
j,3
POSITIOn; PHASE SHIFT OF
Q SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
• 1017161 2 20270
1017161 3 a0540
1017161 4 100996
1017161 5 81080
1017161 6 1170
1017161 7 60151
• 1017161 8 98141
1017161 9 99983
1017161 10 123092
1017161 11 2340
1017161 12 25295
1017161 13 120302
1017161 lq 148411017161 15 65861
1017161 16 39012
1017161 17 62177
1017161 18 Q3349
,I
1977022406-333
1 1 i ' '_V I | - -T _ I
/
5-91
POSITIL,w PHASE SHIFT OF
_ SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCEREGISTER SECOND
# TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1001607 2 41857
1001607 3 83714
i I00]607 4 247341001607 5 94715
1001607 6 76652
1001607 7 4q468
1001607 8 17132
1001607 9 72713
• 1001607 10 774471001607 11 108830
1001607 12 68362
1001607 13 98936
: 1001607 14 120869
, 1001607 15 34264
1001607 16 121992
S 1001607 17 116717 i"
, 1001607 18 93803
I"7 i
POSITION PHASE SIIIFT OF
@ SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND !
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP _
K PHI(K) -_
t 1017071 2 104367 _
1017071 3 52403
1017071 4 35443
1017071 5 104818 _
ICJ_071 6 121608
1017071 7 70886
• 1017071 8 80471
1017071 9 52507
1017071 10 25412
1017071 11 18927
1017071 12 24920
1017071 13 120371
• 1017071 14 15524
• _ 1017071 15 101201
1017071 16 18779
1017071 17 I05014
1017071 18 12674
O
1977022406-334
I .5-92
?OS1TION PHASE "TIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM S_ "ENCE
_: REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
I K PHI(_)
1001567 2 103393
1001567 3 55357
1001567 _ 59109
I 1001567 5 110714
1001567 6 113709
1001567 7 118218
1001567 8 1800
1001567 9 40715
1001567 10 130143
It 1001567 11 34725
1001567 12 108128
1001567 13 25707
1001567 14 123389
1001567 15 3600
1001567 16 67577
II "D01567 17 81430
1001567 18 87968
:!
POSITION PHtSE S_I_'T OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
8 REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
z PHI(K)
8 1016705 2 65052
1016705 3 130104
1016705 4 107853
1016705 5 1935
1016705 6 111638
1016705 7 46437
i 1016705 8 57146
1016705 9 3870
1016705 10 95338
1016705 11 38867
1016705 12 96974
1016705 13 92874
1016705 14 7U671
I_ 1016705 15 1142926705 6 07 39
1016705 17 7740
1016705 18 36549
l
1977022406-335
•wr_ _'x,_¢_'a_'_ .,_t_.t._,,_F_.. _ _._ _ -_--_,:_,_J_k-
O 5-93
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUII SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND ._TAP CONN CTIONS TAP
# , K PHI(K)
1021473 2 67392
1021473 3 127359
1021473 4 90960
I 1021473 5 74251021473 6 18_08
1021473 7 80223
1021473 8 83430
1021473 9 14850
1021473 10 95561
t I021_173 11 364161021473 12 13695
1021473 13 101697
1021473 14 42897
1021473 15 95283
1021473 16 48768
@ 1021473 17 29700
1021473 18 32705
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUH SEQUENCE
• REGISTER SECOND
T_P CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
@ 1021_75 2 56372
1021_75 3 112744
1021475 _ 108654
1021475 5 36555
1021475 6 18502
1021475 7 44835
I 10214?5 8 68180
1021475 9 73310
1021_75 10 111502
1021475 11 37004
1021475 12 23028
1021475 13 89670
1021475 14 81196
O0 1021475 15 1257836 12648
1021475 17 115523
1021475 18 16332
@
$'l'
1977022406-336
l 5-94
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCEREGISTER SECOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1001453 2 25624
1001453 3 51248
t 1001453 _ 114933
1001453 5 102496
1001453 6 71640
1001453 7 32277
1001453 8 77703
1001453 9 57151
l 1001453 10 62504
1001453 11 118863
1001453 12 874o3
1001453 13 64554
I00!_53 14 18q03
1001453 15 106737
6 1001453 !6 637_8
I00!_53 17 114302
1001453 18 8340_
e POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SBOUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(KI
t
1133015 2 28277
1133015 3 56554
1133015 4 6704_
1133015 5 113109
1133015 6 56421
$ 1133015 7 128055
1133015 8 74148
1133015 9 35927
1133015 10 74581
1133015 11 112842
1133015 12 112659
IlO 1133015 1] 6033
1133015 14 12677
1133015 15 113847
113_0!5 16 112120
1133015 !7 71854
1133015 18 12630
.I
1977022406-337
?5-95
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE "
REGISTER SECOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAPK PHI(K)
1001427 2 52744
1001427 3 !05_88
t00!_27 z_ 1085_2
@ 100!427 5 51167
I001627 6 q1126
1001427 7 _,979 1
1001427 8 53263
1001h27 9 10233_
1001427 10 130092
@ 1001_27 11 79891
1001_27 12 5_116
1001_27 13 89958
100t_27 1_ 41060
1001427 15 106526
1001_27 16 69839
I 1001_27 17 57_75
1001427 18 341_1
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
¢ SHZ_T OF SUH SEOUEi_CE
BEGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
II 1101533 2 5685
1101533 3 11370
1101533 _4 33792
1101533 5 22740
1101533 6 9596
1101533 7 67584
@ 1101533 8 41333
1101533 9 U,5_80
1101533 10 91020
1101533 11 19192
1101533 12 36154
1101533 13 126975
1101533 111 1284201101533 15 826661101533 16 12L12tl
1101533 17 90950
1101533 18 826_
4t
1977022406-338
5-96
POSITION PIIASE SHIFT OF
_. SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCEREGISTER SECOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1001361 2 8790
1001361 3 17580
• 1001361 4 18210
1001361 5 35160
1001361 6 18158
1001361 7 36420
1001361 8 42786 _ "
1001361 9 70320 I
8 1001361 10 94465 |
1001361 !I 36316
1001361 12 48857
1001361 13 72840
1001361 14 120952 j
1001361 15 85572 |
S 1001361 16 699"5 i
1001361 17 121503 !
1001361 18 8591 i
!
1
e POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF I}
SHIFT OF SUN SEQUENCE i
REGISTER SECOND _
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP i
K PHI(K) i
1402335 2 97889 !
1402335 3 66365i
1402335 _ 35344
1402335 5 129413
1402335 6 2884
I 1402335 7 70688
1402335 B 40059
1402335 q 3317
1402335 10 q2879
1402335 11 5768
1402335 12 129880
1402335 13 120767
1402335 14 50377
5 8 118
1402335 16 33787
1402335 17 6634
1402335 18 84390
@
-- II III IIII II
it _ J Ill I -] .....
I
1977022406-339
. -.. • • . , ' • .
__..,_._......L ......1 I _I........I__9'-__---]__
D 5-97 IPOSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
D _AP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1001253 2 74810
1001253 3 112523
$ 1001253 4 6q711
1001253 5 _7097
1001253 6 16611
1001253 7 122721
1001253 8 76258
1001253 9 74194
$ 1001253 10 39646
1001253 11 3322_ !
1001253 12 92197 1
1001253 13 16701 I
1001253 14 9903a
1001253 15 109627 I
I 1001253 16 7262
1001253 17 113755
1001253 18 19513
8 POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF {
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K) _'
l
1301323 2 43456
1301323 3 86912
1301323 4 97346
1301323 5 88319
1301323 6 128775
l 1301323 7 67451
1301323 8 17183
1301323 9 85505
1301323 10 25494
1301323 11 4593
1301323 12 80615
1301323 13 127241
1301323 14 90867
23 5 34366
1301323 16 80014
1301323 17 91133
1301323 18 72790
|
1977022406-340
o f
c
t 5-98
POSITION P_ASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUMSEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1001165 2 61729
1001165 3 123458
• 1001165 4 69281
1001165 5 15227
1001165 6 85582
1001165 7 123581
1001165 8 73098
1001165 9 30454
l 1001165 10 128965
1001165 !1 90979
1001165 12 4480
1001165 13 14981
1001165 Iti 93604
1001165 15 115947
g 1001165 16 126834
1001165 17 60908
1001165 18 127726
!i)
POSITION PHASE S'IIF'rOF
&_ SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
• 1015631 2 94174
1015631 3 73795
1015631 4 29044
1015631 5 114553
1015631 6 60382
1015631 7 58088
• 1015631 8 60036
IO15631 9 33037
1015631 10 115634
1015631 11 120764
1015631 12 104679
1015631 13 116176
0 1015531 14 31417
1015631 15 120072
1015631 16 93673
1015631 17 66074
1015631 18 37258
I
J ll| j ........ l _ l • II _ ] [f lllllll Ill ....
1977022406-341
5-99 /
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
_'_ SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND .
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1001141 2 85505 _ r
1001141 3 91133
1001141 4 110402
1001141 5 79877 _ t
1001141 6 34226
1001141 7 41339 "
1001141 8 14992
1001141 q 102389
1001141 10 25409
1001141 11 68452
1001141 12 23309
1001141 13 82678
1001141 14 18414
1001141 15 29984
1001141 16 30916 _
1001141 17 57365
10011_1 18 1695
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECONDTAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K) !
1025051 2 55B34 I
1025051 3 111668
1025051 4 52553
1025051 5 38807
1025051 6 83433
1025051 7 105106
1025051 8 33388
I02505_ 9 77614
1025051 10 78323
1025051 11 95277
1025051 12 778
1025051 13 51931
1025051 14 110554
51 5 66776
1025051 16 117317
1025051 17 106915
1025051 18 125806
1977022406-342
!) 5-I00
POSITION PHASE SIIIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCEREGISTER SECOND I
| TAP CONNECTIONS TAP '_
K PHI(K) :,
1001023 2 63208
1001023 3 126416
S 1001023 4 47311
100102_ 5 q311 ""
1001023 6 90307
1001023 7 94622
1001023 8 124474
1001023 9 18622
$ 1001023 10 103808
1001023 11 81529
1001023 12 92537
1001023 13 72899
1001023 12 88243
1001023 15 13195
1001023 16 80481 i
1001023 17 37244
1001023 18 2954
e POSITION PHASE SIIlFTOF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
l
1021355 2 84968
1021355 3 92207
1021355 4 121075
1021355 5 77729
1021355 6 126397
l 1021355 7 19993
1021355 8 110171
1021355 9 106685
1021355 10 42612
1021355 11 9349
1021355 12 101246
I 1021355 13 39986
1021355 14 659725 41801
1021355 16 15001
1021355 17 48773
1021355 18 65088
t
1977022406-343
• 5-101
POSITION PIIASESIIIFTOF
SHIFT OF SU'ISEOUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
_" TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
• K Pt.II(K)
1010615 2 114760
1010615 3 32623
1010615 4 43589
@ 1010615 5 65546
1010615 6 97291
1010615 7 87178
1010615 8 73503
1010615 9 130492
1010615 10 98036
@ 1010615 11 67561
1010615 12 q2818
1010615 13 87787
1010615 14 48025
1010615 15 115137
1010615 16 97401
l 1010615 17 1159
1010615 18 79179
POSITION PtiASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SU:ISEQUENCE
@ REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1021363 2 116502
$ 1021363 3 29139
1021363 4 53247
1021363 5 58278
1021363 6 32940
1021363 7 106494
1021363 8 21595
I 1021363 9 116556
1021363 10 27778
1021363 11 65880
1021363 12 73781
1021363 13 49155
1021363 14 29795
90 1021363 15 431901021363 16 _1519
1021363 17 29031
1021353 18 115446
'i
#Ait_..__jll " . il,_ L • 'i ..... T ................. "I, ..... .... "t".;- i. _._._,:"17...... ,, 1" ---'_ ....1977022406-344
t 5-102
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
6_ REGISTER SECOND
II TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1000757 2 3265
1000757 3 6530
1000757 4 73075 _,
S 1000757 5 13060
1000757 6 q785
1000757 7 115993
1000757 8 94193
1000757 q 26120
1000757 10 77032 {
ic 1000757 11 19570 ]1000757 12 30886
i 1000757 13 30157 !
1000757 14 127370 i_ !
i 1000757 15 73757
!C 1000757 16 89729 {
1000757 17 52240 i
1000757 18 98580
{
i
i
)
)
e POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF {
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND i
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K) i
C 1060065 2 7_11
1060065 3 1_622
1060065 4 46R81
1060065 5 29244
1060065 6 80975
1060065 7 92762
l 1060065 8 _1684
1060065 9 58_88
1060065 10 110203
1060065 11 100193
1060065 12 112367
1060065 13 76619
1060065 14 29049
- 1060065 15 83368
I06006_ 16 121710
1060065 17 116976
1060065 18 30453
1977022406-345
POSITION PEIASE SHIFT OF
£_ SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE ..REGISTER SECO!_D
@ TAP CONN£CTIONS TAP ,_
K PrII(K) _
tL
1010741 2 12787_!
1010741 3 6395
0 I0107_I 4 63516
_010141 5 12790
I0107qi 6 62184 : ,
I01074? 7 127032 _'
1010741 8 78180 ;_:
1010741 9 25580
1010741 10 75635
C, $010741 I_ 12a368
1010741 12 39336
1010741 13 80?9
1010741 I_ 52160
I0107_I 15 105783
I0¢0741 t6 10583 :
TOiO74t 17 51160
!0107QI 18 111061
!
,-, POSITION PFIASE SHIFT OF
" SHIFT OF SU:I SEQUENCE
,R{GIS_ER SECOND
,_ _AP CONNECTIONS TAPK PHI (K_
1205'651 2 84556
, 1205651 3 93031
1205651 4 _05166
_205651 5 7_081
?205651 6 38963
_ 1205651 7 5'181 1
_205651 8 110487
I_05651 9 _O_9BI
120565_ 4'0 98275 _ _
1205651 11 77926 _ •
1205651 12 30692 _ :
,-, 1205551 _3 103622
" 1205651 14 113547 _ -
$ 1205651 '15 23169
1,205651 16 11927£ _. :
1205651 1'7 42181 _ '
_ 205_5't t8 93526 :_ "
1977022406-346
5-104
POSITION P_{ASESHIFT OF
SUIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
_ REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
• K PHI(K)
lOOdTZ,3 2 19416
1000743 3 38832
1000743 4 16811
D 1000743 5 77664
1000743 6 24907
1000743 7 33622
1000743 8 96058
1000743 9 106815
$ I0007_3 I0 390701000743 II _9814
1000743 12 57!7
1000743 I_ 67244
1000743 I_ 58030
_ 100074? 15 70027
1000743 16 55555
S 1000743 17 4_513
! 1000743 18 27895
POSITION PHASE SflIFT OF
i SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
II 1021237 2 32161
1021237 3 64322
i 1021237 4 106583
1021237 5 128644
1021237 6 21691
1021237 7 48977
_"• 1021237 8 107756
1021237 9 4855
1021237 I0 25929
I 1021237 II 43382
1021237 12 95597
1021237 13 97954
1021237 14 79342
1021237 15
6631
i 1021237 16 114995
1021237 17 9710
1021237 18 90728
1977022406-347
D
5-105
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
REOZSTE_ S_COND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1000621 2 70490 -_"
1000621 3 121163
S 1000621 4 88761
1000621 5 19817
1000621 6 20329
1000621 7 84621
1000621 8 113728
_ 1000621 9 3963ti
F, 1000621 10 87745
1000621 11 40658
!, 1000621 12 73074 ---"
1000671 13 92901 !
1000621 14 16357
!; 1000621 15 34687
_, 1000621 !6 95029 "_
1000621 17 79268 ,
:: 10006_'2'I 18 54287 !.
$
! II POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE _.
REGISTER SECOND !
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP _"
K PHI(K)
•
1530521 2 124009
1530521 3 14125
1530521 4 105039
1530521 5 28250
1530521 6 11297
• 15_0521 7 50265
15305.2.1 8 74016
1530521 9 56q00
1530521 10 125022
1530521 11 22504
1530521 12 672
O 1530521 13 100530
1530521 14 23110
1530521 15 112:_11
1530521 _6 103_461
1330521 17 113000
1530521 18 10067 _-
{-
1977022406-348
II
5-106
POSITION P_SE SHIFT OF
_ SHIFT OF SU_I SEOUENCE
hEGISTER SECOND
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1000517 2 37444
1000517 3 74888
6 1000517 4 4280_1000517 5 112367
1000517 6 83784
1000517 7 85606
1000517 8 113742
1000517 9 37409
,: S 10 121 931000517 11 94575
i 1000517 12 125387 i
. 1000517 13 Qoq_1
00 517 4 06447 '
1000517 15 34659
' _ 1000517 16 I063q6
1000517 17 74818
_" 1000517 18 51470 '
i POSITION Pi_ASE SHIFT OF$ SHIFT OF SU_4 SEOUEi]CE !• EEGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP I
K PHI(K)
$ 1021273 2 110124
1021273 3 41895
1021273 4 60706
1021273 5 83790
1021273 6 5183
1021273 7 121412
• 1021273 8 37551
1021273 9 q4563
1021273 10 69616
1021273 11 12366
1021273 12 100630
1021273 13 lq319
| 1021273 14 57707
1021273 15 751021021273 16 2393
1021273 17 73017
1021273 18 46888
P
_.. i_-_,\, i _ ,' ,_,T .... i------- r ....:- i,. - _ _, _ -"_ _
1977022406-349
t 5-107
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
%J REGISTER SECOND i
I TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1000407 2 49350
1000407 3 q8700
6 1000407 4 19403
1000407 5 64743
1000407 6 116090
1000407 7 38806
1000407 8 56729
1000407 9 129486
1000407 10 61200
1000407 11 29963
1000407 12 75745
1000407 13 77612
1000407 14 55780
1000407 15 113458
1000407 16 25159
"_ 1000407 17 3171 :
1000407 18 124381
i: POSITION PHASE SIIIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
C 1324243 ? 98331
1324243 3 65481
1324243 4 15974
1324243 5 130962
1324243 6 119625
I 13242_3 7 31948
1324243 8 66716
1324243 9 219
!32_243 !0 80039
1324243 11 22893
1324243 12 7845
1324243 13 63896
1324243 14 20033I;24243 15 128711
1324243 16 72882
1324243 17 438
I124243 18 85765
i
1977022406-350
I
5-108
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCEREGISTER SECOND
I TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PIII(K)
1000355 2 3923
1000355 3 7846
I 1000355 4 110343
1000355 5 15692
1000355 6 30094
1000355 7 41457
1000355 8 124439
1000355 9 31384
$ 1000355 10 86513
1000355 11 60188
1000355 12 15525
I0003';5 13 82914
1000355 14 10309
1000355 15 13265
S 1000355 !6 79337
1000355 17 62768
1000355 18 95230
1 POSITION PIIASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
l
1020753 2 18925
1020753 3 37850
1020753 4 114296
1020753 5 75700
1020753 6 129427
I 1020753 7 33551
1020753 8 42170
1020753 9 110743
1020753 10 60361
1020753 11 3289
1020753 12 50317
1020753 13 67102
1020753 14 10065
53 5 84340
1020753 16 73295
1020753 17 40657
1020753 18 65856
_ _ ....... "] II I lll]'"lll i ...... _l [_" '_ II I jl " " ; i - . TI
1977022406-351
.I
5-109
' POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
I TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
m PHI(K)
1000347 2 41418
1000347 3 82836
• 1000347 4 11047
1000347 5 96471
1000347 6 30382
10003_7 7 22094
1000347 8 73939
1000347 9 69201
• 1000347 10 56667
1000347 11 60764
1000347 12 105487
1000347 13 44188
1000347 14 8729
1000347 15 114265
• 1000347 16 378
1000347 17 123741
1000347 !8 80962
k
_ _,
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
• SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
!
II 1020771 2 121382
1020771 3 19379
1020771 4 56262
1020771 5 38758
1020771 6 116539
1020771 7 112524
S 1020771 8 124481
1020771 9 77516
1020771 10 105837
1020771 11 29065
1020771 12 15770
1020771 13 37095
1020771 14 551901020771 15 131811020771 16 92539
1020771 17 107111
1020771 18 85278 _.
1977022406-352
!
I 5-II0
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
O REGISTER SECONDTAP CONNECTIONS TAP
B K PHI(K)
1000333 2 19273
1000333 3 38546
1000333 4 27896
6 1000333 5 77092
1000333 6 43690
1000333 7 55792
1000333 8 81602
1000333 9 107959
1000333 10 47180
G 1000333 11 87380
1000333 12 67198
1000333 13 111584
1000333 14 66887
1000333 15 98939
1000333 16 57643
C 1000333 17 46225
1000333 18 48009
POSITION PHASE SIIlFT OF
G SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PIll(K)
II 1032067 2 109793
1032067 3 42557
1032067 4 6240
1032067 5 85114
1032067 6 16939
1032067 7 12480
II 1032067 8 90341
1032067 9 91915
1032067 10 25351
1032067 11 33878
1032067 12 10443
1032067 13 24960
II 1032067 14 122556
1032067 15 814611032067 16 14015
1032067 17 78313
1032067 18 118872
;,II
D llm !
1977022406-353
5-111
D •
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUH SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1000201 2 5237_
1000201 3 104758
1000201 4 126258
'$ 1000201 5 52627
1000201 6 114090
1000201 7 9627
10002O1 8 11
1000201 9 105254
1000201 10 131066
i 1000201 11 33963
1000201 12 18
1000201 13 lq254 _<
1000201 14 28738
1000201 15 22
1000201 16 103274
1000201 17 51635
1000201 18 50628
ti t ._
:|
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1017243 2 47380
1017243 3 94760
1017243 4 17348
1017243 5 72623
1017243 6 34675
1017243 7 34696
1017243 8 71413
S 1017243 9 116897
1017243 10 55015
1017243 11 69350
1017243 12 6342
1017243 13 69392
1017243 14 115368
D 1017243 15 119317
1017243 16 138751017243 17 28349
1017243 18 84744
I 5-I12
, POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
: SHIFT OF SUH SEQUENCE
._ REGISTER SECOND; TAP CONN CTIONS TAP
• K PIiI(K)
I
1000173 2 111420
1000173 3 39303
, 1000173 4 23904
( l 1000173 5 78606
, I 1000173 6 23810
1000173 7 47808
1000173 8 59151
10O0173 9 104931
1000173 10 44889
• 1000173 11 47638
1O00173 12 863O
1000173 13 95616
1000173 14 128885
1000173 15 118302
1000173 16 8qi05
I 1000173 17 52281
1000173 18 21461
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SUIFT OF SUH SEQUENCE
I REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
l 1017261 2 571141017261 3 11J1228
1017261 4 33002
1017261 5 33687
1017261 6 75527
1017261 7 66004
1017261 8 101252
• 1017261 9 67374
: 1017261 10 27451
1017261 11 111089
1017261 12 68666
,, 1017261 13 130135
1017261 14 124968
1017261 15 59639i 1017261 16 127054
I 1017261 17 127395
1017261 18 33291
1977022406-355
I 5-I13
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
8 K PHI(K)
1011055 2 1956
1011055 3 3912 "_,,
1011055 4 122800 "
@ 1011055 5 7824
1011055 6 69199
1011055 7 16543 _
1011055 8 45547
1011055 9 15648
1011055 10 122484
, I 1011055 11 123745
1011055 12 38728
1011055 13 33086
"= 1011055 14 9889
_r 1011055 15 91094
1011055 16 14283
, • 1011055 17 31296
1011055 IB 27351
i POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF }
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
• REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNE3TIONS TAP
K PHI(K}
C 1016435 2 53810 ;
i 1016435 3 1076201016435 4 69218
, 1016435 5 46903 -_
1016435 6 114963
' 1016435 7 123707 .
•I 1016435 8 10645
1016435 9 93806
: 1016435 10 111283
1016435 11 32217 ,,
" 1016435 12 66098
1016435 13 14729
• 1016435 14 24942
O 1016435 15 212906 35636
1016435 17 74531
1016435 18 61443
o
, ...... ,.__[ I I
,' ,
1977022406-356
!
I 5-114 /
POSITION PHASESHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
_._ REGISTER SECOND 4 '
• TAP CONNECTIONS TAP _ .
K PHI(K) _
1000077 2 66335 ,:
1000077 3 129473
• 1000077 4 33161
1000077 5 3197
1000077 6 94555
1000077 ? 66322
1000077 8 63176 "
1000077 9 6394
1 1000077 10 50633
1000077 11 73033
1000077 12 127109
1000077 13 1294q9
1000077 14 101267
1000077 15 126352
@ 1000077 16 89q1000077 17 12788
1000077 18 104092
I'"-_
POSITION PIIASE SHIFT OF
¢ SHIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE '
REGISTER SECOND :,
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
_, K PHI(K)
@ 1016561 2 99988 '
1016561 3 62167
1016561 4 85923
1016561 5 124334 i
1016561 6 213581016561 7 90297
• 1016561 8 116509 ,_
1016561 9 13475
1016561 10 74848
1016561 11 42716 ,_
1016561 12 41023
1016561 13 81549
• 1016561 14 61074
1016561 15 291256 1750
1016561 17 26950
1016561 18 59156
1977022406-357
|i i_ POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAPK PHI(K)
1013227 2 106962
1013227 3 43219
1013227 4 17509
1013227 5 96438
• 1013227 6 116241
1013227 7 35018
1013227 8 94698
1013227 9 69267
1013227 10 112817
1013227 11 29661
@ 1013227 12 38299
1013227 13 70036
101322? 14 1199025 7274?
101322? 16 113296 i
1013227 17 123609@ 8 64876 i
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
I, SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE i
) $ REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP 1K PHI(K)
1013263 2 9315 !
• 1013263 3 18630
1013263 4 56725
1013263 5 37260
1013263 6 120691
1013263 7 113_50
1013263 8 89070
• 1013263 9 74520
1013263 10 114937
1013263 11 20761
1013263 12 92104
1013263 13 35243
1013263 14 76365
1013263 15 84003
, 1013263 16 10_756
1013263 17 113103
1013263 18 126313
,..,,_ _ , --] ..... ;. -_..... I_T_.._--.--I-----T---- | ..... _..... _
1977022406-358
D 5-116
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
SIIIFT OF SUM SEOUENCE
REGISTER SECONDTAP CONN CTIONS TAP
II K PHI(K)
1013323 2 122983
1013323 3 16177
1013323 4 80100
I 1013323 5 3235_
1013323 6 7810_
1013323 7 101943
1013323 8 62546
1013323 9 64708
1013323 10 48320
8 1013323 11 105935
1013323 12 72654
1013323 13 58257
1013323 14 99335
1013323 15 125092
1013323 16 75458
O 1013323 17 129416
1013323 18 115767
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
C SHIFT OF SUH SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1013331 2 81802
1013331 3 98539
1013331 4 89998
1013331 5 65065
1013331 6 56632
1013331 7 82147
e 1013331 8 21153
1013331 9 130130
1013331 I0 95803
1013331 11 113264
1013331 12 38646
1013331 13 97849
0 1013331 i_! 105292
1013331 15 42306
16 78633
1013331 17 1883
1013331 18 39511
mm_mlm • N
. I ....
1977022406-359
25-117 ,_
_S_TZON PI_AS_STIZ_'TO_
--. SH_FT OF SU,_Sm.OU_..C_
._9 _EGISTER SECOND
II 4qlbPCO_NEC_'IONS TAP ,_.
,K PHI(_)
1013561 2 29481
1013561 3 58962
0 101356t 4 170 j
1_1S567 5 117924 i ,:
101356_ _ 51441 _ ,
1013561 7 340
I0f3561 8 q4438 • m,,,
f013561 9 26295
1013561 10 42598
"" 1013561 11 102882
101_561 12 9562_
1013561 13 680
1013561 14 65979
1013561 15 73267
1013561 16 71510
1013561 17 52590
1013561 18 118526
t
• POSITION PleASESHIF_ OF
f SHIFT OF SU:ISEOUENCE
REOISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PWI(K)
O 1013507 2 61117
1013607 3 122234
1013607 4 _7434
IoT36o7 5 17675
1oi"36o7 6 24786
1013607 7 87275
¢: 1013607 8 119135
1013607 9 35350
1013607 10 97900
101.3607 '11' "9572
11013607 "12 106740
1013607 13_ 87593
10"13607 14 ']7514 'i13607 5 23873 ,,
1013601 , 15003 i_,
1013607 / '70700 ,:
1013607 la t80072
<
.... -,_ t '- --:---="-----TT-. I_ "" l-'" , i ...... """_""I
1977022406-360
I' - J
I 5-118
POSITION PHASE SIIIFT OF !,_,
SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
_ REGISTER SECOND
IAP CON_iECTIONS TAP
• K PHI(K)
1013155 2 84157
1015155 3 93829
1015155 4 80057 |
• 1015155 5 74485 |1015155 6 121733
1015155 7 102029
1015155 8 41730
1015155 9 113173
1015155 10 130006
I 1015155 1! 18677
1015155 12 27877
1015155 13 58085
1015155 14 100083
1015155 15 83460 ]
1015155 16 21301
_ 1015155 17 35797
1015155 18 122794
' i_,. I.
_ _ POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF :
I C SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K)
1015253 2 130336
1015253 3 1471
1015253 4 130629
1015253 5 2942
1015253 6 5690
1015253 7 885
8 1015253 8 1557
1015253 9 5884
1015253 10 93131
1015253 11 11380
1015253 12 122935
1015253 13 1770
• 1015253 14 65102
O 1015253 15 31141015253 16 21200
1015253 17 11768
1015253 18 114622
]977022406-36]
/
) 5-t19
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
,_ SHIFT OF SU'_ SEQUENCE . ,
REGISTER SECOND
# TAP CONNECTIONS TAPK PH£(K)
1015271 2 71803 "
_ 1015271 3 118537
1015271 4 3209
I 1015271 5 25069 ,,
1015271 6 71722
1015271 7 6418 ...,-
1015271 8 104437
1015271 9 50138
1015271 10 115895
IP 1015271 11 118699
1015271 12 56755
1015271 13 12836
1015771 14 34295
1015271 15 53269
1015271 16 35374
i $ 1015271 17 100276 '
1015271 18 78517
I
J
POSITION PHASE SHIFT OF
$ SHIFT OF SUM SEQUENCE
REGISTER SECOND
TAP CONNECTIONS TAP
K PHI(K) _,
S 1015325 2 60672 '
1015325 3 121344
1015325 4 17874
1015325 5 19455
1015325 6 5186
1015325 7 357_8
i 1015325 8 66361
1015325 9 38910
I01532_ 10 63236
I015_25 11 10372
1015325 12 6814_
1015325 13 71_96
O 1015325 14 121562
1015325 15 129_211015325 16 116454
1015325 17 77820
1015325 18 55416
J
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APPENDIX C. 5
J
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING FOR GENERATION OF
PHASE SHIFTS OF 18-STAGE MAXIMAL CODES
i • The following is the computer program listing used for the genera-
tion of phase shifts of maximal PN sequences of period 218-1 as described
in Appendix B. 5.
The program sets up an 18-stage register with a specified initial
t condition vector a = [a0, a 1.... a 17] . The shift register is then clocked
-k times to obtain the initial condition vector b = [b 0, b 1, ... b17 ] of the
sequence obtained at the kthtap of the shift register. The sequence which
8 is generated by the shift register with initial conditions a is then searched
_. for the state vector A+b. The position of this state vector gives the phase
!_ shift obtained when the output sequence of the shift register is added mod-
e, ulo 2 to the sequence obtained at the kth stage of the shift register.
D
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O APPE1 _,DLX D. 5
t COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING FOR DETERMINATION i
OF SIDELOBE DISTRIBUTION OF GOLD CODES !
The following listing is the computer program used for the gener- 16 ation of the sidelobe d stributiono_ Gold codes of period 211-1. The
program computes the number of sidelobes in the cross-correlation func- _'
_. tion e of any Gold codes of period 2 n- 1 by making use of the formula for
the number S of cross-correlation sidelobes given in A. 5.4, i.e.,
:
e2 2n_
_' E + 2Ee+ 1
: 2n+ 1
; $ For each code, the program firstcomputes its unbalance and itsautocor-
relation function. For each pair of codes to be correlated, the program
then computes the product of the unbalances which yields the quantity ___0
, and the dot product of the autocorrelation function, which yields the quan-
tity _-:e 2 . The above formula then is used to compute the number of side-
lobes for given cross-correlation and the distribution of code pairs with
; a given number of sidelobes.
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&( APPENDIX E. 5
' TABLE OF PREFERRED PAIRS OF MAXIMAL
_ POLYNOMIALS OF DEGREE II,13, 15, 18,19
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APPENDIX F. 5
G
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING FOR GENERATION OF
PREFERRED PAIRS OF MAXIMAL PN SEQUENCES
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APPENDIX G-5
! CODE LIBRARY FOR FORWARD LINK RANGE CHANNEL
_i_ $ MAXIMAL PN CODES OF PERIOD 218-1 HAVING SIX OR LESS
,- FEEDBACK TAPS IN THE GENERATING SHIFT REGISTER
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' SHIFT REOISTERS WITH LESS IH,_N OR EOU_L NUMBER
OF 1"/_P5THAN 6
I) 1_22_271022a55
1_22131
:,: lg22 145
liP22225
1022311
' { _ 1_2Z443
: ' ;;' 1_22461
' (J 1_22621
0 1w]23_45
1_t231e3
le23111
11_23221
"" 1_234_5
1#Z4_117
1024027
lg24063
1_24965
1_24305
1_2511_5
1_25141
lg26_23
1_26_43
lg26_61
( 1_3_145
i 1_3_161
'. 1_J_215
1_3a303
1_3_311
lg3_321
1_3_341
1_34013
1z_34_P51
1_341_5
_ lt_35921
(- 1_40'343
1_4_51 ..
1_4Z117
; ; le4_2_5
'_ : 1_)4_241
I_40361
(; 1_4_463
' 1_4_465
i 1@4_t5451_4kt645
- 1_4t_721
'_ 1041_11
_t: 1_41_351_412a;
_,L- 1_412251_41423
1Z41445
1041451
• le415_5
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APPENDIX H-5 i, i
D ALTERNATE CODE LIBRARY FOR MODE 1 RETURN LINK ;
!i MAXIMAL PN CODES OF PERIOD 218-1 HAVING SIX OR LESS i'_•FEEDBACK TAPS IN THE GENERATING SHIFT REGISTER
_'D
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5-199
. _ g 1000115 1004455
' 1000743 1004545
1000751 1004623
,_ 1001013 1004643
1002031 1004645
1002061 1004711
- 1002075 1005035
: $ 1002133 1005213
1002171 1005225
; t002211 1005305
1002241 1005341
_ 1002441 1005431
1002623 1005451
1002705 1005521
• _ [ 1002741
I006113
1003011 1006161
1003035 1006605
1003053 1007031
_ 1003215 1010045
i 1003451 1010051
1003461 1010463
S 1003521 1010551
, 1004073 1010613
1004163 1010615
1004205 1010741
g 1004313 1011041
1004405 1011245
_. 1004447
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